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Abstract

After receiving its federal banking charter in 1910, the

Weyburn Security Bank shifted the aspirations of a group of

pioneer prairie entrepreneurs. into the more formally

regulated environment of the Canadian banking fraternity from

the pioneer environment inhabited by early private bankers in

the prairie west. The early aspirations of these

entrepreneurs were not entirely obliterated by this shift

however; they simply attached themselves to a somewhat more

stable vehicle. until its demise, in 1931, the Weyburn

Security Bank was a unique expression of those aspirations in

the general context of the historical development of Canadian

banking. Played out in the setting of the developing

agricultural economy of western Canada, the attempt to carry

those aspirations (influenced by American banking philosophy)

to fruition reveals much about Doth the development of an

agricultural community in southern Saskatchewan and the role

that banke~s played in that, ._g~y~lopment. As well, the

interplay between the Weyburn Security Bank, the federal

government regulators, and the rest of the banking community

provides an insight into the nature of relationships within

the banking fraternity prior to the depression of the 1930s.
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that, without bankers, the

the West would have proceeded

Although there have been

Introduction

with any reading of the history of the Canadian prairie

west after the settlement period, it is almost impossible to

escape the conclusion that bankers, and the financial system

that they represented, were among the most despised people

to cause their presence to be felt on the fertile landscape.

Indeed, the only serious competition that they had as targets

of public wrath and agrarian discontent were those equally

monolithic links to the outside world the railway

companies.

For a good number of early Westerners, and for many

sUbsequent generations, a veiled contempt of the Banks has

been every bit as much a part of the prairie culture as has

the inevitable January blizzard or grasshoppers in JUly.

Much of this castigation of financial institutions is, of

course, rooted in the tradition of Western alienation and

regional disparity that has found voice among a number of

commentators on the development of the region, and caused the

study of Qanking to be an historipal "terra incognita" - or

worse, the realm of economists. Unfortunately, the

reticence to examine the banking story has resulted in a

somewhat distorted retelling of the story of western

development.

The simple fact is

development and settlement of

in a very different manner.
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numerous studies and discussions about the amount of capital

that was required by early settlers to establish commercial

2

agriculture on the Canadian prairies, very little

consideration has been given to the sources of capital and

credit that were available when the settler's own resources

had been expended. 1 Thus, aside from the often apocryphal

and anecdotal tales that have been passed down from

generation to generation, the historian is left with precious

little information about the institutions to which farmers

regularly turned when credit was required to maintain their

farms as viable commercial operations.

The range of institutions that provided credit to the

pioneer were as varied as the credit requirements themselves.

Insurance and mortgage companies provided long-term credits

for the farmer to either make the initial land purchase or

extend holdings already in possession. The farm machinery

manufacturers provided credit by way of conditional sales

contracts to enable farmers to acquire the capital equipment

that became increasingly necessa~to both plant and harvest

the crops upon which commercial agriculture depended. The

day-to-day living requirements of the early farm family were,

for the most part, met by the credit which had been extended

1 For a discussion of the costs of establishing a farm
at the turn of the century see: Lyle Dick, "Estimates of Farm
Making Costs in Saskatchewan, 1882-1914," Prairie Forum, Vol.
6, no. 2, Fall 1981, pp. 183-201, and Irene Spry, "The Costs
of Making a Farm on the Prairies," Prairie Forum, Vol. 7, no.
1, Spring 1982, 95-100.



by the local merchant, while the seed and various other

supplies that were so necessary to a successful farming

operation were secured through similar arrangements with a

myriad of farm supply houses. Interspersed throughout these

various credit facilities were the banks.

At one level, the banks were in the background of

virtually all of the various credit arrangements which

ultimately filtered down to the farm customers. Under the

authority of section 88 of the Bank Act, that governing

warehouse receipts, bankers supplied the vital inventory

financing that enabled both manufacturers and merchants to

provide the easy purchase terms, of which farmers so often

took advantage. The full nature of these forms of credit

require an examination that is beyond the scope of this

discussion, but suffice it to say that the purchases so made

had to be paid for at some point in time. with the exception

of major implement purchases, for which manufacturers had

made their own long-term credit arrangements, most of the

credit which was made available b~_farm suppliers was of a

short-term nature. This, of course, was a direct consequence

of the credit arrangements that the merchants and suppliers

themselves faced. As a result of the regulatory environment

and historical development of the Canadian banking system,

the credit facilities that were provided to merchants and

manufacturers were in themselves of a short-term nature. The

purpose of the bank credits was simply to finance inventory

3



until the time of sale, at which point the banks expected to

be repaid. As most of the purchases that were made by

farmers were of a seasonal nature, and expenditures made were

not generally rewarded with cash receipts until some point

down the road, a credit gap was created in which bills became

due a considerable length of time before the crop, for which

the bills were incurred, was sold. Thus when the seed dealer

sought payment for his seed during the early summer, all that

the farmer could do was to point to the field and suggest,

"There it is, along with my money."

It was at this level that the farmer and the banker came

into direct contact. Through facilities such as seed-grain

loans, cash was provided to the farmer in order to pay the

various suppliers for their inputs into what has been

typically characterized as an individualistic enterprise.

The understanding, of course, was that these short-term farm

loans would operate in very much the same manner as the

section 88 warehouse receipts which governed manufacturers

and merchants. Once the harvest was in, the bank expected to

be repaid. Rather than food for a hungry nation, the

unfolding results of National pOlicies, or an emergent

social structure on the vast Canadian plain, from the

banker's perspective the crop in the field was simply the

farmer's inventory. Once sold, repayment was deemed to be a

matter of course. This was not the romanticism of the

pioneer agrarian striking out to forge a new society; it was,

4



however, a business deal consummated in the bed of "sound

banking practices."

The legendary friction between bankers and farmers arose

when, for various reasons, the farmer was unable to meet the

obligations for which he was contracted to the bank. Whether

as a result of poor market conditions or crop failures, a

cash deficiency following harvest had the consequence of

placing the aspirations of the farmer into direct opposition

with the desires of the banker. It is as a result of such

conflicts that much of the western banking demonology has

arisen. Equally, out of the perception of bankers as the

purveyors of all that is evil has arisen a good deal of the

social and political structures that have been erected to

mediate and resolve the, at times, conflicting interests of

farmers and bankers; and to force, as early farm leader E.A.

Partridge desired, "the big-vested interests to play fair."

Obviously, the story of the relationship between bankers

and farmers is crucial to the understanding of the

development patterns that were exp~rienced in western Canada.

Not only to the extent that farmers' reactions to the banking

and financial community resulted in social and political

tensions that were of major consequence to the development of

Canada as a whole, but also to the extent that without

bankers and the capital that they provided, it is conceivable

that a good number of early agrarian dreams would have been

dashed before the first harvest was reaped. Although many

5



of us would like to believe the romantic notion that the

development of the Canadian prairie was principally driven by

the struggle of the pioneer in taming a hostile environment,

a more balanced jUdgement recognizes that there was a whole

system of economic supports enabling the farmer's efforts.

The attitudes and activities of bankers are vital to the

understanding of that system.

While numerous tales have been told about the evils that

had been wrought upon hapless and innocent farmers by the

financial houses of eastern Canada, particularly during the

years of the Great Depression,2 very little study has been

6

directed towards the role that bankers played in the

development of the agricultural economy of the west. 3 As

well, any commentaries that do exist on the relationships

that developed between farmers and bankers tend to view

bankers as an Eastern phenomenon that acted upon Western

interests rather than, being institutions that were, in turn,

quite often rocked by the volatile nature of western

agriculture. Any suggestion that bankers and farmers were

engaged in a symbiotic relationship is essentially absent

2 cf. David C. Jones, Empire of Dust (Edmonton: Univ.
of Alberta Press,1987) , and "We'll all be buried down here,"
The Prairie Dryland Disaster: 1917-1926 (Calgary: Historical
Society of Alberta, 1986)._

3 Notable exceptions are: T.D. Regehr, "Bankers and
Farmers in Western Canada 1900-1939," in John E. Forster, ed.
The Developing West (Edmonton: Univ. of Alberta Press, 1983),
pp. 303-336, and Henry C. Klassen, "Cowdry Brothers: Private
Bankers in southwestern Alberta," ,Alberta History Vol. 37,
No.1, Winter 1989, pp. 9-21.



from the historical literature. Thus, eastern monopolies,

money trusts, and bankers have become a vital culprit in the

tale of western alienation and sUbjugation.

Although that telling of the "western story" - an

economic hinterland to the eastern financial metropolis - may

have considerable truth to it, it is far from a complete and

totally accurate reading of the tale. Much more is needed to

balance out that aspect of the account of western

development~ A great number of questions must be answered on

the role that bankers played in establishing. pioneer

agrarians on the virgin prairie landscape. Beyond that, of

course, a great number of questions must be answered

regarding the fitting of an agricultural economy into the

needs of a banking system that, for the most part, was not

particularly well equipped to deal with credit needs that

were dictated by crop cycles. In other words, did a banking

system, primarily intended to meet the needs of merchants and

manufacturers, evolve to meet the needs of agricultural

production, or was an agricultural system simply shaped to

fit the liquidity demands and depositor-safety needs of

Canadian banking?

This examination of the Weyburn Security Bank is a very

preliminary step in a personal quest to address some aspects

of these questions. Ultimately, of course, it only serves to

raise more questions than it answ~rs, but it does, at least,

enable a more precise focusing of the nature and scope of

7
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future inquiry. In the meantime, the beauty of the Weyburn

8

Bank is that it was not eastern-based, thus metropolitan

influences can be discounted to some -degree and the system

can be examined in a non-corruptive context. The decisions

that the Bank made were a direct response to the credit

demands of an emerging agricultural economy untainted by

the conflicting demands of economic growth in a diverse
I

mUlti-regional economy. The apportionment of capital

resources among the customers of the Weyburn did not have to

compete, as did the resources of the other banks, with the

needs of manufacturers and merchants. The only balance that

the directors of the Weyburn had to seek was that between

excessive risk and excessive safety. In keeping with the

principles of good banking, the credit policies of the

Weyburn needed to bear in mind the over-riding concern for

the protection of depositors' money while at the same time

offering a facility through which capital-deficient pioneers

could establish and expand their agricultural enterprises.

As the W~yburn Security Bank was~~regionally-based, and had
4

limited ability to draw upon the financial resources of

other more established regions, the supply of credit for

agricultural purposes was, of necessity, entirely dictated by

the ability of the region itself to generate surpluses.

Thus, the safety of depositors' money - money that had been

generated within the regional economy was ultimately

dependent upon the long-term stability of the region itself.



In that sense, the stability of the Weyburn was both a mirror

and bellwether for western agriculture.

The history of the Weyburn Security Bank may have, in

the past, only tickled the fancy of local history buffs and

numismatists, but its true significance goes much beyond

that. In terms of regional development, its study provides

an opportunity to examine how one financial institution

attempted to impose its philosophy upon the economic

development of the region. As it was obvious that the future

prospects of the Bank would be contingent upon the nature and

health of the economy that was established, the directors

felt an imperative to create a system of agricultural

development that would promote stability for both the region

and the Bank. Their credit policies are thus a reflection of

what "sound banking principles" deemed to be a suitable

development pattern, and the paternalistic guidance that was

offered to customers, within the framework of those policies,

provides some vital clues to the role that bankers played in

the social development of pioneer ..communities.

Beyond those local concerns however, the Weyburn

Security Bank provides an ideal opportunity to study a

Canadian chartered bank in its totality. It has a definite

beginning and a finite ending. Although, at times,

philosophically it was decidedly out of step with other

chartered banks, it did nevertheless operate within the

Canadian regulatory environment; as such it can shed some

9



light onto the general nature of bankers' concerns. More

importan~ly, the range of the Weyburn's activities were

strictly limited, both geographically and economically, to

serving the needs of an emerging agricultural economy. Thus,

the financial records that it left behind are a pure

reflection of the region in which it was located, and the

economy that dominated that region - agriculture. Whatever

credit policies were developed by the Weyburn were framed

entirely with that agricultural economy in mind. This, of

course, was not simply a result of geographic restrictions,

but a direct consequence of a conscious and deliberate

decision to establish a "farmer's bank" in what was believed

to be a promising agricultural landscape.

Beyond providing an opportunity to study an individual

bank and its relationship with farmers; the Weyburn also

opens a back door ,into the Canadian banking system in

general. The accessibility of the Weyburn, and the richness

of the records that it left behind, enables one to make

prelimin~~ forays into __ tbL.cc-.Ql:>scure realm of the

relationships between bankers and, their relationship with

the government regulators assigned to ensure that banking

activities met the needs of the public interest. And

finally, some estimation of the regulators' and bankers' view

of what the pUblic interest ought to be is available from

their response to the collapse of the Weyburn in the early

1930s.

10



-In total, the history of the Weyburn Security Bank is

one of the many pieces of the jigsaw puzzle that is the story

of bankers in Canada. A story of how the needs of capital

directed and responded to the needs of the society from which

it arose.

11



Fertile Fields

Sensing the opportunity that development in the Souris

River district of southeastern Saskatchewan presented, six

American entrepreneurs established the head office of the

Canadian Investment Company at . weyburn, in April of 1899. 1

The original intention of these men, Alex Simpson, O.H.

Hellekson, W.F. Murphy, Joseph Mergens, and . John Erickson of

Minnesota together with S.E. Oscarson of South Dakota was to
~

capitalize on the settlement activity generated by the Soo

12

Line Railway2. Their first project together was to purchase

fifty thousand acres of land in the Weyburn district, onto

which they hoped to entice newly arriving settlers. 3 This

early venture established a pattern for the various companies

which these original investors would form in later years, as

land dealings and associated transactions became the mainstay

1 Cecil. C. Tannahill, An Illustrated Edition on
Banking, Trade Tokens, Paper Money & Scrip Used in the
Territory and Province of Saskatchewan, (Regina: Celebrate
Saskatchewan Corporation, 1980) p.195.

2 Alex Simpson described~ims~lf as -a grain merchant and
listed his residence as Minneapolis; John Erickson
Merchant, Hancock,Minn.; O.H. Hellekson Merchant,
Minneapolis; Frank Murphy Attorney, Wheaton, Minn.; and
S.E. Oscarson as a merchant in White Rock,South Dakota.
Joseph Merqens was the only one of the investors to take up
residence in Weyburn and looked a'fter the group's investment
in the district, no information exists as to his previous
occupation in Minnesota. From "List of Shareholders of the
Weyburn Security Bank," P.A.C.,Records of the Minister of
Finance, RG 19, Vol 1286.

3 Tannahill, Banking, Trade Tokens, Paper Money and
Scrip, p. 195.



both the Weyburn security Company and the ,Weyburn Security

Bank. 4

The growth of the district at the turn of the century

prompted changes in the organization of the business. with

the exception of the land that had been originally purchased,

and was by that time rented out to area farmers, the

13

operations of the Canadian Investment Company were

reformulated into the Weyburn Security Company in 1902. 5 By

that year, the original investors had ventured beyond their

original landholdings and into lumber sales, insurance,

mortgages, and limited private banking facilities. The

organization of the Weyburn Security Company formalized these

aspects of the business, and although lumber sales were

subsequently dropped, the business maintained its footing as

a financial service centre for the district's farmers. In

4 The Weyburn Security Company Ltd. is still in
existence today. The bulk of its current shareholders can be
traced back, through inheritances, to the original
shareholders of both the Bank and the Company. The nature of
its current business is not substantially different from that
of 1910; it is still a significant holder. of agricultural
land in the district as well as providing insurance,
mortgages, and a variety of financial services to district
residents. One significant difference in its current
operations from those of its earlier days is the royalty
income derived from the retention of the mineral rights
attached to all of the lands which,at various times over the
past ninety years, have passed through the Company's hands.
As an indication of the relatively closely held nature of the
Company, its current general manager, Jack Onstad, is the son
of Albert Onstad, who succeeded Joseph Mergens as manager in
the 1930s. Author's interview with Jack Onstad, August 6,
1992.

5 Ibid. p. 195.
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this role, the Company performed a similar function to the

many private banking concerns that dotted the prairies at the

14

turn of the century.6 For the most part, private banks

operated ahead of the advancing frontier of Canadian

chartered banks and provided the majority of settlers' credit

and deposit facilities until the arrival of the more

established bastions of the Canadian financial system. The

majority of these private banks operated on credit facilities

provided by the established chartered banks and, as has been

suggested by historian Henry Klassen, likely served as

scouting parties to test out the profitability of a district

before being absorbed by their chartered partners. 7

The Weyburn Security Company, however, was

significantly different from others who played the private

banking game. A lack of adequate records from this early

period do not permit a high degree of certainty, although it

is quite probable that the capital base of the Company came

from sources outside the Canadian financial system. This

external capital base allowed -the- investors to remain

6 Although the private bankers of the settlement period
in Western Canada have received scant attention by
historians, Henry C. Klassen's article, "Cowdry Brothers:
Private Bankers in Southwestern Alberta," (Alberta History,V.
37, N. 1 winter 1989, pp 9-21) provides illustration of the
role that they played in providing capital for early
agricultural endeavors. Cec Tannahill's previously cited
work, although not providing any analysis of their role,
catalogues the extent to which private banking concerns
existed in Saskatchewan.

7 See note 6 above.



independent of the Canadian chartered banks, and thus enabled

them to enter into competition with the banks for the

financial business of the district's farmers. While the

precise source of the original capital base of the Company is

unknown, it is known that the original shareholders of the

Company had profited greatly from the earlier expansion of

the agricultural frontier into the American Midwest, so it

can be presumed that these profits were turned to an

anticipated repetition on the Canadian frontier. 8

15

The reorganization into a specifically financial

services co~pany allowed the Weyburn security Company to

expand from its original base of operations to include, by

1906, branch offices at Midale, Yellow Grass, McTaggart and

8 In the correspondence left by Harvey Oliver Powell,
General Manager of the Weyburn Security Bank, a number of
comments are made that the shareholders of the Bank had
previously and successfully pursued ventures similar to those
in which they were then pursuing in Western Canada. Also, a
number of references are made to friendly relationships with
various banks in the .American midwest, as well as acting as
financial'agents for a number of American investors, (cf.
H.O. Powell to H.T. Ross, April 26, 1913, P.A.C. Records of
the Minister of Finance, RG 19 Vol. 3290 File 16515).
Although no specific mention is made as to the identity of
the American investors, on whose behalf the Bank acted, it is
possible that in addition to acting on behalf of the
individual shareholders that remained in the States, both
the Company and the Bank made use of the capital of American
acquaintances. However, Powell stated before the Select
Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce, in 1923, that "we
have six men who started the bank who never needed to borrow
a dollar, who had surplus funds to invest, and any time that
we were in need of more moneys they were in a position to
give them to us." House of Commons Debates, Second Session-

Fourteenth Parliament, 13-14 George V., 1923. p. 501



Halbrite. 9 The expansion of the Company, and the success

that it had enjoyed attracted the attention of at least one

16

of the more established chartered banks. 10 Further

demonstrating that it was more independently based than other

private banks however, the purchase offer was rejected and

the decision was taken to expand to an even greater extent.

Coincidental to the decision to remain independent and

further develop the burgeoning mortgage, insurance, real

estate, and banking business, was the decision to recruit a

manager with the abilities that would be necessary to realize

the full potential of the foundations that had been laid.

Quite naturally, due to the experiences of the six

shareholders in the American agricultural frontier, the

American banking system with its emphasis on regionally based

activity attracted the attention of the Company in its

candidate search. The individual selected, Harvey Oliver

Powell, was a product of that system, a system in which the

.shareholders had quite obviously prospered.

The banking system that had b.een,_ established in Canada,

9 Cee Tannahill, "The Ups and Downs of Weyburn Bank,"
Western People, september 11, 1980. p. 10.

10 It is not known which bank attempted to purchase the
Company, however it has been reported that the event did take
place (Cec Tannahill, Banking, Trade Tokens, Paper Money &
Scrip, p. 195). This report can not be confirmed as the early
records and minute books of both the Company and the Bank
were unfortunately destroyed during a flood in the basement
of the Bank's former head office sometime during the 1950s.
Tannahill was, however, a careful and accurate recorder and
devotee of Saskatchewan's numismatic history and is believed
to be quite reliable.



by the time Harvey Powell was hired to direct the future of

the Weyburn Security Company, was considerably different from

the one which Powell and his new employers had previously

been familiar with. Based, as it was, on an inter-regional

network of branches it was more widely based than the unit

system of its American counterpart. This aspect of. the

Canadian banking system enabled it to draw funds from one

region of the country, where demand for loans may be low and

deposits relatively high, and make them available in other

regions where the situation was reversed. In contrast, the

American banking system, at the turn of the century, was an

amalgamation of state regulated locally based banks almost

exclusively dependent on the rise and fall of local economies

for their success, and in many cases failure. One

advantage, however, (purely from the perspective of asset

growth) that American banks had over those of Canada was that

they faced considerably fewer restrictions over the types of

lending activities in which they could engage. Federal

banking legislation_in Canada, which governed all chartered

banking activity throughout Canada, placed Canadian banks

under strict controls as to the nature of loans which could

be made , as well as the collateral which could be accepted

as security. Mortgages on real estate, for example, were a

prohibited form of lending under section 76 (2) (c) of the

17



Bank Act. 11 The main forms of security which Canadian banks

18

could accept in return for loans were prescribed by sections

83 to 90 of the Act, with section 88 being of the most

significance. These sections limited collateral security to

what was termed as "warehouse receipts," or collateral in the

normal course of business. Section 88 specifically listed

the nature of securities which may be taken for loans, and

the nature thus specified meant that Canadian banks were

impeded from engaging in medium and long-term lending as well

as real estate mortgages. The banking environment that those

involved with the Weyburn Security Company had been most

familiar with encouraged an active participation in medium

to long-term agricultural loans, and had enabled vigorous

lending in the farm mortgage market.

Harvey Powell's education in the American style of

banking took place in the agricultural economies of Wisconsin

and South Dakota, and his final position in that system,

prior to taking up residence in Weyburn in 1907, was that of

cashier of the First. National Bank _~ of White Rock, South

Dakota. 12 As a member of the South Dakota bar and a well

respected member of the South Dakota banking community,

11 Statutes of Canada - 1923, 13-14 George V Chapter
32: The Bank Act. There were some relatively minor
exceptions to this rule to be found under sec. 80, which
provided for the acceptance of real estate mortgages as
additional security for loans previously granted.

12 A. st. L Trigge, A History of the Canadian Bank of
Commerce, Vol 3, (Toronto: Canadian Bank of Commerce, 1934),
p. 252.



Powell possessed the experience necessary to further develop

the full-service agricultural financial business that had

already been established by the six American investors.

Under Powell's guidance, the Company continued to expand both

its branches and business. Coinciding with a period of

19

increased settlement and rapid growth in the Weyburn

district, and the completion of the Canadian Northern

branch-line out of Maryfield, additional branches of the

Company were established at Colgate, Griffin, and Radville

during 1908. 13 During 1910, the Company had enough

confidence in the future prosperity of the district that it

saw fit to ~rect an impressive head office bU~lding which

would, shortly after its completion, become the head office

of the Weyburn Security Bank. 14

Further progress, however, and the ability to meet the

increasing competition of the chartered banks was deemed, by

the directors of the Company, to be best served by ob~aining

a federal charter under which to conduct its banking

business. _~~ccordingly, an application for a banking charter,

13 Tannahill, Banking ,Trade Tokens, Paper Money &
scrip. p.195.

14 A former officer of the Imperial Bank described, in
1965, the Weyburn building as being "as up-to-date as many
built in recent years." He further commented that the young
Minneapolis architect who had designed it "was no doubt 25 to
30 years ahead of the times." G.W. sterling, letter,
Current Account: Staff Journal of the Canadian Imperial Bank
of Commerce, July-August 1965, p. 17. The building is today
commendably preserved, and serves as the main branch of the
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce in Weyburn.



-

which had been previously made under the name of The Bank of

Saskatchewan, was obtained and modified to reflect the name

of The Weyburn security Bank. 15 The Act granting the charter

20

was assented to on May 4, 1910, and .the certificate

permitting the new bank to issue notes and commence the

business of banking ,was granted on December 19, 1910. 16

This new pha~e of the Company's activities occasioned

the addition of new shareholders. Although 4,800 of the

6,332 shares originally issued were held, in equal amounts,

by the six shareholders of the Weyburn Security Company, a

total of thirty-eight individuals held shares in the Bank. 17

Alex Simpson was named as president of the Bank, Joseph

Mergens was vice-president, and local real estate dealer

15 W.S. Fielding to H.N. Gross, May 26, 1910. PAC,
Records of the Minister of Finance, RG 19, Vol. 3294, File
16656.

16 R.J. Cartwright: Memo to the Treasury Board, December
19.1910. PAC, Records of the Inspector General of Banks, RG
40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/2. Actual operations of the bank
commenced on January 3, 1911. H.T. Ross to H.O. Powell,
January 24, 1911, Records of the Weyburn Security Bank - Soo
Line Histori~al Society. .

17 "Lists of Shareholders of the Weyburn Security Bank,"
Records of the Minister of Finance, PAC, RG 19, Vol. 1286.
Of the thirty-eight shareholders, twenty-nine were residents
of the district and nine were American. Of the local
residents, thirteen were employees of the new bank and,
excluding H.O. Powell's 400 shares, held 286 shares. The
nine American shareholders held 4,992 shares which when added
to the 412 shares held by Powell and his wife, provided a
closely held block,comprising 85% of the outstanding stock.
Prominent local, non-employee, shareholders were: Frank
Moffet, Realty Dea~er - 120 shares; James A McBride, Grain
Merchant - 100 shares; Neil D. McKinnon, Merchant - 60
shares; Robinson & Walsh, Merchants - 100 shares; and Aaron
Schoenleben, Merchant - 110 shares.



Frank Moffet was chosen as secretary.18

In its first year of operations, the Bank took over the

nine existing offices of the Weyburn security Company, and

its first year's profit w~s restricted to $26,682.00 on

lending of $684,488.55 due to the "inability of farmers to

market their grain on account of car shortage. ,,19 In

addition to this, a large quantity of the flax crop in the

district remained in the fields, but would contribute to the

21

1912 profit when threshed during the coming spring.

Indicating a significant departure from the type of

investment oppo~tunities sought previously, the directors of

the Bank stated that they had no "intention to become

partners in any real estate or mercantile venture.,,20

The Company, however, remained active, and as will later

become apparent, was an integral part of the Bank's success.

Although the Bank had taken over the company's premises, the

Company continued to conduct business from these locations

using the Bank's employees as its agents. The only assets of

the Compal'lY i:9 .. be tz:.ansferred to_the,~Bank were its premises

which, including the recently completed head office building,

18 "Declarations of the Officers of The Weyburn
Security Bank," Records of the Inspector General of Banks,
PAC, RG 40, Vol 83, File 1450 - W546/2

19 "Proceedings at the Second Annual General Meeting of
the Shareholders o'f The Weyburn security Bank," January 4,
1912. Archives of the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
Files of the Weyburn Security Bank.

20 Ibid.



had a value of $93, 398.82. At the close of its first year

of business, the Bank reported $248,838.23 in liquid assets

(not including its own notes), and $127,549.50 in fixed and

22

other< assets (including premises). Considering that the

original paid-up capital of the Bank was $301,000.00, and

that of the initial profit, $15,000.00 was placed into

reserve while $7,523.50 was paid out as dividend and

$4,150.19 carried forward as undivided profit, it is

altogether unclear what payment, if any, was received by the

company for its premises. 2l In subsequent years, although

there is no evidence that anything other than the best

intentions of the Bank were contemplated, transactions

between the Bank and the Company became even more murky.

From the outset, right up to a few months before its

demise, the bank produced a respectable profit and

consistently paid dividends to its shareholders, although

not all of its profits had been derived from strictly

banking activity. For quite a number of years, the Bank had

been in the<h~bit of receiving a_subsidy from the Company,

indeed, 1926 was the first year in many in which this habit

had been broken to produce a profit of $48,897.05. 22 These

21 All figures are taken from the Bank's statements
cited in Ibid. subsequent references to the Bank's
statements will cite "Annual statements" and the appropriate
year. All financial statements are from the C.I.B.C.
Archives.

22 H.O. Powell to the stockholders in the states,
January 25, 1927. PAC, RG 40 Vol. 82, File 1450 - W546/1.



subsidies were in fact arbitrarily determined charges to the

Company for various services rendered. As the need arose, an

amount ranging from-$15,000.00 to $30,000.00 was transferred

from the Company as compensation for the administration of

23

mortgages and real estate holdings. 23 An indication of the

extent to which this type of activity took place is contained

in the inspection reports of C.S. Tompkins, Inspector-General

of Banks. As observed by Tompkins in 1925, since 1917, an

aggregate amount of some $300,000.00 was turned over to the

Bank by the Company; additionally, during 1922 and 1923 the

Company purchased some $50,000.00 in obligant's paper for

which some loss was expected. 24 These amounts appear to have

been determined primarily by H.O. Powell, and did not appear

in the Bank's statements as either fee or extraordinary

income. Accordingly, it is virtually impossible to ascertain

at any given point in time where the highly mobile boundary

between the operations of the Bank and the Company lay. In

addition to income of this nature, income was also derived

from the rental chakges collected on _farm lands held by the

bank, the figure for 1926, for example, being some

$13,000.00. 25

More significant, however, than the somewhat arbitrary

23 Ibid.

24 Inspection Report of C.S. Tompkins, October 9,1925.
PAC, RG 40, Vol. 82, File 1450-W546/1.

25 H.O. Powell to H.T. Ross, January 28, 1927. Archives
of the Canadian Bankers Association (C.B.A.) File 87/518/31.



cash injections from the Company, and the rental income from

farm lands, was the contribution to profit from the Bank's

24

quite healthy insurance business. Quite out of the ordinary

in Canadian Banking circles, and indeed prohibited for all

banks with the exception of the Weyburn, this aspect of the

Bank's business was a direct carryover from the days prior to

acquiring a federal charter. While it was recognized from

the outset that the type of insurance business that the

company had been conducting was a prohibited form of activity

for banks, it was also recognized that this type of "business

was of enough value to be protected and continued in a

permanent form.,,26 The insurance business that the Bank had

acquired from the Company, and continued right up to its

demise in 1931, was the placing of hail and crop insurance

for its farm customers. The reason, of course, that this

type of business was prohibited to banks was due to the

concern that they would be in a position to unduly influence

their borrowinq customers' decisions with respect to the

placement of insurance. " If banks were enabled to act as

agents for the hail insurance companies, there was the

distinct danger that they could insist upon their customers

purchasing potentially unnecessary insurance in return for

the granting of creqit facilities.

In an effort to avoid running afoul of the law, or even

26 H.O. Powell to H.T. Ross - Ass't Dep. Minister of
Finance, January 9, 1914. Records of the Inspector General
of Banks, PAC, RG 19, Vol. 3290, File 16515.



worse, foregoing the lucrative insurance business, the
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directors of the Weyburn Security Bank contemplated acquiring

a federal charter to operate an insurance and real estate

loan business. 27 Reflective of the American character of the

Bank, and reinforcing the notion that the bulk of capital was

of American origin, Harvey Powell wrote to Henry Ross,

Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance, in 1914, advising him

that "With our conn~ctions in the states we are in a position

to get quite a little money for the real estate loan business

and by pushing it in an active way we could make this source

of money quite an advantage to the territory where we are

doing business. 1t28 Powell further indicated that this trust

and insurance company would be well capitalized and "managed

as conservatively as the Bank with the intention of making it

a permanent institution." After receiving Ross's advice that

new legislation governing trust and loan companies was being

prepared for introduction to Parliament, the directors placed

their plans into abeyance. 29 These plans were never

reactivat-ad, however..,. and the ... Bank. continued its activities

in both the real estate and insurance fields.

The matter of the Bank's dealings in the insurance

business was finally and comprehensively dealt with during

27 Ibid.

28 Ibid.

29 H.O. Powell to H.T Ross, January 16, 1914. PAC, RG
19, Vol. 3290, File_16S1S.



the 1923 revisions to the Bank Act. Rather than forcing the

Bank to abandon its lucrative line of business, which to that

point had been studiously ignored, officials of the finance

department inserted a clause into the revised legislation

26'

ratifying the Bank's unorthodox practices. contained as

subsection 4 of section 76 of the 1923 Bank Act, the

amendment read:

Nothing herein contained shall prevent the agent or
manager of a Bank, with the chief office and branches in
one province only~ from acting as agent for the placing
of hail insurance.~O

Clearly, this can be called "the Weyburn Amendment" as,

at that time, no other bank in Canada fit those criteria. 31

30 statutes of Canada, 1923, 13-14 George V, Chapter 32;
The Bank Act.

31 An interesting little aside to this episode was the
response of the Macallum-Hill Company of Regina. During the
spring of 1924, a representative of the company called on
Harvey Powell, "and seemed quite confident that he was going
to be able to get quite a share of our Hail Insurance
business this year for a French Company which he
represented." Apparently, Macallum-Hill had been contacted
by Senator Dandurand who suggested that as he was
instrumental in obtaining the amendment for the Weyburn Bank
that ther~~houldbe little diffi~Ylty in obtaining business
for a "French Company" with which he was associated. The
Senator had intimated that he was quite well acquaintedwith
Mr. Powell and "was willing to have his name used as an
introduction." Powell appearred to be quite puzzled by all
of this as he had absolutely no idea who the Senator was.
Accordingly, he contacted Henry Ross, of the CBA, to find out
whether or not he should in some way be obligated to the
Senator and the "French company." In reply, Ross suggested
not to be overly concerned by the matter as "This is part of
the plan of French-Canadian interests to push themselves
everywhere." The best advice that Ross could offer was that
if the rates of the "French Company" were competitive next
year that Powell "might give them a slice." Obviously, Ross
found the whole matter to be somewhat distasteful and perhaps
presumptuous, as he told Powell that "I do not like it."



Quite obviously, this "gross case of special privilege" drew

the ire of the province's insurance agents and led to an

intense lobbying effort to have the amendment deleted. 32 The

insurance agents charged that the amendment gave the Bank a

"virtual monopoly of the hail insurance business in the
.,

territories in which they operate.,,33

In the Weyburn Bank's defense, c.s. Tompkins, Inspector

-General of Banks wrote to the Deputy Minister of Finance and

explained that unlike other banks, the Weyburn "has its risks

centred in the agriCUltural industry, and therefore must be

"enabled to keep a closer watch over hail risks covered.,,34

Furthermore, "the additional revenue derived from the hail

insurance business enables the bank to open or maintain

branches which would not otherwise be profitable.,,35 As

Tompkins pointed out to the Finance officials, it was common

practice in the United states for small banks to supplement

earnings with profits from insurance and other profits and

the Weyburn was simply "following alonq somewhat similar

27

lines.,,36 The imp.ortance of the __,insurance business for the

Powell to Ross, March 25, 1924; and Ross to Powell, March 29,
1924, CBA, File 87/518/31.

32 Charles Wilson, President - Saskatchewan Insurance
Agents' Association, to T.F. Donnelly, M.P., December 29,
1926. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 82, File 1450 - W546/1.

33 Ibid.

34 Tompkins to,. Sellar, March 21, 1927. PAC, RG 40, Vol.
82, File l450-W546/l.

35 Ibid.

36 Ibid.



profitability of the bank is amply illustrated by Harvey

Powell's claim that losing it "would make a difference of

$30,000 annually to us.,,37

Irrespective of the contribution that insurance and real

estate dealings made to the earnings of the Bank, on

aggregate it was demonstably profitable and more than able to

compete with its far larger counterparts from outside the

district. Throughout the 1920s it continued to expand its

branch network and successfully negotiated the turbulent

post-war agricultural economy. Through its credit policies,

it attempted to mediate the boom in land prices during the

latter war years, and similarly endeavoured to save those

farmers that it deemed worth saving in the post-war collapse.

It conducted a highly personal style of banking throughout

the district, quite often measuring the credit-worthiness of

its customers by criteria other than net-worth statements. 38

Perhaps most importantly, it provided, by the mid 1920s close

to two million dollars (on an annual basis) in credits for

the development -oL.,agriculture in~the district, and as well,

a safe haven for over four million dollars in customer

37 C.S. Tompkins to J.A. Robb, Minister of Finance,
March 2, 1927. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 82, File 1450-W546/1.

38 A more full discussion of the credit policies of the
Bank, and their reflection of H.O. Powell's personal
philosophy, will take place in the following chapter.

28



deposits. 39

Part of the reason for the success that the Bank had

enjoyed up to its peak years, in terms of both profits and

assets, in 1927 and 1928 was a conservative and practical

management_~tyle when it came_1;Q __ :th@_.gr~nting of credits and

29

the placement of investments. As well, it's practice of

$1,727,233.05
99,549.43
11,226.74
94,855.34

paying four per cent interest on deposits, when other banks

39 These figures are based on the 1925 Financial
statements. The precise figures for that year are as follows:

Loans
Current Loans
Non-Current Loans
Municipal Loans
Real Estate Mortgages

Deposits
Interest Bearing
Non-Interest Bearing

2,180,546.56
1,935,092.74

Due to the revolving nature of credits, lack of access to
ledgers, and the fact that the Bank quite often carried loans
for a number of years, it is impossible to determine the
cumulative effect of credits provided by the bank. It is
worth- noting that the Bank had a policy of not reporting
past-due loans as non-current until such time as it became
apparent that the customer would not be able to work out his
obligation. The Bank's rationale for this policy was that
reportin~~note as non-curren~would inaccurately reflect
the repayment ability of the customer. The more common
practice of rolling over a past-due note for another fixed
term period was avoided by the Weyburn Bank, as it was felt
that it would hamper the Bank's ability to collect money that
was due when it became known that the farmer had sufficient
funds to meet his obligations. Quite often farm receipts
would be delayed by a late harvest or poor weather conditions
that would hamper deliveries. If, for example, a note fell
due in October and the farmer was unable to deliver his grain
until November, a note rollover for a further three month
term would simply mean that the implement dealers and other
creditors would have a two month window of opportunity in
which to clean out the farmer's available cash before the
Bank could claim its turn. H.O. Powell to H.T. Ross,
November 15, 1922. CBA File 87/518/30.



habitually allowed only three, percent, must have helped to

some degree in attracting depositors. 40 And, as has already
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contributed greatly to the

been pointed out, non-traditional

profit

banking

picture.

activity

Equally

important though is the relatively aggressive posture that

the bank took with respect to the development of its branch

network.

starting with' seven fully operational offices and two

agencies in 1911, the branch network of the Bank grew to

encompass thirty branches by 1929. Coupled with this

expansion policy, the management appears to have been quite

willing to engage in full competitive battle with any

usurpers to its claim as principal banker for southeastern

Saskatchewan. First to fall to the Weyburn's competitive

spirit was the Standard Bank. What business that bank's

branches at Midale, Halbrite and McTaggart had established

following their opening in 1910 was relinquished to the

Weyburn Bank following the Standard's closure of those

branche!lJ.J.n :1.911.41_.__ Similarly, the _. B~nk of Commerce had

found competing against the Weyburn Bank in its home

40 The matter of the Bank's deposits rates first arose
in 1915, when the C.B.A. had requested that they be reduced
to keep in line with other bankers. Following the Bank's
refusal, the general feeling of C.B.A. members seems to be
expressed by the General Manager of the Bank of Hamilton when
he stated that since it affected only a very restricted
territory, If I think we might wink at it." Rice to C.B.A.,
September 10, 1915 •. C.B.A. File 87/518/30.

41 Tannahill, Banking, Trade Tokens, Paper Money &
Scrip, p. 196.



territory to be a lost cause. The Weyburn area branches that

the Commerce had established in 1910, (Halbrite, Goodwater,

Midale, and Mctaggart) were closed down, after a few brief

years of operation, and their business turned over to the

Weyburn Security Bank. The terms of the transfer of business

was on the basis of the Weyburn Bank assuming the deposits

and taking over such of the Commerce's loans as met with the
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approval of Harvey Powell. 42 During 1917, the business of

the Farmer's Exchange Bank at Mossbank, vantage and Expanse

was purchased,43 and as late as 1922 the Weyburn acquired the

business of the Union Bank at Mossbank. 44

Undoubtedly, the competitive position of the Weyburn

Bank was greatly aided by the range of services that both it

and the still operational Weyburn Security Company could

offer that other' banks could not. As the Inspector-General of

Banks pointed out, many of the points that the Weyburn served

could not support two banks, and in some cases, without the

additional revenue which the structure of the Weyburn

allowed, .gould not..._even support one. 45 In any event, the

fact that these branches existed provided a level of service

42 A. st. L. Trigge, A History of the Canadian Bank of
Commerce, Vol 3. pp. 251-252.

43 Undated memo in the files of H.T. Ross, secretary
Canadian Bankers Assoc. C.B.A. File 87/518/30.

44 Tannahill, ~. 196.

45 Tompkins to:'sellar, March 21, 1927. PAC, RG 40, Vol.
82, File 1450-W546/1.



to local farmers which otherwise would not have existed.

Moreover; as a result of its expansion policy, the Bank's

desire to increase "farming activity at some of its more

remote branches led to a lobbying effort by H.O. Powell for

the construction of the Canadian National Railway branch

line from Weyburn to Radville in 1927. 46

As the Bank reached its peak of prosperity in 1927 and

1928, it appeared to all concerned that it faced a secure and
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rewarding future. The agricultural economy of the district

had recovered from the depression of the early 1920s, and

with the exception of anticipated normal cyclical

variations47 , the future prosperity of the district was

imminent. At the beginning of 1927, a year which produced

the largest profits that the Bank had experienced since the

boom years of a war-time economy, and the high-point of

profitability throughout the 1920s, the General Manager of

the Weyburn Security Bank heeded the advice of cycle

theorists which suggested that within five years, the

46 H.T'. Ross toH.O Powell, Dece~er 30, 1926. CBA File
87/518/31. In addition to generating extra business, Powell
believed that the Weyburn to Radville line was a necessary
addition in his efforts to attract the regional distribution
warehouse of the International Harvester Company to Weyburn.
Powell to Ross, December 23, 1926. CBA, File 87/518/31.

47 Powell was a great believer in the inevitability of
economic cycles. A fairly large proportion of his circulars
to managers make re~erence to whatever given cycle is about
to fall upon them. Additionally, much of his economic
forecasting was based on the monthly pUblications of the
Babson Statistical Organization, which professed a strong
preference for cycle theory.



agricultural sector would become "the most prosperous of
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all."48 As Powell informed his managers, "This means that

the farmer and everyone who deals with him, should prosper

for the next few years. n49 Just four years later, Powell was

proven wrong.

48 Babson statistical organization BUlletin, February
1927. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 82, File 1450-W546/1.

49 H.O. Powell, Managers Circular # 976, February 28,
1927. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 82, File 1450-W546/1.



Safety First

Even the most cursory examination of the Weyburn

Security Bank leaves one with the distinct and unmistakable

impression that the character of the bank was a reflection of

the only General Manager that it ... had known in its brief

history. That manager, Harvey Oliver Powell, was not only

instrumental in obtaining the origin~l charter for the bank;

he carefully and delicately nurtured the seed which he helped

to plant, and tended to its nourishment and pruning as it

grew vine-like throughout southeastern Saskatchewan. At the

time of the dissolution of the bank, in 1931, it was, once

again, Powell who implemented the uprooting of the diseased

vine in order not to contaminate the remainder of the Weyburn

Security Company orchard. In the years that intervened

between gestation and demise, Powell maintained the

confidence of the shareholders and;~~~ablished a fair degree

of respect in banking and government circles throughout

Canada. It is thus appropriate to examine to some degree the

nature of.. theman who was so .instruInental in shaping the

p01icies and direction of the bank - and to a large degree,

the fate of its customers.

Very few records remain that would enable an accurate

reading of Powell's personal life to be taken. The

evidence that does exist, however, indicates that Powell was

34



a solid citizen of unreproachab1e character. 1 It is
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believed, for example, that Powell abstained from both

alcohol and tobacco;2 whether or not this abstinence was of

his own volition or at the urging of his temperance activist

wife is not c1ear. 3 Powell's belief that all of the

employees of the bank were of a similar temperament appears

to have been unfounded as at least one former employee can

recount spending the odd slow winter afternoon worshipping at

the altar of Bacchus - conveniently located in a basement

storeroom of the bank's Weyburn headquarters4 •

1 Interviews conducted by the author with former branch
managers of the bank attest to this suggestion. Both former
managers spoke very highly of Powell with respect to his
relationships with employees and customers and his stature
throughout the community. The interview of Len Flury,
manager of the stoughton branch from 1926 to 1931 was
conducted on August 6, 1992, and the interview of William
Hodder McConachie, manager at the Mida1e branch in 1930 and
1931, was conducted on August 7, 1992.

2 This belief is generated by the reminiscences of G.W.
sterling, a former manager of the Imperial Bank who had
become acquainted with Powell at the time of the takeover
(reported in a letter to the staff magazine of the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce, Current Account, July-August 1965,
p. 17), and supported by the ",interviews of Flury and
McConnachie.

3 It is reported that Mrs Powell, aswel1 as being a
member of the North Dakota Bar (as was her husband), was "a
great temperance worker during the days of prohibition" and
served that cause as Associate Superintendent of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union with full responsibility for that
organization's activities throughout Alberta, Saskatchewan,
and Manitoba. Elizabeth Eag1esham, The Night the Cat Froze
in the Oven: A History of Weyburn and Its People (Weyburn:
Weyburn Review Ltd., 1963) 53.

4 Powell made the claim of employee abstinence to G.W.
Sterling in 1931, Current Account, July-August 1965, p. 17,
and it was refuted by William Hodder McConnachie in an



In any event, the Powell's took most seriously their

self-appointed role as moral guiding-lights for the Weyburn

district and appear to have governed their pUblic lives, at

least, with a mind to the tone that they set for the
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community at large. Part of the tone that Harvey Powell set

was an apparently unswerving dedication to his work. In the

recollection of a, former officer of the Imperial Bank of

Canada:

Mr Powell is one of those energetic men we read about in
novels. To rise at 5 o'clock in the morning and drive
away to the country is nothing unusual with him; between
then and 9 o'clock he visits farmer customers and keeps
in touch with what is going on in the District; after
that his day's work commences. 5

In spite of what seems to be a stern approach to matters of

morality and a Calvinistic dedication to duty, Powell appears

to have had the balancing influence of a folksy, common touch

imbued by a Wisconsin farm background. The vast numbers of

circulars to branch mangers, with which he offered up his

philosophy on banking, as well as his correspondence with

C.S. Tompkins, the federal Inspector General of Banks, and H.
------

T. Ross,'the,iS'ecretary of The Canadian Bankers Association,

are replete with "cracker-barrel" philosophy and anecdotes of

the practical common-sense of pioneers triumphing over

interview with the author. McConnachie was of course
speaking from personal experience.

5 C. R. Fitch,'The Link: Issued in the Interests of the
Staff - Imperial Bank of Canada, No. 42, May 1931. p. 4.



adversity 6. Above all else, his circulars and
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correspondence express Powell's firm belief in the virtues of

hard work and his complete faith in both the farmers and the

land of southeastern Saskatchewan. It is from this evidence

(vastly more voluminous than that relating to his personal

life) that the banking philosophy of Harvey Oliver Powell,

and consequently t~at of the Weyburn Security Bank, can be

adduced.

The earliest example of the type of stewardship which

Powell would afford to the institution under his care is

contained in his first report to the shareholders of the

Bank. EXhibiting a prudence that would become his

trademark, Powell reported that other than the initial

takeover of the nine branches of the weybur~ Security

Company, he had n ••• not thought it wise to start more

branches the past year ••• but had ... as the main idea the

6 Powell appears to have been able to command the
respect of those with whom he associated without having
resorted c, ./tQ _~ a ,....-pompous, _. stuffed.-shirt over-bearance.
Anecdotal though it is, the comparison offered by William
McConnachie between Powell and the manager of the subsequent
Imperial Bank is nonetheless illustrative. McConnachie
clearly remembers the Imperial manager arriving in a
chauffeur-driven limousine; bedecked in white gloves and a
top hat. This was in stark contrast to the much more casual
and relaxed demeanour of Powell (author's interview, August
7, 1992). This aqcount is supported by G.W. Sterling's
recollection that A.E. Phipps, General Manager of the
Imperial Bank, had ~ade available his limousine and chauffeur
to deliver the Imperial managers to their new posts (Current
Account, July-Augu$t, 1965, p. 17). More importantly,
however, throughout the correspondence of both Tompkins and
Ross,. a measure of the genuine affection and familiarity that
these men-felt towards Powell can be obtained.



getting started of-a safe, conservative banking business.,,7

Pointing to the rapid growth that had enveloped the region

and "the cheapness of money for a new Western Country,"
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'1

Powell _ further stated that in spite of the numerous

opportunities for .equity investments and capital loans,

"loans of this nature have been carefully avoided as we have

no intention to become partners in any real estate or

mercantile venture. ,,8 Reiterating these sentiments to Henry

T. Ross, at that time Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance,

Powell suggested, "we are not large but we are trying to do a

clean careful business. ,,9 Early evidence of the fiscal

conservatism that Powell exhibited throughout his career can

be found in the fact that out of a first year's profit of

$26,682.69, fully $15,000.00 was placed into reserve. 10

Reporting on the results of the Bank's second year of

operations, Powell informed the Shareholders that out of an

annual profit of $60,548.71, an additional amount of

$50,000.00 had been placed into the Reserve Fund. 11 His

7 Proceedings-<~~t the
Shareholders of The Weyburn
Records of the Department of
File 16515.

8 Ibid.

Second General
Security Bank
Finance, R.G.

Meeting of the
January 4, 1912,

19, Vol. 3290,

9 H.O. Powell to H.T. Ross, January 15, 1912, R.G. 19,
Vol. 3290, File 16515.

10 Second Annual Report, RG 19 Vol. 3290 File 16515.

11 Proceedings at the Third Annual General Meeting of
the Shareholders of The Weyburn Security Bank April 4, 1913,
weyburn Security Bank Papers, Canadian Imperial Bank of



rationale for placing such a large percentage of the year's

profits into reserve rather than using the cash to attract

further loan business, thereby increasing profits, was

explained by his statement that "our first obligation being

the safety of the institution, we feel that it is better to

do less business and possibly err on the side of safety,

rather than to take any chances as to the protection of the

depositor's money."i2 Bearing in mind the rapid growth of

the district, and the very close connections between the Bank

and the Weyburn Security Company - a company whose primary

function was to make a profit on land sales and associated

financial transactions, the fiduciary restraint exhibited by

Powell and the Bank is quite commendable.

A rather interesting corollary to Powell's fiscal

conservatism begins to take shape coincidental to the

pUblication of the Bank's second year results - a corollary

which contributed in no small measure to the future well

being of both the bank and its shareholders. It can hardly

have escapeq Powel~~_s notice .._that contrary to the American

banking system in which he received his grounding, banking in

Canada was dominated by a highly organized network of inter

regional branches. Accordingly, a regionally based

institution, such as the Weyburn Security Bank, could never

aspire to becoming, much more than a small fish in a rather

Commerce Archives.

12 Ibid.
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large body of water. The constraints of the market in which

the shareholders had chosen to operate - namely, western

agriculture - could never afford the Weyburn Security Bank

the capital and asset growth to which the multi-market and

inter-regional institutions could aspire. To survive in the

Canadian banking environment would require more than just

good management and an adherence to sound banking principles.

It would also require the good favour of the much'larger fish

that were constantly swimming in the Weyburn's feeding

ground.

To these ends, Harvey Powell was, from the outset, a

dutiful and co-operative member of the Canadian Banking

community. During 1913, the Banking and Commerce Committee

of the federal Parliament had been conducting its decennial

review of banking and banking legislation in Canada. The

hearings through which the Committee conducted its business

provided a wonderful forum for critics of the Canadian banks

and banking practices to voice their charges. Excessive

profits.. drew particular. attention. _~_ While not drawing any

particular criticism from members of the committee, it was

Powell's' feeling that the Weyburn's quite healthy early

performance could be misconstrued to be excessive profitable.

Lest unallocated profits of some $4,700.00, a reserve fund of

$65,000.00, and paid-out dividends of approximately
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$23,000.00 after two years of operation13 be allowed to

reflect badly on the Canadian banking community, Powell saw

fit to explain to Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance, Henry
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T. Ross, the precise

profitability.

nature of the bank's earlier

As well as illustrating Powell's desire to be of service

to the banking community, his explanation of profits is a

most useful glimpse into the nature of the business that the

bank had conducted. As Powell explained it, the "larger

part" of the bank's profits came not from ordinary lending

activities, but rather from "deals which ordinarily would not

be turned into a bank.,,14 The larger part of these deals

consisted of purchasing mortgages on farm lands for customers

in the United states; deals for which the bank would receive

a commission. Although there was no obligation for Powell

or any other of the officers to turn these commissions over

to the bank they did so because, "we are all deeply

interested in the prosperity and success of the institution

and we are tU:J:"nin9.~verything in the,wa'Y, of profits in that

we can.,,15 Without these deals, it was Powell's belief that

no dividends would have been paid and the Reserve Fund would

have been considerably smaller. This explanation was offered

13 These figures are a simple compilation of figures
previously cited.

14 H.O. Powell to H.T. Ross, April 26, 1913, RG 19 Vol.
3290 File 16515.

15 Ibid.



to Ross to demonstrate that "we are not holding up our

customers in an unreasonable way.,,16

The information that Powell had offered to Ross was left

to him "to use as you see fit" in the event that members of

the committee point to the "profits we have made [are] used

to show that banks are making too much money.,,17 When the

charge was made that the Canadian Banking system was a

"benevolent autocracy, and not so benevolent at that,,,lS

Powell's willingness to prove himself a co-operative member

of the Canadian Bankers Asociation (C.B.A.) becomes evident. ~~
/'

W.D. Mackay, the gentleman who had made the charge, had

written to Powell to query him on "what points - if any [the

Weyburn Security Bank] differed from the ordinary chartered

banks. ,,19 Although the Delisle district had not been served

by Powell's bank, somewhat of a reputation of it being more

sympathetic to the plight of farmers had spread to members of

Mackay's organization. The basic question that Mackay had

hoped Powell would address was the financing of grain

inventoJ:,ies,-in, the...hopes of catching.a rising price later in

16 Ibid

17 Ibid. It is somewhat interesting to note that Powell
had identified H.T. Ross, at that time an official of the
federal government, as an ally of the banking community in
that it was intended that Ross would bring this information
to the committee's attention at the appropriate moment.

18'W.D. Mackay to H.O. Powell, January 15, 1921. C.B.A.
file, 87/518/30. M~ckay was President of the Delisle chapter
of the Grain Growers Association.

19 Ibid.



the season. As Mackay put it, "local [bank] managers told us

we were gambling when we would to (sic) hold our wheat for a
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decent price." Powell's response to this inquiry was to

sidestep the question that had been put to him and, rather,

suggest that "we feel that all of the Banks are trying to do

the best they can for the Western farm~rs.,,20 As to any

differences between ~is~~~~titution and others in the banking
. . \ il.ndustry, Powell pOl.nted \/that "there is only one Banking law

in Canada and we have the same powers and the same

limitations. ,,21 Further, although Mackay had not broached

the sUbject, Powell gratuitously offered an opinion on the

then common charge that credit policies were different in the

East than they were in the West by suggesting "that there is

an erroneous idea quite current in the West as to the amount

of money advanced to the farmers.,,22 For evidence to support

this view, Powell directed Mackay to both a study on the

question recently completed by the Federal Reserve Bank of

the united states, and to Mr. H. T. Ross of the Canadian

Bankers ~ssQ~~ation. The cQr~~~PQndenQ$ between Powell and

Mackay was duly forwarded, by Powell, to Ross. In his

acknowledgment of Powell's communication, Ross approvingly

stated that, "I think the tone of your communication could

20 H.O. Powell to W.D. Mackay, January 21, 1921. C.B.A.,
file 87/518/30.

21 ibid.

22 ibid.



not be improved upon. 1I23

As has been pointed out in the previous chapter,

Powell's co-operative attitude was to be latterly rewarded by

a special dispensation in the handling of the bank's hail

insurance business.

Harvey Powell viewed himself as a member of a community

of bankers, a community which in his view had a strong moral
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responsibility to the society which it served. 24 As well,

he viewed himself as being a member, a leading one albeit, of

a nascent prairie community of farmers - a community in which

he hoped to perform a guiding role through the mechanism of

his lending policies. The moral responsibility which he

C.B.A.,

felt towards this agrarian society was every bit as strong as

23 H.T. Ross to H.O Powell, January 25, 1921.
file 87/518/30.

24 An interesting perspective on Powell's views on the
moral responsibility of banks can be gained from his comments
on the difficulties that the Union Bank encountered in 1923.
Forced to slash its dividends and exhaust its reserve funds
to cover a series of bad loans, Powell suggested to Sir
Frederick Williams-Taylor, president of the Canadian Bankers
Association, that .,..this bank had.!.'made .its own bed and will
have to 'lie in it."· Further to this, he felt that, although
he had faith in the abilities of the Union Bank General
Manager, "there are others in the Head Office who belong to a
class which the Bible advises had to be weeded out of the
Israelite camp before success could be attained. II In spite
of his reservations about the quality of the Union Bank's
management, he readily acquiesced to Williams-Taylor's
request that no action be taken "to attract business from
that institution." From this letter, one can gain a sense
that, although the Union Bank had been the author of its own
misfortunes, Powell was quite willing to co-operate in
shielding, not only the banking community, but the public at
large from the fiscal recklessness of one of his competitors.
H.O. Powell to Sir Frederick Williams-Taylor, June 22, 1923,
Canadian"Bankers Association Archives, File 87/518/31.



towards the banking community. Powell's interpretation of
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that moral responsibility was to assume the role of a

financial father-figure to his farmer customers, and

elucidate for them what he perceived to be their long-term

best interests. 25

In many ways, Powell did not destinguish between the

individual members of the community and the community at

large. The best interests of the one coincided with the

best interests of the other, and in this sense Powell

perceived the burgeoning society of southeastern Saskatchewan

as an organic whole. The best recipe for creating the long

term prosperity and growth of the organism was a steady and

unspectacular progress. 26 The ingredients which Powell would

contribute to the recipe were the jUdicious application of an

alternating expansion and contraction of credit facilities

coupled with a close monitoring of his customers-

dispensing advice when required.

25 It was Powell's belief that the local bank manager
was in th~ best position to_~s~ess the farmer-customer's
business and could readily determine "how he is conducting
his business and (sic) make suggestions as to how he can help
himself and improve his credit rating." As he stated to
Henry Ross of the C.B.A.; "Very few other people can do this
as well or as easily as the Bank Manager.'i H.O. Powell to
H.T. Ross, December 31, 1930, C.B.A. File 87/518/32.

26 An early hint of this philosophy is contained in a
1916 letter to, then president of the C.B.A., George Burns.
While commenting on the harvest prospects for that year,
Powell stated "the country is at least getting in a little
better shape if not getting wealthy all at once, which may be
for the best interests of all concerned in the end." H.O.
Powell to George Burns, Aug. 15, 1916, C.B.A. file 87/518/30.



These ingredients - lending policies and scr~tiny of

customers - were both an integral part of, and contributing
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factor towards Powell's sense of community. Thus while

various economic realities impinged, from time to time, upon

the credit policies which Powell and the other directors

would establish for the bank, there was an underlying

philosophical predisposition towards the superior value of an

agrarian society. This is evidenced not only by the simple

observation that the vast majority of the bank's loans were

directed towards the agricultural economy, but also by the

attitudes expressed in various of his correspondences. Those

attitudes can best be summed-up as a profound paternalistic

concern for the welfare of the district as well as a desire

to ensure that, wherever possible, only farmers of a "good

type" became members of the community. 27 Where existing

customers were judged not to be in possession of the

requisite qualities deemed necessary to contribute to the

27 ThrQugh ~j;~ extremely_glo$~ relationship with the
Weyburn Security Company, the Bank was from the outset a
significant player in the sale of farm lands throughout the
territory. Whether it was acting as an agent for the Weyburn
security Company, or handling the sale of land which it had
acquired through mortgage foreclosures, the Bank always found
itself in a position to exert considerable influence as to
the "class" of farmer Which took up -residence in the
district. This was an influence that Powell was quite
willing to, and frequently did, exert. As C.S. Tompkins
Inspector General Qf Banks - observed in 1927: "The Bank has
not been pushing [land] sales unduly, as it is the chief
desire to obtain PlJrchasers of a good type." Memorandum Re:
1927 Examination of the Weyburn security Bank, Records of the
Inspector General of Banks, P.A.C. R.G. 40, Vol. 83, File
1450 - W546/2.



building of Powell's idealized notion of an agrarian society,

efforts were made to persuade them to pursue another line of

endeavour. The unacceptable "class" of farmer was a member

of what Powell considered his "lame duck" category and was

simply "taking up room which could be occupied by good live
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healthy ones.,,28 As Powell had pointed out to Henry Ross,

following the agricultural depression of the early 1920s,

" ... we have not lost many settlers who were desirable.,,29

The message here was quite clear, the disappearance of a few

"lame ducks" was not a great loss to the community.

The prescribed course of action for dealing with the

less desirable of the region's farmers was a forced "sell-out

when an opportunity comes, otherwise we will be taking the

land at a later date.,,30 In order to keep the population of

28 H.O. Powell, Managers circular No. 107, August 18,
1928. Archives of the Canadian Bankers Assoc., File
87/518/32. Lest this statement be construed as simply
clearing ,the decks in anticipation of a downturn in the
agricultural economy, similar sentiments were expressed in
1920 when Powell suggested to his managers "there are a great
many who on the face of their statement would appear to be
entitled tQ, __.lines...Qf credit, who_._are not _.entitled to this
consideration•••• " Managers circular No. 265, December 23,
1920. C.B.A. File 87/518/30. This advice to his managers
confirmed a belief earlier expressed to Henry T. Ross of the
C.B.A., " ••• attention must be paid to matters not entirely
of a business nature which can be shown on a balance sheet."
H.O Powell to H.T. Ross, January 13, 1919, C.B.A. File
87/518/30.

29 H.O. Powell to H.T. Ross, October 9, 1924. CBA File
87/518/31.

30 H.O. Powell, Managers Circular No. 969, January 14,
1927. P.A.C., Records of the Inspector General of Banks,
R.G. 40 Vol. 82, File 1450-W546/1.



"lame-ducks" under control, Powell advised his managers to

"get your ammunition in shape, keep your powder dry and be

sure and ,bring back 'a good bag full of them so that we will

not have so many to watch limping around for the next

year.,,31

The most poignant example of Powell's philosophy on a
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Banker's responsibility to keep the pond clear of "lame

ducks" was delivered to the members of Saskatchewan Premier

C.A. Dunning's 1920 commission to investigate farming

conditions throughout the province. Powell had been

appoint:ed to this commission to act as the "financial member"

and was responsible for that aspect of the Commission's

report dealing with credit facilities. Although the full

extent of his views are not to be found in the final report,

Powell's draft submission is quite revealing with respect to

the nature of Bankers' responsibilities to the agrarian

society. In his sUbmission, Powell suggested:

Your Commissioners are further of the opinion that
there are a few cases where the applicants should be
firt~tly,<:._,but -kindlY_c __ refused ,sucb ,assistance on the
grounds -that their circumstances and prospects do not
warrant the expectation of success and that the sooner
they change their location or their occupation the
better it will be for all concerned. 32

31 H.O. Powell, Managers Circular No. 107, August 18,
1919. C.B.A. File ijo. 87/518/32.

32 Powell's draft submission as well as the final copy
were sent to H.T. ("Ross of the Canadian Bankers Association
for his information. In his covering letter Ross, Powell
suggested "that the authorities in charge of our Province are
beginning to be more sane as to Credit conditions when they
sanction the report that I enclose." H.O. Powell to H.T.



These sentiments may appear to be contrary to the

reputation that both Powell and the Weyburn security Bank had

already established as being friendly to the farmers' needs.

But, it must be remembered that his apparent lack of sympathy

was reserved for those that did not, in Powell's view, pUll
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their fair share of the load. For those that did shoulder

their burdens in an acceptable manner, those that practiced

farming in accordance with Powell's views, "the men of

substance, men of the right character, [men] we knew •.• would

win out,,,33 Harvey Oliver Powell could be quite

accommodating. As he testified during the 1923 decennial

hearings to review the Bank Act, during the disastrous crop

years of 1920 and 1921, the Weyburn Security Bank "took care

of those people, helped them to bUy feed for their stock •••

loaned them money to bUy seed [and] took care of them in

every way we could hoping that next year they would get a

good crop.,,34 For those farmers that possessed the "right

character," Powell was prepared to be patient in collecting

his mon~y,. tQl.;"· theY._.w~re,. . after . all ,..-. members of "one big

family, and if everybody would do his part as a member of the

family, we would all get along.,,35

Ross, January 21, 1921. C.B.A. File 87/518/30

33 Testimony df H.O. Powell before the 1923 Select
standing Committee Qn Banking and Commerce. House of Commons
Debates, Second Session - Fourteenth Parliament, 13-14 George
V, 1923. p. 410.

34 Ibid. p. 4~O.

35 Ibid. p. 502.



Not all farmers in the territory could, of course,
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belong to the family on their own terms. Nor could all
I

I members of the family remain as farmers. To do so required

certain attributes, not the least of which was an ability to

practice farming in accordance with the Bank's approved

methods. Providing "that the customer was willing to accept

the advice of the Bank, Harvey Powell was prepared to go to

quite extraordinary:lengths in order to provide assistance.

Although of an anecdotal nature, one particular passage from

Powell's frequent circulars to his branch managers is worth

quoting at length to illustrate this point.

A few years ago a customer of the Bank and Company, who
lived a few miles west of Weyburn was in very
straightened circumstances, due to poor crops, poor
management and by getting discouraged.

One evening the report came to us that the party
intended to run away and leave what he had here for his
creditors. Mr. Mergens, Mr. Harrison, Mr. McLean and I
started to work on the proposition and were able to
get the customer in to the Bank in the evening and
talked the matter over. This started him thinking and we
finally persuaded him to try again, and use some of the
suggestions we made.

At the .. time that we first commenced to work on his case
in real earnest, he was badly in arrears on his real
estate mortgages, owed taxes, in fact some of the land
had been sold for taxes, had chattel mortgages on his
stock, (and not a large amount of stock either) and his
machinery was badly run down. In fact he was about as
near all in as a farmer could be financially.

During the last few years the customer has greatly
reduced his indebtedness to the Bank, besides paying up
his taxes, anq getting his real estate mortgages into
good shape, and one Saturday afternoon, not long ago, he
came into the ~ank, through the office of the Company,
and the smile on his face told the story of the progress



he had made, •.•• 36

As Powell was often wont to point out, he viewed his

role as a banker to the community similar to that of a
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shepherd tending to his flock. The individual referred to

above was simply a member of the flock that had strayed, and

with a little bit of gentle persuading could be brought back

in. In his circulars to his managers, Powell frequently made

reference to his earlier days spent on the farm. Through

the folksy anecdotes that he communicated to his managers,

Powell revealed his banking philosophy to be underpinned by a

belief that people "are simply high classed animals and the

same characteristics Which apply to the lower orders apply

quite largely to the animal called man. ,,37 Thus his tales of

the skilled teamsters that he had encountered in his youth

became parables for negotiating farmers over and around the

difficult obstacles that confronted them. Just as the

teamster would pUllback on his team when stuck, then give

them a sharp jolt to pull a heavy load over the hill, Powell

exhorteg:h~~}DCilnagEU:S ..tQ .pul.l-.t»ack...-on ..their. lending policies

so that the farmers in their district would not go astray.

Similarly, he continually cautioned the branches against

allowing the farmer to acquire too heavy a burden; just as a

36 H.O. Powell, Managers Circular No. 177, February 20,
1929. CBA File 87/518/32.

37 H.O. Powell, Managers Circular N.o 187, March 25,
1929. CBA File 87/518/32.



good teamster does not overload his team. 38

Recounting another personal experience, Powell informed

his employees that if, perchance, the teamster errs in the

load-carrying ability of his team, the application of a

jUdicious amount of pain can produce wondrous results. This

lesson Powell learned while driving a team of mules pUlling a
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binder. After the team refused to make any further forward

progress, the young Powell attempted to pull them back which

resulted in one of the mules catching his tail in the binder

gears. The consequent shock to the mule concerned,

occasioned a resumed motion in the desired direction.

Powell's observation that sUbsequent applications of gear-to

tail maintained momentum resulted in his conviction that "I

have considerable faith in mules even though they are

stubborn and full of cussedness. It is all in knowing how to

handle them.,,39

38 As an example of the teamster metaphor, Powell had
suggested to the Managers: "The way our customers who have
got loaded will have to do if they ever get to the top of the
hill, i~ ..~".just what.-.these good teamsters_did, keep cool, work
hard with botti' their muscles and their brains, making a
little progress and then stepping on the doq so that they do
not slip back, take every advantage there is of the situation
but keep at it-and in a few years they will be at the top of
the hill. It will be useless for them to take on more load
thinking that they will make profits by so doing. They have
all the load they can carry and it will take time and
patience and industry to make the grade." H.O. Powell,
Mangers Circular No. 522, January 3, 1923. CBA File
87/518/31. .

39 H.O. Powell to J.R. Lamb, February 23, 1923. CBA
File 87/518/31. Powell took great pride in his ability to
"handle" farmers, ~nd in a letter to Henry Ross, pointed out
that "We have always paid a great deal of attention to any



Of course, as "every good teamster knows, the capability

of the team is only as good as it's individual members.

similarly, the stockman knows that his herd is only as good

as the individual animals; even the best of herdsmen (or

banker) can only realize limited results with poor stock. 40

In Powell's view, "The man who is afraid to do the necessary

thing to keep the standard up will soon find that he has

raised only a bunch of worthless animals and about all that

can be obtained for some of them will be the price of the
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pelt. ,,41 Obviously, to keep the flock "up to standard" it

must be culled from time to time. In his parable-like

analogies, Powell instructed his managers not to be overly

concerned about ,the customers that were not going to make it

in any event. Thus, Powell's earlier cited statement to

Henry Ross, that " we have not lost many settlers who

symptoms of discontent; by taking the matter [criticism of
banks] before it ripened we have avoided much seed of this
nature being sown." H.O. Powell to H.T. Ross, May 19. 1919.
CBA File 87/518/30.

40;' I~--a- 1929 analysis of th';-----bank' s accounts, Powell
observed that of 3,551 unclosed borrowing accounts as of Dec.
31, 1928, 230 borrowers had a net worth of less than when the
account was opened. Powell offered the opinion to his
managers that "these men can be largely classed as
pedigreed scrubs as far as banking business is concerned."
These customers would require "careful and severe handling
otherwise we may not even get the price of the pelt out of
some them." H.O. Powell, Managers Circular No.187, March 25,
1929. CBA File 87/518/32.

41 H.O •. Powell, Managers Circular No. 187, March 25,
1929. CBA File 87/518/32.



were desirable,,,42 is merely a reflection of his selected

cUlling process.

This comment to Ross raises the question of who, in

Powell's view, were "desirable" settlers? To some extent

that question is unanswerable, for nowhere in the existing

documentation does Powell fully establish a list of requisite

characteristics for establishing and maintaining membership

in the agricultural community of southeastern Saskatchewan.

However, by piecing together the maj or . themes that dominate
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the twenty years of correspondence considered here, a

relatively clear picture emerges. Although a number of

characteristics and permutations of those characteristics

becomes apparent, the unifying and dominant theme is that the

ideal farmer contributes, to a greater or lesser degree, to

the profitability of theWeyburn Security Bank as well as

that of the Weyburn Security Company and the Canadian

Investment Company. On the surface, this may seem to be an

entirely self-serving criterion; however, it must be

rememberec.Lthat Powell believed.. that the best interests of

the community flowed from financial stability, thus a stable

growth in the profitability of the bank reflected stability

and progress within the community. Since Powell perceived

that the directors of the Bank and its associated companies

possessed both the wisdom and moral authority to assume a

42 H.O. Powell to H.T. Ross, October 9, 1924.
87/518/31.

CBA File



position of leadership within the community, it was quite in

keeping with his overall philosophy to believe that "What is

good for the bank is also good for the bank's customers.,,43

In order for the bank to prosper, it was necessary for the

agricultural economy of the district to be prosperous, and to
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ensure the "good" of the bank (and consequently the

community) to be realized, the good bank manager must also be

a good manager of his agricultural customers.

Equipped, as he was, with the moral certainty of his

mission and the belief that he was in possession of the

necessary abilities to accomplish it, Powell was equally

certain that "it is necessary for us to do all we can to help

plan and push the business of the farmer.,,44 That planning

and pushing should convince "our customers to thinking and

acting in a way which will eventually lead to prosperity.,,45

Getting his customers to think and act in the ways which~

Powell believed would lead to prosperity required that the

customer (like the metaphorical mUles) be relatively

compl iaIl,~, an~ possessed of~~. the "nebulo~s and never-defined

right "character," (like the proper pedigree sought by the

stockman) •

43 H.O. Powell, Managers CirCUlar No. 51, November 14,
1918. CBA File 87/5.18/30.

44 H.O. Powell, Managers Circular No. 341, October 19,
1921. CBA File 87/518/30.

45 H.O. Powell'to H.T. Ross, February 13, 1923. CBA
File ,87/518/31.



The ideal customer then, the model farmer that Powell

sought upon which to build both success of the bank and the

community, was skilled enough to manage his farm competently

but not sophisticated enough to dispense with the views on

financial management and farming practices proffered by the

local manager of the Weyburn Security Bank. More succinctly;

the farmer must not be independent of the community which

Harvey Oliver Powell sought to establish.

Thus large farmers concentrating on the production of

grains, to the exclusion of livestock, were scorned. The

favoured category of farmers were the "three-quarter section

men," as "history shows that [the large farmer] always has
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been out of luck. ,,46 In Powell's mind, the previous

experience of large farmers in the Dakotas amply demonstrated

this. In contrast to this class of farmer, reliant on hired

labour as they were:

It is the farmer who can do most of the work himself or
within the family and who can realize enough from
poultry, cows, etc., to nearly pay his running expenses
so that he will have his crop to sell in the fall to pay
debts_~~...Put i.n...a savings._aCCQunt, rwho is the successful
farmer and builds up the wealth of the country.47

As with large farmers, Powell did not look kindly upon

those farmers that joined together in organizations to

represent their sectorial interests. While Powell sincerely

liked farmers, and viewed quite favorably the role which

46 H.O. Powell, Managers Circular No. 542, February 13,
1923. CBA File 87/518/31.

47 Ibid.
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they played within society, he apparently did not have a
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great deal of confidence in their ability, either

individually or collectively, to make economic decisions

independent of the banking community. 48 His comments to

Beaudry Leman, president of the Canadian Bankers

Association, are particularly instructive on his attitude

towards the Wheat Pools.

writing shortly after Leman's election as president,

Powell offered the opinion that recent actions by the federal

government in the United states to regulate farming, "may

assist the Banking interests of Canada in getting the Pool

under proper control." Reverting to his belief that the

Banks had a moral responsibility to act as the financial

managers of the nation, Powell further suggested that, "the

Banks will have to do the righting of the pool interests to a

certain extent in order to prevent catastrophe to this new

and untried scheme.,,49

48 An interesting commentary on his views on the
intellectual abilitt.s of his . customers is~ontained in one
of his circulars dealing with the monitoring of accounts.
Powell had graphs prepared for each of the bank's customers
indicating their progress over a period of five years, which
were to be reviewed with each customer by the respective
manager. In his instructions, Powell cautioned his managers
to use the word "picture" rather than "graph" when meeting
customers as "Many of them might get the word graph confused
with the word graft ,and we certainly do not wish to have them
get those two words·mixed in their minds. II H.O. Powell,
Managers Circular No. 186, March 22, 1929. CBA File
87/518/32.

49 H.O. Powell to Beaudry Leman, December 24, 1929.
CBA File 87/518/32.



without considering the relative merits of the Wheat

Pools, or the difficulties that they were experiencing at the

time of Powell's letter to the C.B.A., it is readily

discernible that, to Powell, they represented an alternate

source of advice for the farmers of the Weyburn district that

had the potential to usurp some of the authority that the

Bank was desirous of exercising over the area's farmers. As

Powell had previously discovered, convincing farmers to act

in a manner which he felt to be in their best interests was a
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difficult enough task. The extraneous efforts of organized

bodies of farmers only added to his problems. In Powell's

view, it was not possible for farmers to develop as clear an

understanding of the global economic factors that were

effecting agriculture as could the banking community.

During the collapse of agricultural prices in 1921, for

example, Powell firmly believed that farmers who wanted to

keep their crop off the fall market in anticipation of higher

prices later in the season, were erroneously following the

"bullish" __~dvice of the "grain.....men ... Powell's reading of

then extant market conditions convinced him that farmers had

not taken into consideration the fact that European

purchasing power had not yet recovered from the war years.

Of those farmers who were anticipating a bull market for

grain prices, Powell said: "All of their ideas are based on



pre-war conditions.,,50 In order to combat these erroneous
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ideas, Powell informed his managers that "We have no

intention of loaning money on wheat in the bin."Sl In spite

of having planned on making an additional $600,000 available

to the bank's customers during the 1921 crop season, Powell

suggested that this money would no longer be available as he

saw "very little prospects for a customer making much money

in holding grain. ,,52 Indeed, if this money had been made

available, the farmers, in Powell's view, would have been in

that much more difficulty as their ability to repay their

debts was likely to deteriorate to a significant degree. In

order to set the farmer's "head to work" and force him to

realize the reality of market conditions, the managers were

instructed to refuse loan applications and be mindful of the

fact that the collection season was upon them. 53

While these instructions to his managers in 1921 may

seem to contradict the testimony that Powell was to give

before the Select Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce

50-if.6:--;=P6well----to H.T. Ross, ~o;;tC;ber 29, 1921. CBA File
87/518/30.

51 H.O. Powell, Managers Circular No. 343, October 27,
1921. CBA File 87/518/30.

52 Ibid.

53 In the anecdotal style which generally prefaced
Powell's cirCUlars" he recounted the tale of the farmer who
had wished to return a horse which he had recently purchased.
To drive home the message that he was delivering to his
managers, Powell reiterated the vendor's statement to the
farmer; "I am not buying horses, I am trying to sell horses."
Ibid.



less than two years later, there is, in a convoluted sense,

an internal logic to the apparently arbitrary and vindictive

lending policies. Unravelling this logic provides, perhaps,

the most vital clue to Powell's lending philosophy and his

attitude to farmers.

As was earlier pointed out, Powell had testified, in

1923, that during the winter of 1921-23, "we took care of
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them in every way we could." Subsequent to that statement,

however, he also testified: "Your western farmer if he gets

money too cheaply and too easily is very apt to be tempted to

use money which he would be better off if he did not have;"

if the farmer did not get the money it would "have a very

good moral effect on him.,,54 When answering "No" to the

question as to whether or not the Weyburn Bank had followed

the policy of other Banks, in 1921 and 1922, of severely

tightening credits following a period of aggressive lending,

it must be pointed out that Powell was referring only to

loans for the purchase and maintenance of livestock. 55

Bearing .. ~n~~_.,mind POKell's .belief._.that a banker "hesitates to

loan money to any man to put in a scheme he knows will be to

his own detriment and the detriment of the community," the

role of livestock and diversification in farming practices

take on considerable significance.

54 House of Commons Debates, Second Session - Fourteenth
Parliament, 13-14 George V, 1923, p. 411.

55 Ibid. p. 50~.



As was widely known throughout the banking community,

Harvey Oliver Powell had, from a very early date, been an
<

ardent and highly vocal advocate of mixed farming as the
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basis of future ~prosperity in western Canada. 56 He

continually expressed the concern that farmers who relied

solely on grain farming for their income were not making full

use of either the time or productive capacity available to

them. An over-reliance on grain left the farmer to the

vagaries of both market conditions and wage-labour rates.

Far more stable, in Powell's view, was the farmer who could

,pay the running expenses of his operation from a few cattle,

hogs and chickens; thus freeing up grain income for profit

and debt service. 57 The farmer who adhered to this belief

was the one "who is the successful farmer and builds up the

56 Although there are very few published accounts on
the history of either the Bank or Harvey Powell, those that
do exist unanimously report the efforts of Powell in
establishing mixed agriculture throughout the district.
These rep9rts," are s.ubstantiated. by. the, numerous references to
diversifaction which Powell had made in his correspondence
and circulars.

57 Representative of the attitude which Powell
continually expressed regarding mixed farming is the
following passage from a 1923 circular: " ••• as we now farm
we have not a full suit of clothes •. We only have the pants
and in order to complete the suit and get the coat and vest,
we must do something more than raise wheat. The larger part
of the expenses should be paid from some form of stock and
then when the wheat money comes in the fall it should go to
stop a leak or increase the Bank balance. II H.O. Powell,
Managers circular No. 549, February 22, 1923. CBA File
87/5~8/31.



wealth of the country.II58

The farmer that Powell was referring to was, of course,

the small landholder, the farmer that he called the "three-
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quarter section men." This type of farmer created a

prosperous agrarian society. Farmers must realize that

"there is no business that will support a man if he only

works part of the year.,,59 The type of individual that would

readily take to the farming practices espoused by Harvey

Powell was the type of individual that realized that the

social conditions of life in the city left a great deal to be

desired when compared to an honest life of toil on the

land. 60 The type of farmer that the Weyburn Security Bank,

and its General Manager, sought as its customer, was the

semi-feudal peasant that adhered to the general plan

established by the board of directors, and accepted the

folksy wisdom offered up by Harvey Powell.

For just slightly more than twenty years, Harvey Oliver

Powell, aided by a group of like-minded stockholders,

attempted to,~ shape.... a region according to a vision. The

vision, perhaps best illustrated by an early comment to Henry

Ross, revolved around the belief that "More actual settlers

58 H.O. Powell, Managers Circular No. 542, February 13,
1923. CBA File 87/518/31.

59 H.O. Powell, Managers Circular No. 973, February 7,
1927. PAC, Records of the Inspector General of Banks, RG 40
Vol. 82 File 1450-W546/1.

60 H.O. Powel~ to H.T. Ross, December 14, 1925. CBA
File 87/518/31.



with small holdings is the solution of the prosperity
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question for Western Canada," was both paternalistic and

patrician. It saw the financial leaders of the community, in

this case the directors of the Bank, establish the parameters

by which the economy of the district would develop for the

greater prosperity of all members. By establishing the terms

under which customers would receive credit from the Bank, the

Bank reinforced the moral good attached to meeting financial

obligations as well as the virtuous life to be had in tending

to the bounty of the earth.

The mainspring of Harvey Oliver Powell's banking

philosophy was a vision of an ideal agrarian society bound

up in reciprocal obligation. The Banker's conservatism and

fiduciary responsibilities were framed by complementary

duties to shareholders, depositors and the community. He was

bound to safeguard the funds of both shareholders and

depositors and obliged to use those funds to help in the

creation of a community where all who got their "shoulders to

the whee], ~,~, could prosper. 61 -.. _

The philosophy of Harvey Oliver Powell is vital to the

understanding of the Weyburn Security Bank. The lending

policies that it established, as well as its relations with

the government and Qther banks were driven by the visiQn

established by the directors, of whom Powell was the chief

61 H.O. Powell to George Burns, August 16, 1916. CBA
File 87/518/30.



spokesman. Most certainly, lying at the surface of that
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vision was a desire for profitability, but profitability was

a symbol of stability, and a bellwether for the stability of

the community.

Powell's emphasis on small holdings and mixed farming

was simply a reflection of his, and the other directors,

belief that this type of agricultural economy was the most

stable of all. 62 From the outset, with the exception of its

own holdings, the Bank had spurned large landholders and

others it considered to be in the speculative game. Its

preferred customer was the small farmer who was committed to

the same values of community, duty, and honour that were held

by the bank. For these customers, the bank had no qualms in

using credit policies to move them in the "right" direction,

for all that the bank was trying to do was to get them

"thinking and acting in a way which will eventually lead to

prosperity. ,,63

The directors of the Weyburn Security Bank and its

General~~na9~~ - Harvey Oliver Powell, were honorable men

with a noble dream. What successes the Bank had, can, to

some deqree, be attributed to the unfoldinq of that dream in

62 During t~e mid-1920s, Powell believed he had made
great proqress 1n the establishment of a mixed-farming
economy, and this prompted him to suggest that "from now on
business will be as risky as it has been in the past." H.O.
Powell to H.T. Ross, January 16, 1925. CBA File 87/518/31.

63 H.O. Powell to H.T. Ross, February 13, 1923. CBA
File 87/518/31.



the burgeoning prairie economy. Their belief in honour,

duty, hard-work and·,frugality carried the bank through some

very difficult times, and their commitment to the small

farmer was rewarded with loyalty, .~' respect and patronage.

ultimately, that commitment, and those beliefs the

philosophical underpinnings of the bank - led to its demise .

....... ;.,;:;.....
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Years of Promise

By the middle of the 1920s, the seeds that had been

planted by our pioneer entrepreneurs were bursting into full

blossom. The Weyburn Security Bank, having survived the

difficult agricultural economy of the early 1920s, seemed

set, by 1925, for a healthy and relatively secure future.

The settlement period of the district which the Bank had

served was, for all intents and purposes, complete. And,

although the post-war collapse of agricultural prices had

caused a loss of some settlers (although these were of the

class that H.O. Powell called the "undesirable" type), the

General Manager of the Bank sensed that the district was

poised to take advantage of a "back to the land" movement. 1

Indeed, the preceding period of difficulty had been of some

benefit as the Bank had been forced by economic conditions to

partake in some "disagreeable house-c1eaning,,,2 and was now

in a better position to take advantage of "brighter

conditions." In spite of the difficult times from which the

bank and i t~ customers had emerg~g",~~ and the ensuing "house

cleaning," the Bank had maintained its reported level of

profitability while the savings of its customers had

increased from $2.1 million in 1921 to $4.1 million at the

end of 1925. This growth in deposits, reflecting an

increasing degree of liquidity in the district, was equally

1 Powell to Ross, October 9, 1924, CBA, File 87/518/31.

-2 Ibid.
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reflected in a change in the lending business of the Bank.

Although the total assets of the Bank increased from

$3.5 million to $5.0 million over the $ame period, its

current loan portfolio experienced a drop of some 17.5% from

$2,134,014 in 1921 to $1,783,459 in 1925. 3 While this drop

is obviously partially a result of the "house-cleaning" that

Powell and his managers had undertaken, it is also partially

a result of an emerging trend which saw the bank shift

portions of its liquidity into the longer term assets of land
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and mortgages. This category of asset grew from the 1921

figure of $51,937 to $351,851 by 1927, and levelled off at

roughly $380,000 for the rest of the decade. Apparently,

Harvey Powell had convinced himself that the "back to the

land movement" would make the prairie soil a relatively

secure home for a healthy proportion of his customers'

deposits.

As the Bank was preparing to move into the second half

3 1921 1922 1923 1924
Net Profit; $ 46,628 4a., 624 40,270 46,601
Deposits: 2,134,014 2,604,039 2,421,896 3,355,288
Curr. Loans: 2,111,801 1,945,466 2,002,211 1,883,600
Non-curr. Loans: 9,801 94,289 134,932 109,824
Real Estate
& Mortgages: 51,937 126,710 171,408 234,363
Total Assets: 3,584,172 3,969,331 3,793,809 5,008,896

(Figures for 1925 are included in Appendix "B") Current
loans, as reported here, include loans to school district and
municipalities. Real-Estate and Mortgages are a compilation
of "Mortgages on Real Estate Sold by the Bank," and "Real
Estate Other Than Bank Premises." Real Estate holdings of
the Bank were generally acquired as a result of foreclosures
on farm property, the mortgages were generally taken as a
result of resale of such property.



of the decade, Powell was cautiously optimistic (as his

confidence in prairie agricultural real estate shows) about

the future prospects of the prairie economy. Reporting to
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Henry Ross, of the C.B.A. , he felt that "southern

Saskatchewan should make a big stride in advance towards

wiping out some of its slow li~bilities.,,4 As well as

maintaining his belief in the increasing prospects of the

district, Powell had, earlier in the year, reported a .similar

view on the health of the Bank itself. Informing Ross that

the number of borrowing customers of the Bank had increased

from 2158 in 1922 to 2289 at the end of 1923, Powell

suggested that "you can readily see that something bordering

on a general calamity would have to occur to cause us any

great 10ss."S As Powell pointed out, the vast majority of

the Bank's loans were made to land owners, and "most of these

men have liquid assets in the way of chattels large enough to

cover their borrowings.,,6

Powell's belief in the future prospects of the district

was not derived stri.ctly from.the ..increasing,liquidity of the

district. Although there can be little doubt that improving

agricultural prices and an increased demand for farm land

contributed to his optimism, of equal importance was his

4 Powell to Ross, October 9, 1924. CBA File 87/518/31.

5 Powell to Ross, February
87/518/31.

6 Ibid.

12, 1924. CBA File



sense of the change for the better that was occurring with

respect to agricultural practices. Resolute in his faith in

mixed farming, he had suggested as early as 1923 that the

district in which he operated was poised to become the "Corn

Belt Of Southern Saskatchewan.,,7 This observation was based

on his belief that summer-fallowed land could be put to more

productive use raising corn, thus providing feed for hogs and

cattle. By moving the area's farmers in this direction,

Powell felt that winter months could become more productive,

particularly as the American Fordney Tariff Law had resulted

in increasing the price of thin cattle in the major American

Markets. As Powell pointed out to his Managers, it is "a

known fact ••• that corn, hogs, cattle and $100.00 land go in

the same country.,,8

Apparently, Powell believed that satisfactory progress

was being made by the Bank in convincing farmers of this

self-evident wisdom for, at the beginning of 1925, he

informed R.T. Ross that "our part of the west is certainly in

a strong financial position- and as--the farmers are getting

down to mixed farming, from now on business will not be as

risky as it has been in the past.,,9

The picture that emerges then, is of a bank reasonably

7 R.O. Powell, Circular to Managers, No. 549, February
22, 1923. CBA File ,87/518/31.

8 Ibid.

9 Powell to Ro~s, January 16,1925. CBA File 87/518/31.
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well poised to take advantage of a future in which much

promise was predicted. On the first day of business in 1925,

over $725,000 of the Bank's notes were in circulation

throughout the territory, the highest such figure the Bank
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had ever experienced. 10 The capital of the Bank stood at

$524,560, and a reserve fund of $225,000 had been

established. When the capital and notes of the Bank were

added to the funds that had been placed on deposit from

various sources, close to five million dollars had been made

available to accomplish the goals of the prairie bankers.

Of its assets, less than 40% were tied up in loans, with

the balance being held in high-grade securitiesll • Of these,

fUlly 59% were highly liquid, while the longer-term portfolio

was composed mostly of government and railway bonds. Only

9.3% of the total assets of the bank were real estate

holdings of various types; roughly half of which were bank

10 The circulation figures for the prev~ous five years
had averaged approximately $445,000. The prevl.ous record for
notes in ,circulation-was the $475,187 ...reported as at December
31, 1923.

11 Correspondence between Powell and C.S. Tompkins, the
recently appointed Inspector-General of Banks,' throughout
1925 gives a good indication of the high-grade and liquid
nature of the securities held by the Bank. For example, a
September 1, 1925 letter to Tompkins list the various Victory
Loans and Government Bonds as well as a comprehensive list of
Railway Bonds, held at the Head Office of the Bank. An
August 31, 1925 letter provides a similar list of securities
held for the Bank at either the Dominion Bank in Winnipeg or
the American Exchange National Bank of New York. Both of
these letters are found in Tompkins' files, PAC, RG 40, Vol.
82, File 1450-W546/~.



premises. 12

As to its principal business activity - lending money to

farmers, the Inspector-General of Banks suggested that this

was "exceptionally well spread out.,,13 Following his first

inspection of the Weyburn Bank, c.s. Tompkins appeared quite
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satisfied with wh~t he had found. Of the close to two

million dollars worth of loans that the bank then had on its

books, Tompkins reported only $35,000 as being "doubtful,"

with some loss expected. Of the balance, $43,000 were

reported as "Fair with the possibility of a loss", and

$214,000 as "Fair." The remainder were observed to be

"Good." The lending business of the Bank was spread out

among 3,700 customers, with the average loan amount in the

seven to eight hundred dollar range. Although there was no

policy in place that would place an upper credit limit on

individual managers, Tompkins was satisfied that due to

frequent review of the loan portfolio by the directors, no

problems should arise in this area. He was equally satisfied

that only fifty-six ..borrowing accounts exceeded one per-cent

12 Included as real estate holdings for these purposes
are: Real Estate other than Bank Premises $160,888;
Mortgages on Real Estate sold by the Bank - $73,475; Bank
Premises (depreciated) - $233,173. Total Assets of the Bank
were $5,008,896. All figures are as at December 31, 1924.

13 "Memorandum Re: Examination of The Weyburn security
Bank," October 9, _1925. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 82, File 1450
W546/1. contained within Tompkins' first inspection report
of the Bank is the useful observation that, since its
inception, the Weyburn had charged-off a total of $109,612.24
in bad loans.



of the Bank's paid-up capital. 14

with respect to the Bank's real estate activities,

Tompkins found no activities which could be considered
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unsound. The Inspector-General passed favourable comment on

the Bank's practice of rapidly transferring into the Real

Estate account those properties on which foreclosure

proceedings had taken place, particularly as he agreed with

the management's jUdgement that subsequent sales would

realize more than book value for the properties. The

fourteen and one-quarter sections of land that the bank

actively farmed for its own account generated a healthy

return which was an additional contribution to the ordinary

profit account of the Bank. 15

Loans to Directors totalled $92,376.80, although a

14 Ibid. Some time after Tompkins' visit, Powell
provided, by letter, a further break-down of the Bank's
lending. Following a survey, by the directors, of all~ the
loans then on the books, Powell reported that the class four
loans, those on which some loss was expected, totalled
$44,650.94. Class three loans, those which required "special
attention," totalled $339,221.93; the rest were classified as
"Class A-~L_and needing no speci~l_ attention." The actual
number of open borrowing accounts was 3,713, and the average
loan per account was $683.20. It is interesting to note that
Powell reiterated his comment, made earlier to H.T. Ross,
that "nothing short of a national calamity could hit us very
hard." Powell to Tompkins, November 6, 1925. PAC, RG 40,
Vol. 82, File 1450-W546/1.

15 "Inspection Report," Op cit. Unfortunately, no
precise figures are available as to the profitability of the
Bank's farming operation, although a break-down of the
acreage does indicate that a full range of grain crops was
cultivated. Curiously, there is no evidence that the Bank
followed its own advice in that cattle and hogs are
conspicuous by their absence.



one of his many friendly letters to Powell, the senior

regulator commented that "the continuance of a strong liquid

position and the substantial increase in profits, ... are

certainly very gratifying.,,46

Confirmation of the Bank's stability and its future

prospects was likewise given by the majority of the branch
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managers. One of the original major shareholders, S.E.

Oscarson (still a resident of the united states), had

encountered some financial difficulty during the course of

the year. As a result he was obliged to dispose of five

hundred of his original allotment of eight hundred shares.

These shares were readily picked-up by the Bank's employees

at a price of $120 per share. 47 The value of the Bank's

shares overall was calculated at that time,by the Bank's

accountant, to be $148.84 per share. 48

Coincidental to these share transfers ,the dividend

policy of the Bank was changed. In previous years dividends

46 Tompkins to Powell, February 21, 1928. PAC, RG 40,
Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/2.

47 The money to purchase the shares was provided by the
Bank by way of loan to the employees. "Memorandum Re: 1927
Examination of theWeyburn Security Bank," - C.S. Tompkins,
October 10, 1927. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/2.
Although no new shares were issued, the total number of
shareholders had increased to one hundred and fifteen from
forty-five the year before. "List of Shareholders of the
Weyburn Security Bank," 1926 & 1927. PAC, RG 19, Vol. 1286.
As well as employees, a good number of the Oscarson shares,
as well as the fifty shares held by H.N. Morphy were picked
up by local residents, none were sold outside of the district.

48 Powell to Tompkins, February 25, 1928. PAC, Vol. 83,
File 1450-W546/2.



at the rate of 5% had been paid; due to the IIsufficient1y

encouragingII results that had been~anticipated however, mid

way through 1927 the directors increased the dividend rate to

7%.49

Further satisfaction at the Bank's performance was

expressed by Henry Ross. As the CBA secretary observed, the

net profit of the Bank amounted to 1.15% of its total assets,

a figure not obtained by any other Chartered Bank during

1927. 50

The results obtained during 1928 were very much the same

as those of the previous two years. Profits remained at the

$70,000 level and no significant changes occurred in the

public deposit accounts. As far as liquidity was concerned,

both the Bank and the district had reached their peaks.
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After a steady climb out of the earlier years of

agricultural depression, a plateau had been reached.

Although deposits had reached their historical high

point during 1926, 1927, and 1928, at just under $5,000,000,

lending act~Yity took a ,dramatic_~leap throughout the 1928

growing season. In spite of a significant reduction in non-

current loans, current loans rose by almost 30% to a near

record high of $2,675541 at year's end. 51 Funding for this

49 IIMemorandum re: 1927 Examination of the Weyburn
Security Bank," October 10, 1927. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 83, File
1450-W546/2. The actual date of the chanqe in the dividend
rate was JUly 13, 1927.

50 Ross to Powell, May 30, 1928. CBA, file 87/518/32.

51 See Appendix liB".



increased demand proved to be beyond the internal capacity of,
the Bank, and for the first time in its history, government

support, in the form of advances under provisions of the

Finance Act were required to inject an additional $550,000

in liquidity.52

The suggestion that the Bank had reached a plateau

during 1928 implies that it was headed for a downward turn in

its affairs. In retrospect this was very much the case. But

in the early part of the year this was not immediately
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apparent to Harvey Powell. Not until just prior to harvest

did he give any indication that the Bank would have to

tighten its belt. By mid-August, it had become apparent that

hail damage in some of the district would create some

collection problems. Where farmers were adequately covered

by hail insurance, Powell believed that "they may be farther

ahead than to have raised a crop. ,,53 Where they were not,

the best advice that the General Manager could give to his

subordinates was "to fix up as best you can." Part of this

fixing up entailed ",getting . ammunition .in ".shape" to bring

back "a good bag full" of lame ducks so that there would not

be so many of them "limping for the next year.,,54

"Lame Ducks" were not the whole problem however. As

52 Ibid.

53 Powell to the Mangers, Circular No. 107, August 18,
1928. CBA, file 87/518/32 •

. 54 Ibid.



/Powell discovered during the fall of 1928, the Bank's lending

pOlicies were as much to blame for the increased levels of

lending as were the small number of farmers that Powell had

often referred to in derisory terms. On September 30, total

loans had exceeded four million dollars, almost one million

dollars higher than the figure for the same date in the
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previous year. 55 Disappointed that his earlier request to

capture some "Lame Ducks" had produced relatively poor

results, Powell engaged in further analysis of the loan and

deposit situation. What he discovered was that the managers

had been loaning more money to the same basic number of

customers~ so while asset growth throughout the fall was

spectacular, the base of the business had grown not at all. 56

For a number of reasons, some portion of the Bank's customers

were simply accumulating more debt.

One of the reasons was that the crop results for the

year were not what had been expected. Too much of the crop

had come in at lower grades and, as Powell pointed out, a

farmer "whQ .has rai_sed a crop of_feed wheat;probably has not

been able to make expenses." Although the circumstances w~re

55 The actual figure, as at Sept. 30, 1928, was
$4,049,148.68. The figure for 1927 was $3,123,759.97, while
for 1926 it stood at $2,836,201.96. "Powell to the
Managers," Circular No. 133, October 20, 1928. CBA, file
87/518/32. For additional information, see: Appendix"C".

56 Although the Bank had opened three new branches
during 1927, Powell did not feel that anywhere near enough
new business had been brought in to account for the increased
lending activity. See, Ibid.



different from those earlier in the decade, the Bank was once

again in a position of having to carry some of its customers.

There were, however, problems other than those of crop

losses and low grades. Even those farmers that had produced

a top quality crop were finding themselves in a position of
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cash shortage following the year's harvest. Although record

volumes had been obtained for wheat production throughout

Western Canada in 1928, widespread damage to the crop as a

result of early frost had caused price instability. 57

Consequently, the final price for No. 1 Northern Wheat

dropped by twenty-four cents from its 1927 level to $1.185

as the total payment for the 1928 crop. While this decrease

in receipts alone created a demand for loans, the timing and

57 C.F. Wilson, A Century of Canadian Grain, (Saskatoon:
Western Producer Prairie Books, 1978). pp. 223-226.



no final payment was made. 58 consequently, not only were
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total cash receipts reduced by a considerable amount, but the

reduction throughout the payment cycle caused a drag on the

loan paying ability of the Bank's customers. Thus cash-flow

deficiencies in the farm economy were beginning to cause

problems in the liquidity position of the Bank itself.

On average, an interim payment of $0.15 per bushel meant

a cash injection of roughly $500,000 for the Bank. 59 Thus

the reduction of the first interim payment to $0.12 reduced

the liquidity position of the Bank's customers by some

$100,000. On this basis, the total decrease in price of

$0.24 per bushel for the 1928 crop meant that the Bank's

customers had a total cash shortfall, compared to 1927, of up

to $800,000. 60 A potential cash shortfall of this magnitude

58 The Wheat Pool payments
consideration are as follows:

for the years under

Initial 1st interim 2nd interim Final Total
Payment Payment Payment

1923-24 $ .75 $ .10 $ --- $ .16 $1.01
1924-25 1.00 .35 .20 .11 1.66
1925-26 1.00 .20 .20 .05 1.45
1926-27 1.00 .15 .15 .12 1.42
1927-28 1.00 .15 .25 .025 1.425
1928-29 .85 .12 .215 1.185
1929-30 1.00 1.00

(Source: Table 10:4 cited in Ibid. p. 225)

59 Managers' Circular No. 133, October 20,1928. CBA,
file 87/518/32.

60 It must be remembered that these prices were for the
best grades produced in that year. As has been previously
point~d out, not all of the crop in the Weyburn district was
of a premium grade; nonetheless this does give some
indication as to the type of exposure that the Bank had to



can therefore partially account for the almost $615,000

increase in current loans over that reported at the end of

1928. The fact, also, that loans to municipalities and

school districts exhibited a dramatic rise from $4,392 to

$56,976 further indicates that farmers in the district were

beginning to have difficulty in paying their municipal and

school taxes. 61

From what the loan figures reveal, it is quite evident

that shortage of cash was becoming a concern for some of the

Bank's customers. Whether this was entirely a result of

decreasing receipts for the 1928 crop, or a consequence of
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delivery delays is unclear. It is clear, however, that

delays in selling the crop contributed to some extent to the

increased demand for loans during that fall. In his analysis

of the season's lending figures, Powell certainly recognized

that a "blockade at the terminals" and a shortage of railway

cars to empty the grain elevators was hampering farmers'

efforts to get their grain to market. 62 Most certainly, any

such constriction in the delivery.~system would result in a

skewing of the cash-flow cycle and place additional demands

upon the Bank. By way of explanation for the changes in the

Bank's liquidity, Powell suggested to C.S. Tompkins that the

fluctuations in grain prices.

61 See; Appendixes "A" and liB".

62 "Powell to the Managers," CirCUlar No. 133, October
20,1928. CBA, file 87/518/32.



delivery constriction was the primary cUlprit. 63
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Consequently, Powell stated, "we are loaning more than we are

taking in." Powell believed that this situation would

eventually rectify itself because he knew "the crop is in the

country." But he was disappointed with the direction that

prices had been going. 64

It is equally evident that the cash shortage had not yet

become a problem for all of the Bank's customers. The

deposit figures for September and December of 1928 quite

clearly illustrate that the total cash reserves of the

district were. still considerable. Indeed, at the beginning

of harvest, deposits were at a higher level than at year-end

of the previous year. Even at the close of business for

1928, total deposits had only been reduced by some $100,000

compared to 1927. 65 Yet, the increased lending activity

throughout the year meant that the net liquidity of the

district had been reduced significantly. Obviously, some

farmers had already reached the precipice, while others were

only begit;lning to peer over .the edg.e. ~",".

During the latter months of 1928, this dynamic - the

declining prosperity of the agricultural economy of

southeastern Saskatchewan became evermore apparent to

63 Powell to Tompkins, October 20, 1928.
Vol 83, file 1450-W546/2.

64 Ibid.

65 See: Appendix "C".

PAC, RG 40,



Harvey Powell. The anecdotal evidence that he was presented
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with, on a recurring basis, simply confirmed what his

analysis already told him. One ~: interesting example of the

increasing problems that he was forced to deal with concerned

a young farmer who had approached him for a loan of one

thousand dollars. The purpose of the proposed loan was to

, consolidate his debts with the machinery companies and thus

have only one pressure point - the Bank - to deal with. As

Powell saw it, the farmer wanted "the Bank to carry the

burden and trust to luck that he would have a crop next

year.,,66 The General Manager informed the beleaguered

customer that his proposition "was simply out of the

question," and queried his managers as to how many such loans

had been made during the course of the year. Unfortunately,

their response is unavailable; but in any event, Powell was

SUfficiently concerned to inform the managers that "we are

not looking for new Loans but we are anxious to clean up the

Loans that we have now on our books.,,67 He further

sugge,sted<~,~that perhaps, "the_ go.odcrops and good prices of

recent years have spoiled us to a certain extent as well as

customers." In his view, the cycle was about to return

"some poor crops in the future," and he was greatly concerned

that the Bank's customers had reached their borrowing limits.

66 "Powell to the Managers," Circular No. 141, November
26, 1928. CBA, file 87/518/32.

67 Ibid.



His earlier predictions of a "back to the land" movement were

but a memory.

What he perceived to be occurring was that farmers had

borrowed to the limits of their good collateral and had been

using this money to payoff their debts. The problem that he

recognized was that when cash was needed during the following

spring and summer, the borrowing capacity would not be there.
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Largely as a result of delivery delays, Growers

certificates had been accepted as collateral for loans that

had been made during that fall, when in normal circumstances

these would have been taken during the spring. 68 As farmers

were beginning to spend money that Powell believed should be

held in reserve for the 1929 growing season, he suggested to

his managers that it was time to force some sales of both

land and chattels. 69 The attitudes that Powell was

expressing as 1928 drew to a close were decidedly different

from those exhibited at the end of 1927. The celebratory

68 Powell to Tompkins, March 5, 1929. PAC, RG 40, Vol
83, file 1450-W546/2~ Powell had stated in this letter: "The
loans which were made before the first of the year were
largely of a nature which could hardly be avoided and the
Pool certificates which were offered as collateral made them
safe enough although we would have preferred to have the
farmers in a position to hold their certificates as a reserve
against this years operations." Further to this Powell
indicated that the Bank had loaned $0.20 per bushel on 1,2,
and 3 grades of wheat, and $0.10 on grades 4,5, and 6. It
was his hope that once these certificates were paid out, the
Bank would be able to reduce their bills receivable and that
farmers would get enough out of the final payment to take
care of the 1929 harvest expenses.

69 Circular no. 141, Op cit.



mood that had brought forth the comment - "Our farmers are in

excellent condition,,,70 had been toned down by the reality

that "we are not being paid this Fall as we should be.,,71

During the early months of 1929, the previous year
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loomed large in the mind of Harvey Powell. Rather than

planning ahead for the coming year's business, as had been

his normal practice, his attention was continually drawn back

to an unsatisfactory and unfinished 1928. Although the

profitability of the Bank had not diminished to any great

degree72 , the declining liquidity of the district and the

large increase in outstanding loans were troublesome. Once

all of the final results for the year had been tabulated, it

became apparent that the 1928 crop had been "very badly over-

estimated; " normally good districts such as McTaggart,

Ye1lowgrass, Lewvan, Rockqlen, and others had produced

PAC, RG 40,

nothing but feed wheat as a result of frost. 73 So while a

reduction in loans had been expected, it did not happen and

instead deposits had been reduced by some $100,000. The only

saving qrac$~.. in thi__ sit~~tiQn WaL.........that farmers themselves

had begun to recognize the downward turn, and had practically

70 Powell to Tompkins, February 17, 1928.
Vol. 83, file 1450-W546/2.

71 Circular No. 141, Op cit.

72 The profit reported for 1928 wa$ $69,703, compared
with $78,214 for 1927.

73 Powell to Tompkins, March 5, 1929. PAC, RG 40, Vol.
83, file 1450-W546/2.



stopped spending money.74

As a starting point for getting the previous year's

business in shape, Powell and his· Head Office staff spent

most of March 1929 preparing five-year performance graphs of
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all of the Bank's borrowing customers. Used initially, by

way of a test, in discussions with customers of the Weyburn

branch, Powell found that once he was able to demonstrate

scientifically to his customers in which direction they were

heading, it was much easier to convince some of the borrowers

to convert their previous loans into real estate mortgages.

Others simply decided that they could, after-all, get by with

less money for the coming year, while still others were told

to clear up their accounts and that the Bank "will not lend

them any more money until they are.,,75 Pleased with the

"splendid results" that these graphs produced, Powell

forwarded them to each of the branches with instructions to

74 Ibid. Powell's attention~was drawn to this fact by
his observation that deposits in the Bank did not decrease in
the normal manner during January and February of 1929.
Unfortunat~lY,_.__ as .revealed .by ._a series of letters between
Powell and Tompkins, this curtailment in consumer spending
was the beginning of the financial collapse of one of the
Bank's most active directors, Neil D. McKinnon owner of
McKinnon's Department store. McKinnon had been engaged in
renegotiating a mortgage with Confederation during this
period and his slumping sales and increasing payables during
the winter of 1928-29 proved problematical in resolving the
matter. cf. Powell to Tompkins, March 7, 1929. PAC, RG 40,
Vol. 83, file 1450-W546/2. McKinnon was eventually forced to
abandon his business in 1930, his building was finally
occupied by the Co-Op in 1944.

75 Powell to the Managers, Circular No. 186, March 22,
1929. CBA, File 87/518/32.



use them in a similar manner.
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The analysis provided by these graphs, and the

conclusions that Powell drew from them, afford an excellent

opportunity to examine the financial health of farmers in

southern Saskatchewan in the spring of 1929. Any jUdgement

of it, however, must be tempered by the knowledge that Powell

was at pains to keep up moral among his staff. As with most

of his correspondence, Powell believed that the best way of

managing his managers was to employ the same philosophy that

he urged them to employ in managing their. customers. That

is, apply the folksy remedy of the teamster - alternatingly

"hee and haw" the load up the hill. As well, Powell was of

the firm conviction that, as a result of many years of

pruning and CUltivating, "the large percentage of our

customers are a selected lot.,,76 Thus, while not entirely

representative of the whole district, if Powell is to be

believed, the graphical analysis which he has provided can be

quite indicative of the general nature of the prairie farm

economy in. _the, sprin9__ of 192.9 •.

The analysis that Powell had conducted had come about as

a result of a conversation with one of his former banking

colleagues in the United states. During the latter months of

1928, Powell had visited Minneapolis and the former

colleague, at that time a bank examiner, had informed him of

76 Powell to the Managers, Circular No. 189, March 30,
1929. CBA, File 87/518/32.



the rapidly deteriorating situation in the American
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agricultural economy. Powell was somewhat surprised at the

number of bank closings that had occurred as a result of the

collapsing agricultural sector, particularly as he was

familiar with some of them and knew the management to be of

"good reputation." 77 As the examiner explained the

situation to Powell, the banks that had gotten themselves

into trouble had done so as a result of over-confidence in

the security of land - a situation that the examiner felt was

quite widespread throughout the North-West. The pressures

had been building for a good number of years, and in the mind

of the American official, were accelerated by the post-war

collapse of the agricultural economy. During the war years,

land prices had risen to unsustainable levels, and the few

years of prosperity that occurred during the middle of the

1920s only deferred the ultimate reckoning • The situation

. that had recently developed was that too many non-performing

loans had been converted into mortgages and as farmers found

it difficult,"" __ to maintain -c.•.taxes_-.and interest payments,

foreclosures would result. As banks throughout the North

West reached the limit of their ability to take on more land,

loan losses had to be taken to such an extent that

insolvencies were the result.

77 Powell to the Managers, Circular No. 187, March 25,
1929. CBA, File 87/518/32.



This discussion with a respected advisor78 had
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strengthened Powell's resolve to remind his managers of the

first principle of sound banking; "Bank loans should always

be of a temporary nature.,,79 To the outside observer, this

is a striking revelation, as the history of the Bank, to this

point, was characterized by it willingness to roll-over

short-term credits to the point were they essentially became

long-term loans. As well, in retrospective observation, one

must wonder if Harvey Powell had come to the frightening

realization that the past practices of his own banking and

financial services empire were heading in a similar

direction to that which had just been relayed to him.

In any event, he was sUfficiently concerned to conduct a

graphical survey of those customers that had open borrowing

accounts for a period of five years, in other words, those

who had rolled short-term credits into five-year loans. On

examination, Powell found that of the 3,551 open borrowing

accounts as at December 31, 1928, 346 of the total had been

~·,,_·_~.• M· ",l'" _._ .. ..._ ...._~.,..__

78 Throughout Powell's career as a banker' in Weyburn,
although he made great efforts to open an amicable and
rewarding line of communication with various Canadian banking
officials, he maintained an ongoing correspondence with his
old colleagues in the states. He kept himself abreast of all
of the major developments in the American banking system, and
as his practices in Canada show, never really abandoned his
experience in the American unitary system. In many senses,
it more appropriate to think of the Weyburn as a slightly
modified American bank operating in a canadian regulatory
environment than as a Canadian bank proper. ThUS, it is not
surprising to learn of the credence that he placed in the
advice of his American colleagues.

79 Circular No. 187.



in continuous debit for at least five years. Of the
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$2,648,890 that was owed to the bank by farmers on that date

(an average of $745 per customer), $498,614 was owed by the

346 five-year accounts. In other words, 18.82% of the Bank's

farm loans were held by 9.47% of its agricultural customers.

Further analysis revealed that the net worth of 230 of those

five-year accounts had actually decreased. only one-third of

farmers to whom the Bank had been extending favourable

credit terms had been able to put it to productive use. For

the other two-thirds the lenient terms had been detrimental.

As well, in comparing the list of customers whose borrowings

exceeded 10% of their net worth to that of long-term

accounts, Powell found that almost 41% of the five-year

customers were on both lists. The General Manager had

quantitatively identified what he had previously referred to

as "pedigreed scrubs.,,80

By way of reinforcement of the message that he wished

the managers to receive, Powell capped-off his circular with

one of hi~~:t:low familiar anecdote~~~_,He informed the managers

of a recent discussion with one of the "five-year men," who

had wanted a loan to purchase seed oats.

He explained that he had about $400.00 coming to him on
horse accounts but said he could not collect them. I
told him to get out his Ford runabout and get a few oats
from each one of the men that owed him, or something
else that he could trade for oats. But no matter how he
got along we were not lending him any more money, at
least not until we knew he had a good crop and then it

80 Circular No. 187.



would be limited. This man- shows a net worth of over
$14,000.00 but if we and his other creditors started to
clean him up, at the present time, the people holding
the first mortgages and the Bank would be about the only
ones that would be paid in full and this would have to
be by sale of farm lands. a1

The implication of this anecdote was that by lending this

fellow more money, the Bank would only be contributing to his
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downfall as he was already in over his head. By presenting

it to the managers, Powell was hoping that the similarity of

this customer's position to that of the customers that had

occasioned the downfall of a number of banks in the North

Western states would be apparent.

There is however, another implication to this anecdote.

That is the reliability and precise meaning of Powell's use

of the term "net worth." Clearly, from Powell's suggestion

that the creditors could "clean him up," the customer

referred to above could not have had a net worth of anywhere

near $14,000. If only the Bank and the mortgage company

would realize their full security in the event of a

liquidation, at a time when Powell believed that the market

for land was still buoyant, then obviously the customer was

overextended by a considerable amount. Presuming that this

customer was one of the "pedigreed scrubs," one of the 41% of

"five-year men" whose total loans with the Bank exceeded 10%

of their net worth, then one must consider that there existed

a distinct possibility that the "net worth" of many of the

a1 Ibid.



Bank's customers was over-stated to some degree. From the
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previously cited figures on average bank-indebtedness, it is

apparent that the average loan amount to the category of

customer into which this one fit, was approximately $1450. 82

This concern regarding the reliability of the net-worth

statements that the Bank had on file must have crossed

Powell's mind as well. During April of that year, he

requested that the managers update all of their statements

with more accurate and current figures. As Powell informed

his managers, he was beginning to consider his listing of

chattel mortgages as his "List of Antiques," or his "Voter's

List." As many of these chattel mortgages consisted of live

stOCk, Powell wryly commented that a good number of the

horses and cattle listed on the mortgages, if still alive,

would surely be of an age to "vote at the coming election.,,83

Similarly, a good deal of the machinery should likely be

considered as antiques as they have "probably been in some

fence corner for several years past."

UnfortynatelY"the results.<._Qf ..... Powell's request for

82 The 346 "five-year men" owed a total of $498.614, or
an average of $1,441. Powell had conducted a further break
down of his five-year accounts and discovered that 181
debtors owed less than $1,000 and 165 owed more than $1,000.
Of the total owing more than $1,000, 83 owed more than 10% of
their net worth. Powell to the Managers, Circular No. 194,
April 12, 1929. CBA, File 87/518/32. It was Powell's belief
that 10% of net worth was the maximum safe amount to lend to
a farming customer.

83 Powell to the Managers, Circular No. 193, April 11,
1929. CBA, File 87/518/32.



updated net-worth statements are not available, but it is

known that, as the information rolled in during that summer,
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Powell found it to be "both interesting and painful

reading. ,,84 What was interesting tlfas that for many the loans

for which difficulty was foreseen, an original small loan had

been made with the signature of a co-guarantor. Subsequent

additional loans were made without the added security of a

co-signature that initially had been deemed necessary. As

well, in many cases, security had been provided for an

initial small loan and the loanchad been allowed to roll-over

and increase in size without the security increasing

proportionally.

It was becoming apparent that far too many of the Bank's

customers had become over-extended. It was also becoming

apparent, by mid-september, that the total crop in the

district was not going to be enough to alleviate the problem.

The best advice that Powell could offer to his mangers was

that at those branches where a good crop was available

collection must be vigorous as. "the __prosperous districts must

help take care of the unfortunate branches.,,85

At the same time, Powell warned his managers that ~any

of their customers would be facing financial pressure from a

number of sources that Fall. He was already of the opinion

84 Powell to the Managers, Circular No. 231, September
17, 1929. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.

85 Ibid.



that a "good.many" of the farmers would have to let their

taxes and real estate interest go unpaid for the year. As

well, due to "high pressure sales campaigns," many farmers

had acquired automobiles and machinery, much of which had
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been financed as "time sales." Thus there would be

considerable pressure from this source. It was Powell's

opinion that the "Finance corporations" and "Automobile

Companies" must "take their medicine," and that absolutely no

loans were to be made to "sugar their pill for them. ,,86 Nor

would the Bank shoulder the burden of farmers' indebtedness

as a result of taxes and mortgages. As he stated to the

managers, "We must face the situation as it is, and we must

insist that renewals be referred to Head Office

get some more good crops."

until we

PAC, RG 40,

The situation as it really was is best summed-up by c.s.

Tompkins' observation that total deposits in the Bank had

decreased by close to $1,000,000 over the course of 1929, a

result which struck him as a "rather unusual decrease.,,87 As

well, notes,.,~of the Bank in. circulation, as of the end of

January 1930, had decreased by almost $200,000 compared to

the same date the previous year. SS As much as these figures

had deteriorated throughout 1929, it is evident that the

86 Ibid.

87 Tompkins to Powell, February 13, 1930.
Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/2.

88 The figure for January 31, 1930 was $339,912, and for
January 31, 1929, $525,027. Ibid.



deterioration was continuing unabated during the first month
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of 1930. From the figures provided by Tompkins and those

provided by the December 31, 1929 statements of the Bank,

simple arithmetic reveals that during the month of January

alone, notes in circulation decreased by $73,100, and total

deposits were reduced by $333,950. Equally striking is the

observation that loans to municipalities and school districts

increased by some $22,000 during the month. 89

When viewed in the context of the previous two years, it

becomes apparent that the developments of the first month of

1930 were simply an acceleration of a process that had begun

towards the end of 1928. It may be'recalled, that at the

beginning of that year some six and three-quarters millions

of dollars had been made available to the bank. And, with

the exception of roughly $225,000 of· government and other

bank deposits, these funds had all been generated by the

local economy.90 By the end of 1928, the total funds

89 Total deposits as at December -31, 1929 were
$3,955,997...l- .. and at January 31, 193Q..,·· were $3,622,047. Notes
in circulation for the same dates were $413,012 and $339,912
respectively. Municipal and school loans as at December
31,1929 were $151,568, while one month later the figure had
increased to $173,976.

90 These figures are taken from the published December
31, 1927 statements. As to the assertion that these funds
had been generated within the local economy, it may be argued
that the $524,560 in paid-up capital came from external
investment sources. This argument is somewhat irrelevant,
however, as dividends paid out over the years had more than
returned the original investment and additional paid-up
capital came by way of profits generated in the combined
operations of the Bank and the Company. See: Appendix "A".



available were only increased as a result of borrowings under
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provisions of the Finance Act. When the $550,000 thus

acquired is factored out of the statements, the funds

available from the local economy actually decreased by close

to $85,000. While this is hardly a dramatic amount, it does

nonetheless indicate that surplus producing ability of the

Bank's customers had reached its peak and was on the way

down. Furthermore, the Bank itself, through increased

lending activity, had pumped an additional $678,509 into the

local economy.91 Clearly then, the regional farm economy, or

at least that part of it defined by the Weyburn Security

Bank, had experienced a decrease in liquidity of some 14% by

the end of 1928. 92 Much of this decrease can be assumed to

have occurred following the reduced Wheat Pool payments and

delays in cash flow experienced as a result of delayed grain

deliveries.

The trend thus established continued throughout 1929, in

a somewhat accelerated form. Total capital available from

within the", local economy decreased. by over $1,200,000, and

91 This figure is derived from a comparison of local
lending activity as reported at the end of 1927 & 1928.
Local lending activity, for these purposes, is defined by an
accumulation of: Current Loans and Discounts, Non-Current
Loans, Municipal and School Dist. Loans, Real Estate, and
Mortgages. See: Appendix "A" and "B".

92 This figure is determined by comparing the actual
value of the liquidity decrease to the liquid capital
available at the end of 1927. Liquid capital is determined
from the total notes of the Bank in circulation added to the
total deposits in the Bank.



loans increased by just in excess of $150,000 for a net

change of one and a quarter million dollars. with the

exception of an additional $250,000 in borrowings under the

Finance Act, most of this change in liquidity was funded by
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decreases in the Bank's investment portfolio. It was this

dramatic change in the economic health of the district that

attracted the attention of C.S. Tompkins, as previously

mentioned.

By way of reply to Tompkins' inquiry, H.O. Powell

explained the events of the past two years. with respect to

1928, Powell suggested that ~although the crop in that year

was large, it was expensive to harvest; and as the quality

was generally poor, "returns did not pay expenses in a great

many cases.,,93 Additionally, due to the small initial Wheat

Pool payment, "loans were not reduced as they should be in

the Fall of 1928."

As to 1929, Powell noted that, compounding the problems

of 1928, "our best wheat districts had the nearest to a

failure of._crop that~_ they have ... ev..er.._had. ,,94 As there was

such a small crop, harvest was completed relatively early and

after October, "business practically stopped." This was

cited as the primary reason for the significant decrease in

the amount of Bank notes in circulation. On a topic that was

93 Powell to Tompkins, February 22, 1930. PAC, RG 40,
Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/2.

94 Ibid.
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never far from Powell's mind, he pointed out to Tompkins that

those districts that were most actively engaged in mixed

farming, suffered least financial damage.

In Tompkins official report of the affairs of the Bank

for 1929, he noted that due to poor agricultural conditions

in the districts that the Weyburn served, "liquidation of

loans will probably prove disappointing.,,95 As well, it was

his feeling that deposits would continue to fall during the

winter and following spring months. As the Bank had

experienced similar conditions earlier in the decade, no

overt concern was expressed since "Mr. Powell and his Head

Office organization are fully alive to the situation."

While it was apparent that difficulties had been

developing for a year and a half, there was no recognition by

either Powell or Tompkins that the problems were beyond the

abilities of good management and sound banking principles to

rectify. Nor should there have been. C.S. Tompkins was

quite correct in his belief that the Bank had successfully

negotiated similarly. troubled water .in, the past. It is only

with the 20-20 vision of hindsight that we can know what they

did not. The years of promise were over.

the Fall of 1928.

They ended during

95 "Memorandum Re: 1929 Examination of the
Security Bank," November 1, 1929. PAC, RG 40, Vol.
1450-W546/3.

Weyburn
83, File
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Diminishing Prospects

In a complete reversal of its previous good fortunes, as

the Weyburn Security Bank entered 1930 it did so in

dramatically straightened circumstances. Throughout the

course of 1929, almost $900,000 in pUblic deposits had

disappeared, ~hile at the same time additional capital had

been provided for the territory as a result of an increase of

$154,015 in loans. 1 Following on the trend already

established during 1928, wherein pUblic deposits dropped by

slightly over $100,000 and lending activity rose by almost

$700,000, clearly the rapidly decreasing liquidity of the

Change
Lending
Activity
1,171,113

Change

1 Public deposits are defined as an amalgamation of the
statement categories: Deposits not bearing interest, and:
Deposits bearing interest. Local lending activity is defined
as the sum of: Current Loans and Discounts, Municipal and
School District Loans, Non-Current Loans, Real Estate, and
Mortgages. For convenience and consideration, the following
figures are presented.

Local
Deposits

1918 $ 3,311,872
$ (542,736) $ 874,820

1919 21-129,136 _2,045,933
(380,102) 77,557

1920 2,389,034 2,123,490
(255,020) 49,329

1921 2,134,014 2,172,819
$(1,177,858) $1,001,706

1927 $ 4,953,296 2,441,278
(101,173) 678,509

1928 4,852,123 3,119,787
(896,126) 154,015

1929 3,955,997 3,273,802
(1,603,221) (792,863)

1930 2,352,776 2,480,939
$(2,600,520) $ 39,661



area could not be sustained without major damage - or an

infusion of outside capital.

For Harvey Powell, both courses of action appeared to be
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advisable. The damage that he chose to inflict was not, of

course, on the Bank, but was rather upon his borrowing

customers. In the General Manager's mind, however, this was

not viewed as damage; it was instead, a morally sobering

practice and quite in keeping with sound banking principles. 2

This course was essentially the same as that chosen during

the earlier period of difficulty that the Bank had faced.

When deposits had similarly dropped off during the onset

of the agricultural depression in 1919, The Weyburn Bank had

severely restricted the amount of credit available to its

farmer customers, allowing virtually no growth in lending

activity until conditions had shown definite signs of

improvement. While, to some degree, credit restriction in

this period - a period before the mediating influence of a

Central Bank - is simply a function of a reduced supply of

funds, it, is also, and mQ~e importantly, a means of

protecting the Bank's interests by responding to a changing

2 Throughout his career, Powell made frequent
references to the good moral effect of keeping a man on a
tight credit leash. Of particular interest for this period
is his comment to managers that the collection and credit
policies that were then to be put into place was ..... to save
the customers by not being too good to them...... Powell to
the Managers, Circular No.187, March 25, 1929. CBA, File
87/518/32. Just prior to this circular, Powell informed the
branches that "We are determined to put our house into shape
no matter what the consequences may be." Powell to the
Managers, Circular 186, March 22, 1929. CBA, File 87/518/32.



economic climate. For, uppermost in Harvey Powell's mind was

III

the protection of his depositors funds. As the short-term

prospects of the Bank's agricultural customers diminished

during the post-war economic collapse, so too did their

ability to return the depositors' money for which Powell felt

a strong fiduciary responsibility.

While the nature of Powell's response in 1930 was

similar to that of 1919, the dynamics of the two make them

quite different. Benefitting from the wisdom of previous

experience, or perhaps armed with the knowledge gained during

the latter _ months of 1928 and the$erious deterioration of

1929, the reduction in the amount of loans on the books of

the Weyburn Bank at the end of 1930, when compared to that of

the previous depression, indicates quite a severe restriction

of credit. The total local lending reported at the end of

the year was almost $800,000 less than at the end of 1929;

and that had been a year in which restraint had become the

order of the day. corresponding to this, deposits had

dropped by_~;_ over 1.6 million dc.llars _ during 1930, some

$500,000 more than that experienced during the whole of the

post-war depression. 3 Equally i~portant, more than 50% of

the depositors funds had been withdrawn from the Bank since

the end of 1927.

As much as these figures reveal about the deteriorating

condition of the prairie agricultural economy, a closer

3 See: Note "1" above.



examination of the numbers becomes even more revealing.

Indicative of the fact that farmers were finding it more

difficult to pay their taxes, from the end of 1928 to the

end of 1930, loans to municipalities and school districts
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had increased by over $100,000. 4 As well, during the same

period, Non-Current loans increased from $11,741 to $174,236.

The increases in these categories of loans, coupled with the

increases in mortgages held and real estate acquired as a

result of foreclosure demonstrate with even greater clarity

the extent of the district's financial difficulties. As

much as Powell may have wanted to, there was little that he

could do to prevent growth in these areas; thus the only

real scope for intervention in the asset to liability ratio

was in the form of reductions in the Current Loan category.

In that area, lending was decreased by almost one million

dollars during the course of 1930, a reduction of some 37%

from its 1929 level. As with loans and deposits, Notes of

the Bank in circulation decreased by over 55% from the figure

Decreases~_o~thismagnitude were

unprecedented in the Bank's history.

The Weyburn, of course, was not alone in experiencing

deposit decreases,
"j-"

but ~ almost total reliance on

agriculture made ~em that much more vulnerable than the

other banks. As C.S. Tompkins noted, "the tendency of all

bank deposits latterly has been downward," but he was

4 See: Appendix "B"



particularly struck by the "rather unusual decrease" that the

prairie bank had been experiencing. 5

Faced with declining deposits and increasing non-current

and municipal loans, Powell had no choice but to address the

amount of current loans that the Bank was carrying. Without

a decrease in loans, or an increase in deposits, it was

becoming quite obvious that the two balance sheet categories

would soon pass each other going in opposite directions. The

steps that Powell elected to take in the spring of 1930 are

what make that year different from the depression of the

1920s. A convoluted credit arrangement with the Bank of
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Commerce, and involving the Weyburn Security Company,

resulted in both a reduction in current loans and an infusion

of much needed cash. This, together with a general

tightening of credit policies was Powell's solution to the

problems that were then facing the Bank.

From the information that is available, it appears that

the involvement of the Commerce bank proceeded in the

following.. _"manner. During......_February. of 1930, the Weyburn

Security Company purchased from the Weyburn Bank, securities

(in the form of Canadian Bonds and Stocks) in the approximate

amount of $160,000. The funds for this purchase were made

available by the Bank of Commerce to whom the securities were

5 Tompkins to Powell, February 18, 1930.
Vol 83, F~le 1450-W546/2.

PAC, RG 40,



pledged as security. 6 The purpose of this loan was to make
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sufficient funds available to the Weyburn Bank, to enable it

to cover depositors' withdrawals as demands for cash

increased during spring seeding. The initial amount of the

loan, and the provision that the securities that had been

transferred to the Company were subject to repurchase,

indicate that the anticipated liquidity shortfall was

believed to be of a temporary nature. 7 By the middle of

April, the loan amount had been increased to $336,000, and

farmers's discounted notes had been added to the previously

mentioned security.8

By the end of June, it had become necessary to increase

6

P.A.C. ,
C.S. Tompkins to B.P. Alley,
RG 40, V~l. 83, File l450-W546/2.

March 26, 1930.

7 The agreement between the Bank and the Company
provided for the purchase of securities by the Company,
throughout 1930, and enabled the Bank to repurchase the
securities at any time "as it may desire." The securities
were to be sold at their face value together with any
accumulated interest, and could be repurchased on the same
terms. There is no provision for either a discount on the
sale, or a premium on the repurchase. "Agreement Between:
The Weyburn~ security Bank and ..The_.Weyburn Security company,"
April 24, 1930, P.A.C. RG 40, File l450-W546/2. Although the
agreement was not executed until well after the first
transaction had taken place, an interim resolution had been
passed by the directors of the Bank at a meeting held on
February 26, 1930. B.P.Alley to C.S. Tompkins, April 17,
1930, P.A.C., RG 40, Vol 83, File 1450-W546/2.

8 B.P. Alley to H.O. Powell, April 17, 1930. P.A.C.,
RG 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/2. Interestingly, Alley, the
Assistant General Manager of the Bank of Commerce, was
"somewhat disappointed" that the documentation for the
original transaction had not been completed before the amount
of credit provided had been increased. B.P.Alley to C.S.
Tompkins, April 17, 1930, P.A.C., RG 40, Vol 83, File 1450
W546/2.



the line of credit to the Company, which by early June had
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stood at $1,000,000, to $1,500,000. The security provided

for this credit consisted of $126,500 in bonds with the

balance provided for by farmers' notes. 9 Whether or not the

Bank of Commerce had intended to, they were increasingly

absorbing a significant portion of the Weyburn Bank's

agricultural loan portfolio. B.P. Alley, the Assistant

General Manager of the Bank of Commerce, comforted himself

with the observation that Harvey Powell was "handling the

situation capably and giving credit with great care.,,10

Additionally, he was satisfied with Powell's assurance that

the unanticipated increase in the demand for funds was

occasioned by the failure of the Wheat Pool to make any

interim payment during the preceding spring, which had caused

a negative impact on the Bank's cash position to the extent

o£ approximately $350,000. Further, Alley was pleased that

the Commerce's intervention in the Weyburn's cash crisis had

alleviated "any uneasiness there may have been regarding the

stability!!:-=of __ that institution.1!'~_'MNonetheless, Alley did

9 Alley to Tompkins, June 23, 1930. P.A.C., RG 40, Vol.
83, Fil3 1450-W546/3. The initial credit arrangement between
the Company and the Bank of Commerce was for a maximum of
$1,000,000. Although $160,000 was drawn down in early
February, and a further $176,000 was drawn in early April,
the actual agreement between the Weyburn Bank and the Company
ratifying the sale of securities was not executed until April
24, 1930. "Agreement between the Weyburn Security Bank and
the Weyburn Security Company," April 24, 1930. PAC, RG 40,
Vol 83, File 1450-W546/2.

10 Ibid.

11 Ibid.



point out to Tompkins that "our credit has, of course,

reached much larger figures than was at first contemplated,"

but felt that since they were already in the game he had an

obligation to see the Weyburn bank through "until harvest.,,12

Reluctant though he was to acquire additional exposure to a
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deteriorating agricultural economy, Alley honoured his

commitment; not only for the principle of trust among

Bankers, but also out of recognition of the instability that

would be caused should uneasiness result in a run on the

Weyburn Bank's deposits.

C.S. Tompkins was disappointed that the credit had grown

to the extent that it had, but was reassured by Alley's

expressed confidence in Powell's handling of the situation up

to that point. 13

Rather than the more simple and direct method of a loan

from the Commerce to the Weyburn with the necessary assets

pledged as security, the circuitous route of using the

Company as an intermediary was chosen in order that the

transaction.would not appear._,_,on_..the__.. balance sheet of the

Weyburn Bank. Although the opaqueness of this transaction

may, on the surface, appear to be an attempt to shield the

financial condition of the bank from government regulators,

quite the opposite was true. C.S. Tompkins, the chief

12 Ibid.

13 C.S. Tompkins to B.P. Alley, June 25, 1930, P.A.C.,
RG 40, Vol. 83, File I450-W546/3.



federal inspector of banks, was fully aware of, and indeed

approved and facilitated, the transaction. Equally, he was

fully aware of the intent and object of pumping liquidity

into the bank in this manner. 14
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The true purpose of providing credit through the

intermediary Company was to not "occasion undesirable

comment" on the Bank's financial statements which would

"probably prove harmful. illS Had the loan been made directly

to the Bank, a contingent liability would have been

established under the headinq "Due to other Banks." Such a

liability, unprecedented for the Weyburn Bank, and in such an

amount that would correspond to the majority of the Bank's

current loans would have indeed occasioned "undesirable

comment." Although Tompkins is not specific as to which

direction unfavourable comment may come from, it is not

unreasonable to assume that his principle concern was the

perception held by the public. Ever mindful, as was B.P.

Alley, of the sensitivity of the public reqardinq the safety

of the deposits held by the banks,,.__Tompkins moved with great

precision and speed at any hint that confidence in the

14 Tompkin's acknowledgement of this fact is contained
in his 1930 inspection report of the Bank. "Inspection Report
of the Weyburn Security Bank," Nov. 12, 1930, P.A.C., RG 40,
Vol. 83, File l4S0-WS46/3. Additionally, the nature of the
correspondence between Tompkins and Alley clearly indicate
that Tompkins played a significant role in determininq the
manner in which the loans were made. For example, see: Alley
to Tompkins, March 26, 1930, and Alley to powell, April 17,
1930, P.A.C. RG 40, Vol 83, File 14so-WS46/2.

lS Ibid.



Canadian banking system would be undermined. Only a few

short months after the stock market crash of 1929, runs by

depositors, or even rumours of liquidity problems, were of

utmost concern.

As these changes in the structure of the balance sheet

were unfolding, the general affairs of the Bank came under

ever closer scrutiny. Not only was there concern among the

officials and employees of the Bank, as well as its

customers; but regulatory officials and bankers in general

took closer notice of what was happening in Weyburn. In this

regard, C.S. Tompkins played a particularly more significant

role in the affairs of the Weyburn than he had at any time in

the past. As has been previously mentioned, Harvey Powell

had long been a practitioner of establishing a professional

but friendly relationship with various members of the banking

community. The activities of the Chief Inspector of Banks

during 1930 and 1931, bear out the merits of the relationship

that had been established.

Before_.$xamining the full extent of ,Tompkins' role in

the final months of the Weyburn Bank however, it is useful to

gain a sense of some public perceptions of the Bank during

1930. Unfortunately, not much information remains of these

perceptions, but what does provides some vital clues as to

the Chief Inspector's affinity for preserving the integrity

of the banking system in general, and the Weyburn security

Bank in specific.
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The most common way for members of the public to gauge

the performance of a bank, or any other company for that

matter, is to peruse their annual pUblished statements. In

such a manner, although the information is considerably out

of date, the financial results obtained can be used to judge

any given performance in known economic conditions. Drastic

changes from one year to another are usually a very good
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signal that something has ~ gone awry. Under normal

circumstances, the statements of the Bank were generally

available by the end of February. In 1930, however, there

was a considerable delay in the publication of the 1929

financial results. For reasons that are not entirely clear,

the audit of the Bank's 1929 affairs was not complete until

May 1, 1930, and not widely available until early June. 16

Quite naturally, this delay caused some concern among the

Bank's depositors, and when pressed for the release of

financial information all that Powell could say was that it

was illegal to do so until the audit had been completed. 17

16 -'Th«a" statements were forw~;de.d to Powell by George S.
Brown of the accounting firm Peat, Marwick;l Mitchell & Co. on
May 1, with a covering letter suggesting "that in future a
more generous view of the provisions for the reserves for bad
and doubtful accounts be considered.... " Brown to Powell,
May 1, 1931. PAC~ Rg 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.
Although no precise date is available for when Powell
published the statements in the local paper, from his
correspondence with Tompkins it is believed that he did so in
early June. Powell To Tompkins, June 27, 1930. PAC, RG 40,
Vol 83, File 1450-W546/3.

17 Powell to Tompkins, March 26, 1930. PAC, RG 40, Vol
83, File 1450-W546/2.



Throughout this period, there had been quite a series of

rumours circulating within the district as to the viability

of the Bank, most of which appear to have been based upon the

flimsiest of evidence, but nonetheless became a cause of
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concern for some of the customers. They were, as well, a

cause of concern for both Powell and e.s. Tompkins.

The earliest available inquiry as to the financial

health of the Bank dates from the middle of March, 1930. In

a letter to c.s. Tompkins, Mrs Thomas Olsen of Regina

inquired "as to the financial health of the Weyburn security

Bank.,,18 In his reply, Tompkins asserted that as he

personally conducted periodic inspections of all of the

Banks, he was "quite familiar with the position of the

institution in question.,,19 Accordingly, Tompkins was able

to comfort Mrs. Olsen with the knowledge that "the rumours

which you have heard are entirely without foundation in

fact." Further, Tompkins maintained that the Bank was "in a

thoroughly solvent condition, ably managed and safe to do

business with. ,,20 This correspondence was duly forwarded to

H.O. Powell for his information.

Upon receipt of Tompkins' information, Powell

investigated the matter, and determined that the gossip had

18 Tompkins to Olsen, March 20, 1930. PAC, Rg 40, Vol
83, File 1450-W546/2

19 Ibid.

20 Ibid.



begun at a "Homemakers Meeting" in the Weyburn district and

had subsequently spread throughout the territory as a result
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of correspondence among similar women's groups. As to Mrs.

Olsen, Powell could find no record of any connection between

her and the Bank, and presumed that "perhaps she has a .50 c

deposit somewhere for that is the class of depositor that has

been doing the most talking.,,21 Nonetheless, although Powell

may have discounted the personal deposits of the gossipers,

they did have some impact on other more substantial

depositors. As a result of the rumours that had circulated

within these groups, Powell was able to determine that $8,000

had been withdrawn from the branch at Pangman, and two

accounts worth some $17,000 were lost at Yellowgrass. In

addition, one $800 deposit was withdrawn from the Bengough

branch, and Powell was aware that "another large deposit will

probably be withdrawn. ,,22

The trouble was not restricted to the branches however,

as Powell reported that a "few women's accounts," and

"accounts influenced by women" __werewithdrawn from the

Weyburn office and taken to the Bank of Montreal.

The full extent of this early run on the Bank's deposits

can not be determined, but it is clear that is was of

significant proportions in that it caused the Bank to make a

21 Powell to Tompkins, March 26, 1930. PAC, RG 40, Vol.
83, File 1450-W546/2.

22 Ibid.



more full use of the line of credit that had been arranged,
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between the Weyburn Security Company and the Bank of

Commerce, than had been originally intended. 23

Whether or not it can be put down, as derisively as

Powell would have liked, to the idle gossip of "women's

groups," it did require the intervention of the Chief

Inspector of Banks to ameliorate, which prompted Powell to

comment: "You certainly are standing behind us in splendid

shape these days and we want you to know how much we

appreciate it.,,24 By early April, Powell felt that the

trouble was largely over, partly due to Tompkins'

intervention, but due as well to the observation that the

farmers would soon be engaged in spring seeding and thus

would have "less time to stand around and talk.,,25

Depositor nervousness did not, however, end with this

early episode. In spite of the publication of the Bank's

PAC, RG 40, _Vol

statements in the local newspaper, and Powell's belief that

by the end of June the depositors were more or less satisfied

that their funds were secure~in _his~custody26, "whisperings"

as to the "safety and solvency" of the Bank continued

23 Ibid.

24 Powell to Tompkins, April 5, 1930.
83, File 1450-W546/2.

25 Ibid.

26 Powell to Tompkins, June 27, 1930. PAC, RG 40, Vol.
83, File 1450-W546/3.



throughout the summer and into the Fall of 1930. 27 Much of
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the concern regarding the stability of the Bank can, of

course, be attributed to a general feeling that the local

economy was in some difficulty. As evident as it was to

Powell that there would not be a decent crop of wheat

anywhere in the district that year, it was equally evident to

the area's farmers that the high temperatures and lack of

rainfall experienced that summer would mean that "the world

will not be SUffering from a surplus of wheat" following the

harvest of 1930. 28 It would be equally evident to the

Bank's customers that as their personal financial position

declined, so too must that of the institution whose fate so

much hinged upon their own.

The rumours that "The Weyburn security Bank would be

broke before Christmas" did in f·act continue, and although

their sources were varied, one in particular stands out.

The suggestion that Christmas was about as far as the

horizons for the Bank could extend actually came from an

employee of_. a competing bank.~"As__was relayed to P.M. Husby,

the manager of the weyburn branch at Neville, by a customer

of the Bank, a "young girl" who was employed by the Bank of

Toronto at their Bateman branch had been "airing her views

27 P.M. Husby to H.O. Powell, August 30, 1930. CBA,
File 87/518/32. Husby was the manager of the Neville branch
of the Weyburn Security Bank.

28 Powell to Tompkins, June 27, 1930. PAC, RG 40, Vol.
83, File 1450-W546/3.



about banks in general and our Bank in particular," which

caused the Weyburn customer, Mr. Dorsett, to "inform the

young lady that she did not know what she was talking

about. ,,29

Evidently, the "young lady's" prescience brought no

direct benefit to her employer as the deposits that were

withdrawn from the Neville branch of the Weyburn all found

their way to the Swift Current branch of the Royal Bank.

While this episode may in itself indicate something

about gender relations within the business community, more

importantly for these purposes, it reveals a considerable

amount about the relations between bankers. The letter that

the manager of the Neville branch had directed to Harvey
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Powell was forwarded to Henry Ross, secretary of the

Canadian Bankers Association. From there it made its way to

the executive offices of both the Royal Bank and the Bank of

Toronto. In the case of the Royal Bank, the correspondence

was followed up by a personal visit by H.T. Ross to S.G.

Dobson, A~!~stant General Mapag~~_r~sP9nsible for all of the

western branches of that bank.

Ross's visit prompted a rather stern letter from Dobson

to O.M. Lancaster, manager of the Swift Current branch of the

Royal Bank. Lancaster was informed that although the Weyburn

Bank was finding conditions somewhat unsatisfactory, so too

29 Husby to Powell, August 30, 1930.
87/518/32.

CBA, File



were all banks that dealt in the West at that time. In

Dobson's opinion, the Weyburn was "quite sound" and that

"other chartered banks think well of them and would be glad
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to see them prosper in Western Canada. ,,30 Accordingly,

Dobson stressed that "our men should refrain from making

comments regarding [the Weyburn] which cause doubts in the

minds of any of their depositors.,,31

Coincidental to the action of S.G. Dobson, the General

Manager of the Bank of Toronto informed Harvey Powell that he

had instructed Mr. Woods, the supervisor of branches at

Winnipeg, to take measures to prevent employees of their bank

from further initiating or spreading rumours about the

weyburn. 32

While both the Royal and the Bank of Toronto could have

gained, in the short-term, from any flight of deposits from

the Weyburn, both specifically discouraged their employees

from behaving in a manner which would facilitate any such

transfer of depositors funds. On the. surface, this may

appear to._._pe collegiality among".pr()fe~~ional bankers of an

inordinate degree, and quite in keeping with accepted ethical

behaviour; it is more likely, however, an indication of the

concern that the banking community in general had about the

30 S.G. Dobson, to O.M. Lancaster, September 8, 1930.
CBA, File 87/518/32.

31 Ibid.

32 Powell to Ross, September 13, 1930.
87/518/32.

CBA, File



potential damage that would be wrought should a serious and

terminal run on the Weyburn's deposits occur.

At the onset of the Depression, although there was no

general level of awareness of its full and ultimate impact,

there was a heightened awareness that the declining fortunes

of one bank, no matter how small and seemingly insignificant,

could rapidly be transferred into a concern over the general

level of security of depositors funds throughout the Canadian

banking system. The actions of neither the Royal Bank nor

the Bank of Toronto, let alone those of Henry Ross, can be

construed as altruistic concern for a comrade in arms, but
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more properly should be looked at in terms of self-

preservation. Similarly, when the Banque Canadienne

Nationale closed its branches that had operated in the

Weyburn's territory during the Fall of 1930, and passed on

its customer lists to the Weyburn, it was not for the purpose

of allowing the Weyburn to recruit new borrowers but rather

to enable the Weyburn to determine whether or not new

customers_~ere in debt to the BCN!3~

In spite of the rallying of troops that had occurred

among bankers that fall, rumours about the stability of the

Weyburn continued. 34 To those that considered the rumours to

33 C.D. Hardy to H.O. Powell, September 4, 1930. CBA,
File 87/518/32.

34 In an October circular to the managers, Powell
observed that deposits had decreased throughout the summer.
While he believed that much of this could be attributed to a
normal seasonal decrease, and some portion to the decreases



be serious enough to warrant a query directed to the chief

regulator of the banks, C.S. Tompkins responded as he had
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done previously to Mrs. Olsen. As late as the end of

September, Tompkins assured concerned depositors that he had

"no hesitation in advising that in my opinion the

institution is in a thoroughly solvent condition, ably

managed and safe to do business with.,,35 This in spite of

Tompkins' knowledge that the Weyburn was indeed in dire

straights.

By the time that Tompkins had responded to concerned

that all banks in Saskatchewan had recorded, he was concerned
that some may be as a result of the rumours. In this regard,
he requested that the managers examine their ledgers to
ascertain whether or not any deposits had been withdrawn
because lithe customer prefers to have his money somewhere
else. II Powell to the Managers, Circular # 346, October 15,
1930. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3. Although the
responses to Powell's circular are unavailable, C.S. Tompkins
stated in his annual report on the Bank that he had an
"opportunity of perusing the replies." His observation was:
"While they disclosed a surprisingly small number of specific
instances where deposits of any moment were lost owing to
nervousness regarding the bank's standing, there can be no
doubt but that a substantial portion of the decrease (despite
the rate of 4% paid by the bank) is attributable to this
unrest, although it is also largely the result of present
unprecedented conditions." Memorandum Re: 1930 Examination
of the Weyburn Security Bank, November 12, 1930. PAC, Rg 40,
Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.

35 Tompkins to L.A. Verity, september 27, 1930. PAC,
RG 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3. In the letter to which
Tompkins was responding, Mr. Verity informed him that the
inquiry was brought about as a result of rumours that Mrs
Verity had overheard while in town. The essence of the
rumour was that the Weyburn "was not in a very good
position. And could not meet their liabilities if called
upon." As Mr. verity had "all our hard earned savings" in
the Bank, he was hoping that Tompkins could provide some
reassurance. Verity to Tompkins, no date. PAC, RG 40, Vol.
83, File 1450-W546/3.



depositors regarding the condition of the Weyburn, he had in

his possession the August 31, Government Return of the Bank.

As well, he had the advantage of having had personal

discussions with H.T. Ross, who had just returned from a

visit with H.O. Powell; and B.P. Alley, assistant general

manager of the Bank of Commerce responsible for the line of

credit extended to the Weyburn Security Company. In addition

to these sources of information, his own monitoring of the

situation would have made it quite difficult for him to

believe that, at the time of writing to Mr. Verity, the Bank

was in a "thoroughly solvent position."

Throughout the spring and summer, Tompkins had been

paying especially close attention to the deposit levels at

the Weyburn Bank. Additionally, he noted any changes in the
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nature and composition of assets that the Bank held.

Although many of his notes from this period are rather

sketchy, and quite often scribbled on the back of calender

pages, it is possible to reconstruct, in conjunction with his

correspondence. to Powell, __.the~ __ gQncerns ,that the Chief

Inspector had.

By early May, Tompkins was aware that the total

liabilities of the Bank had decreased from a December 31,

1929 figure of $6,153,722 to $4,853,651 at the end of

April. 36 While no precise breakdown of this decrease is

36 Telegram: Tompkins to Powell, May 15, 1930. PAC, RG
40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.



available, it can be presumed from Tompkins' general level of

concern about deposits, that it was reductions in this area

that were primarily responsible for the decrease. A

handwritten note, from the middle of April, seems to confirm

this belief, as Tompkins recorded that during the month of

March, total deposits declined by some $255,000. 37

At the same time that deposits were showing a marked

decrease, the Bank had been disposing of a considerable
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proportion of its marketable securities. During February,

$295,000 worth of "New York" securities were sold to the

Irving Trust Company, and $160,000 worth of Canadian

securities were sold to the Weyburn Security company.38

Subsequent to this, an additional $128,724 in Municipal Notes

were disposed of on March 22. 39

Powell's explanation for these events was simply that

the best farmers had chosen not to sell all of theirwheat

due to the depressed prices, and accordingly had drawn down

their deposits to replace forgone income. As these deposits

........__........,. ~,-_......_......... _.--......,.

37 Note contained within the files of e.s. Tompkins.
This note was written on the back of a calender page, the
date of which is April 21, 1930. It is clearly indicated
that the figures thereon relate to the March monthly return
of the Weyburn Bank. PAC RG 40, Vol 83, File l450-W546/2.

38 Powell to Tompkins, March 22, 1930. PAC, RG 40,
Vol. 83, File l450-W546/2. The Canadian securities were
used by the Company as security for the loan that had been
arranged with the Bank of Commerce.

39 Powell to Tompkins, June 14, 1930.
83, File l450-W546/3.

PAC Rg 40, Vol



had become eXhausted, a good many of them were obliged to

take out loans. Those that had sold their wheat were simply

withdrawing their money to finance their spring operations.

Further decreases in deposits were not anticipated "as soon

as farmers get busy in the field.,,40 The sale of securities

was merely a matter of providing the required level of

liquidity within the Bank to maintain its daily operations.

Unfortunately, deposits continued to decline, and through the

month of May showed a further reduction of some $252,000.41

Throughout this period, spring 1930, current loans
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showed a considerable decrease. During March, for example,

PAC, RG 40,

Tompkins' records indicate that loans to farmers decreased by

$283,000, while the figure for May was reduced by a further

$321,000.42 Considering that at the end of 1929, current

loans were reported at $2,720,060, the figures available for

March and May alone represent a decrease of some 22%. This

reduction is even more remarkable when it is considered that

there was a distinct shortage of cash with the region, and it

was a season that traditionally had_._a. high demand for loans

for seeding purposes. Quite how such a reduction in loans was

40 Powell to Tompkins, March 22, 1930.
Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/2.

41 Undated note contained within the files of C.S.
Tompkins. This note is attached to a June 14 correspondence
from H.O. Powell and is believed to relate to the May
Government Return. PAC RG 40, Vol 83, File 1450-W546/3.

42 These figures are taken from Tompkins' handwritten
notes previously mentioned.



obtained in these circumstances is to some extent explained

by financial measures that the Bank was then taking. 43

Nonetheless, it does reinforce earlier observations about

the drastic tightening of credit policies that Powell had

initiated.

These were not the only changes in the financial

position of the Bank that Tompkins was aware of. His records

indicate that he was quite concerned, for example, about the
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growth in lending to municipalities. During March, the

amount borrowed by municipalities and school districts

increased by $181,000, and in Maya further $69,000 was lent

in this direction. 44 As of June 1, the total owing by

43 These measures were the credit that had been
arranged with the Bank of Commerce. By the end of June
1930, this credit had reached approximately $1,500,000. Of
this amount, $126,500 was secured by the bonds which had been
sold to the Weyburn Security Company while the balance was
secured by farmer's notes which had been transferred in a
similar manner. The credit which had been arranged had not
been intended to reach such proportions, but as it did, B.P.
Alley's (Assistant General Manager of the Bank of Commerce)
explanation as to how it did is worth quoting at length:

"Mr. Powell's calculations were upset by the failure
of tb~Wheat Pool to make any......interim payment this
spring - I believe he was figuring on at least five
cents, which would have made a difference to the cash
position of his institution of about $350,000 either
in increased deposits or reduced ,loans - by heavier
demands from municipalities for provincial government
guaranteed advances for seed and relief purposes, and
by a somewhat larger shrinkage in deposits than was
anticipated. The understanding is that the loans are
to be used progressively between now and harvest,

$300,000/350,000 being for harvest requirements."
B.P. Alley to C.S. Tompkins, June 23, 1930. PAC, Rg 40,
Vol. 83. File 1450-W546/3.

44 Ibid.



municipalities and school districts had risen to $480,719
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from its December 31, 1929 figure of $151,568. 45

Traditionally this figure stood at less than $50,000. Even

though some $270,000 of this figure was advanced for relief

and seed-grain loans, the $200,000 balance clearly indicates

that a considerable number of tax bills had not yet been

paid. 46

If all of this was not indication enough that the

Weyburn Security Bank was in a serious, if not terminal,

decline, Tompkins had the benefit of the knowledge, certainly

by the time that he responded to L.A. Verity, that the'Bank

was up for sale. Indeed, there is every indication that it

was Tompkins' idea that such a strategy should be pursued. 47

In light of the evidence that c.s. Tompkins quite clearlt

was aware, throughout 1930, of the difficulties that the Bank

had been having, it raises the interesting question of why

the Chief Inspector was so vigorous in its defense when

responding to queries regarding the Bank's solvency.

45 Powell to Tompkins, June 14, i930. PAC, RG 40, Vol.
83, File 1450-W546/3.

46 The actual figure for Relief loans was $247,296,
while seed loans totalled $22,205. powell to Tompkins, June
14, 1930. PAC RG 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.

47 The stronge~t indicator of this suggestion is
Tompkins' statement ~n his 1930 inspection report: "I am
strongly of the opinion that Mr. Powell should renew the
efforts which he has already made on several occasions this
year to effect a sale to one of the other banks on the best
possible terms." Memorandum re: 1930 Examination of the
Weyburn Security Bank, November 12, 1930. PAC RG 40, Vol 83,
File 1450-W546/3.



The most likely answer, of course, is that he was

simply acting in his capacity as the government official most

directly responsible for the integrity of the Canadian
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banking system. There was much concern for levels of

liquidity in the banking system as a whole at the outset of

the depression, and any hint that individual members of the

banking fraternity were in difficulty would have quite likely

triggered somewhat of a domino effect. Tompkins needed to

look no further than south of the border to see that

principle in dramatic action. 48

Although one may speculate that the statements made to

concerned depositors, such as Mrs. Olsen and Mr. verity,

bordered on the irresponsible, such was not the case. Of all

might have made. At the time of his response to Mrs Olsen,

his calculations reveal that the Weyburn Bank still met

Tompkins' test of a quick-asset to liabilities ratio of

48 Between 1921 and 1930, there were a total of 6,171
bank failures in the United states, the majority of these
occurring towards the close of the decade. During 1931
alone, 1,326 American banks failed. Compared to the Canadian
experience of ten bank closures between 1921 and 1930, two of
which were outright failures, the situation in the United
states is even more dramatic. The preservation this record
of relative stability was a principle of Tompkins' mandate.
"The Branch Banking Problem in the United states." Journal
of the Canadian Bankers Association. Vol. XXIX, No.1"
October 1931. p. 56.



35%.49 In any event, Harvey Powell's bank was increasingly
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coming under the influence and direction of the Chief

Inspector. 50

As Tompkins was fully aware, the credit facility

provided by the Bank of Commerce was initiated during

February of 1930. To some extent, his comfort in

participating in this arrangement came from his knowledge of

the relationship between the Weyburn Security Bank and the

weyburn Security Company. As had been widely known for many

_years, both the Bank and the Company had come from common

origins, and control of both institutions had been held by

the same small group of investors from their inception. As

well, Tompkins was quite aware that the only reason the two

existed as separate legal entities was the desire of the

shareholders to maintain the operations of their financial

services organization within the scope of Canadian laws to as

_.,........... .w-.'..... - ". '---_, _

49 Undated, handwritten note attached to June 14, 1930
correspondence. This note refers to the May government
return of the Weyburn Security Bank. PAC RG 40, Vol 83, File
1450-W546/3.

50 Tompkins' monitoring and scrutiny of the affairs of
the Bank increased throughout the summer of 1930 as his
statement to B.P. Alley indicates; in response to Alley's
observations on Powell's lending practices, Tompkins stated
that "I have, of course, been in frequent correspondence with
Mr. Powell myself in order to keep in touch with the
situation, ••• " Tompkins to Alley, June 25, 1930. PAC, RG
40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.



great an extent as possib1e. 51 Thus any concerns he may have

ordinarily had about the propriety of an arrangement such as

that between the Bank and the Company were alleviated as he

had "in mind the mutuality of shareholders' interest in the

two parties to the agreement.,,52

The "mutuality" that Tompkins had referred to had
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increased, following 1927, to such a degree that the

interests of both groups of shareholders had become

inseparable. By Memorandum of Association, the Weyburn

Limited, during April of 1926. 53

security Company became the Weyburn Security Company,

As well as changing the

PAC, RG 40,

legal status under Saskatchewan law, this action paved. the

way for a massive change in the share structure of the

Company such that, as of February 1, 1927, the shareholders

and the number of shares that each held became identical in

both the Bank and the company.54

51 Tompkins' first inspection report of the Bank, in
1925, contains a one and a half page summary of the Bank's
history in which he makes it quite clear that he fully
understands._ the relationship, ..between .the Bank and the
Company. That report, and every SUbsequent, one contains a
section in which he separately comments on the affairs of the
Company and give the highlights of the company's statements.
The annual statements of the Company were, in every year,
provided to Tompkins.

52 Tompkins to Powell, April 30, 1930.
Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/2.

53 Memorandum of Association, April 24, 1926. PAC, RG
40, Vol 82, File 1450-W546/1.

54 This reorganization was duly recorded in the
Minute Book of the Weyburn security company, February 1,
1927~ pp. 1-4. The Minute Book of the Weyburn security



The most interesting aspect of this transaction is that

no money was involved in the share transfers that took place.

The actual mechanics of the deal were that every shareholder

of Bank stock received pro rata, and at no cost, a like
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number of shares in the reorganized Company. As the pre-

Limited Company had remained as a partnership on the basis

that it had'originally been organized - strictly held by the

original directors - this reorganization must be considered

as an extraordinary act of generosity on their part. At the

time of reorganization, the Limited Company held assets of

$544,315, and showed equity of some $118,434. 55 This

represented the total business of the old partnership. Quite

aside from the generosity that this represented,56 it was a

reflection of just how integrally entwined the affairs of the

Company and the Bank had become.

As but one brief example of this, a resolution of a 1927

Company Limited, February 1, 1927 to August 18, 1954, has
kindly been made available by Mr. Jack Onstad, current
general manager of the Company. These records are held at
the Company__ offices in Weyburn. Sask.,. _future references to
these minutes will be cited as Company Minutes.

p.4.
55 Opening balance sheet contained in Company Minutes,

56 The generosity of the partners was formally
recognized at the first annual meeting of the Limited
Company, held on June 6, 1927. On a motion by Mr. Browell,
the meeting unanimously tendered a vote of thanks to "the
original partners of Weyburn security company for their
fairness and generosity in turning over the business of the
partnership to this company and in providing for the issuance
the stock of this ~ompany to all of the shareholders of The
Weyburn security Bank." CompanY Minutes, p.17.



meeting of the directors of the Bank provides some insight

into the interchange of personnel between the Bank and the

Company. By way of explaining why no charge had been made to

the Company for services rendered by employees of the Bank

during 1926, it was pointed out that the services were, for

the most part, performed during the Bank's slack season and

in any event the expenses connected with the services had
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been paid for by the Company. As most of the services

performed by the Bank's employees entailed travelling around

the territory, it was felt that these trips enabled the

employees to become better acquainted with the Bank's

customers. since 1926 had been a profitable year for the

Bank, and the shareholders of both companies were the same in

any case, there was no need to charge the Company for that

year. 57

From the perspective, then, of the Bank and the Company

being essentially of one mind and body, the credit arranged

with the Bank of Commerce in 1930 becomes somewhat less

troublesome ... In reality, the. Commerce was lending money to

the Weyburn Bank; the device of first passing the money

through the Company was simply to keep the Bank's financial

statements outwardly "clean." For Tompkins it was of equal

importance that should anything go wrong with the deal, then

57 H.O. Powell to S.G. Brown, May 12, 1927. PAC, RG
40, Vol 82, File 145-W546/1. Although the share transfer had
not been formally completed in 1926, it was true that, as the
transfer had been in the works since 1925, the shareholders
were for all intents and purposes the same.



the nature of its construction would prevent the Bank of

Commerce from taking recourse against the Weyburn Bank. 58

Presumably, any action that the Commerce may have taken

against the Weyburn would have had the potential of limiting

the range of options available to Tompkins in his dealings

with the small prairie Bank. Had the assets of the Bank, for

example, been held as security for the loan then the Commerce

would have been in a position of considerable strength as and

when a winding-down of the Weyburn became necessary. Given

the general unfavourable mood towards the larger of the

country's banks increasing their market share, it is quite

easy to imagine that Tompkins would have preferred to keep as

many of the cards as possible in his own hand. By keeping

the balance sheet of the Weyburn Bank in as presentable a

fashion as possible, and by preventing the Commerce from

acquiring a charge against too many of its assets, Tompkins

was able to deal from a position of relative strength.

As is more than evident, the Chief Inspector became a

major figure in determining the ~f,ate~ of the Weyburn Bank
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during 1930. More and more, he became responsible for

initiating and monitoring measures that would either guide

58 Tompkins' comments on the agreement between the
Bank and the Company reveal that he would have preferred the
clause, "and undertakes itself not to claim against the
bank," to have been inserted. By this he meant the Bank of
Commerce. He was however satisfied that other provisions of
the agreement would prevent the Commerce from taking any such
action. Tompkins to Powell, April 30, 1930. PAC, RG 40, Vol
83, File 1450-W546/2.



the Bank through a temporary rough-spot, if such was what it

proved to be; or, as became increasingly likely, winding it

down with the least possible disruption to the general levels

of depositor confidence, thereby minimizing damage to the

system in general. At a time when relatively few

regulatory tools were attached to the office, his primary

power was that of a moral authority derived from the banking

community's confidence in his abilities; and their sense that

his actions were in the general best interests of financial

stability.

Many of Tompkins activities during the final months of

the Weyburn Security Bank could be viewed simply as the

actions of a conscientious government official, for that he

certainly was. But a comparison of his files dealing with

other banks reveals that he had a considerable soft-spot for

the little prairie bank. A good example of this is the

correspondence that Tompkins kept in relation to the merger

of the Standard Bank and the Bank of Commerce in 1928.

Although the circumstances were somewhat different, the legal

and regulatory processes which governed the takeover of the

Standard were identical to that of the Weyburn - Imperial

amalgamation. The principal difference was that, in the case

of the standard, Tompkins was very much a government

official; the correspondence is of an official and

perfunctory nature and completely devoid of the warmth and
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concern so evident in that conc~rning the Weyburn. 59 As

well, Tompkins' file on the Standard consists of fifty pages

at most, while those on the Weyburn run -to well over one
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thousand pages and cover the entire period from his

appointment in 1925 until the demise of the Bank in 1931.

Nowhere in the Standard file is A.E. White (President of the

Standard) greeted with "kind personal reqards, " as Harvey

Powell quite frequently was. Neither is there any evidence

that the type of Christmas and birthday greetings that were

habitually exchanged between Tompkins and Powell were ever

exchanged between the Chief Inspector and the Standard's

president.

There is, however, more substantial evidence that the

relationship between Tompkins and Powell went further than

that specifically required in their official capacities.

From the very outset, Tompkins and Powell struck-up a

warm and cordial relationship. Although always professional,

the approach that each took to the other was always based on

an admiration and respect bornout .._of_~an affinity for banking

as a noble and worthy calling. As has been previously

mentioned, Harvey Powell approached his responsibilities as a

banker with an enthusiasm that bordered on zeal. He

constantly communicated with various members of the banking

community, offering observations and suggestions as to how

59 The documentation relating to the Standard Bank
takeover is contained within, "Amalgamation of Standard Bank
and Bank of Commerce," PAC, RG 40, Vol. 85, File 1516-04/1.



the banking system could be improved to the betterment of

social and financial stability.60
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As much as Powell co-operated with the banking

community however, he never completely became subservient to

it. Where a matter of interest to the Weyburn Bank ran

counter to that which the banking community had become

accustomed to, Powell was definitely not afraid to stand his

ground and fight for what he believed to be the correct

position. 61 As a result of many years of correspondence with

bankers throughout Canada and the United states, by the time

that C.S. Tompkins was appointed as Chief Inspector of

60 One notable example of this was Powell's efforts to
have changes made to Section 88 of the Bank Act, in order
that it may more adequately reflect the practicalities of
banking in a farming community. The problems that Powell and
the Weyburn Bank had identified with this section arose from
the limitations that had been placed on the sale of assets
pledged as security under sec. 88. In a farming situation,
the only security that could realistically be pledged was
threshed grain. As Powell saw it, the costs and cumbersome
method required by the act, in the event of seizing the
pledged asset, greatly outweighed the amount of loan
generally involved. It was thus of little benefit to
farmers. If the section in question could .be streamlined,
then "the. better service the.Banks_... can render under it to
the communities where they are operating." powell to Ross,
November 27, 1918. CBA, File 87/518/30.

61 The best example of this is the four month long
battle in which Powell engaged H.T. Ross of the CBA. The
dispute arose out of a stock dividend which the Weyburn Bank
had declared early in 1917. Up until that point, no other
Canadian Bank had attempted such a move. Both the CBA and
the Minister of Finance expressed great concern about this
radical departure from general practice. Following a series
of correspondence, stretching over four months, in which
various legal opinions were hurled back and forth, the matter
was quietly allowed to drop and the stock dividend proceeded.
Cf. Ross to Powell, February 10, 1917; and Powell to Boville,
March 23, 1917. CBA, File 87/518/30.



Banks, Harvey Powell had established a reputation as an

intelligent, dedicated, and principled banker whose views on

farming and banking were widely respected. 62

Following Tompkins' initial meeting with Powell, in

October 1925, he reported that he had, "as predicted by

everyone," found Powell to be "a most interesting man. ,,63

Quite what the Chief Inspector meant by "interesting" is

difficult to say with any precision, but it can be presumed

that he had meant the term to be taken in a respectful sense.

In any event, and quite aside from the official aspects of

62 Powell habitually sent his various circulars as well
as individual letters to members of the banking community
throughout his career. In these various correspondences, he
made it quite clear as to his position on various matters of
interest to bankers. The replies that he received were
genuinely and progressively complimentary, none that are
currently available portray Powell in anything other than a
flattering light. In particular, he was regarded as somewhat
of an expert on diversified farming, and quite frequently his
thoughts on farming in general were circulated within the
banking community. As bankers throughout the country
struggled...with. the problems.__in agriculture at the beginning
of the Depression of the 30s, Powell's philosophies were
increasingly seen as the most viable solution. H.T Ross to
Sir Thomas White, October 21, 1930. CBA, File 87/518/32.
Henry Ross believed that Powell's ideas were of such
currency that they deserved an article in the Journal of the
Banker's Association; although he implored Powell to write
one, there is no record that it was ever done. Ross felt
that Powell's ideas on farming and banking "would help to
educate several hundred other branch managers besides your
own." Ross to Powell, October 21, 1930. CBA, File
87/518/32.

63 Tompkins to Ross, October 9, 1925. PAC, RG 40, Vol.
82, File 1450-W546/1.
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this initial meetin~,64 it is evident that Harvey Powell

treated his eastern visitor to an ample dose of "western
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hospitality • " So impressed was Tompkins with the welcome

that had been laid out for him, that he felt compelled to

boast to a number of people of the excellent "wild goose"

dinner that Mrs Powell had prepared in his honour. 65 As

evidence of Powell's professional "hospitality", and perhaps

an indication of his self-perception as a leading figure in

the community, the General Manager of the Weyburn Bank

hosted a luncheon for all of the local bankers in honour of

their distinguished quest. 66 The first impressions created

by this visit were, no doubt, favourable.

The relationship that had early been established between

Powell and Tompkins grew warmer, mostly through Powell's

efforts, as the years progressed. For his part, Tompkins was

never remiss to express his gratitude towards Powell for all

64 The official communications that came out of
Tompkins' first inspection of the Bank dealt with a number of
accounting formalities, intended to bring the Weyburn Bank
into more ._.~.of an accord with.practices generally employed by
the majority of the banking community. It is apparent from
this correspondence that Tompkins was attempting to achieve
some uniformity in the reporting procedures of the Canadian
banks. Tompkins to Powell, October 9, 1925. PAC, RG 40,
Vol. 82, File 1450-W546/1.

65 A personal note accompanied Tompkins' "official"
letter to Powell, following his inspection visit. As well as
his gratitude for the hospitable reception, Tompkins
expressed his "appreciation of the facilities so readily
placed at my disposal during the examination." Tompkins to
Powell, October 9, 1925. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 82, File 1450
W546/1.

66 Ibid.



of the courtesies that had been extended during his visits,

and he frequently informed Powell that he greatly appreciated

the many circulars and informative letters that had been
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forwarded. 67 As the relationship grew, Tompkins constantly

made efforts to reciprocate the courtesy that had been

extended to him. Thus, even when he was compelled to

disagree forcefully with some of Powell's practices, he was

at pains to point out that "I am not dealing with this

matter in any dictatorial fashion, but purely for the good of

the bank and in the interest of proper office routine.,,68

67 It is quite evident that Tompkins was impressed by
the professional attitude that had been exhibited among all
of the employees of the Bank. For Tompkins, this exhibited a
candour and welcoming attitude that he was not always
afforded, and prompted him to thank Powell and the other
employees "for the promptness with which all material was
placed at my disposal." Tompkins to Powell, October 20,
1927. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 82, File l450-W546/1. with respect
to the copious quantities of general information that Powell
habitually sent to Tompkins, Tompkins offered that "it was
very thoughtful of you to send me this information, which I
find extremely interesting." Tompkins to Powell, February 2,
1927. PAC, RG 40, Vol 82, File l450-W546/l.

The friendship that Powell had established with
Tompkins, was equally evident with H.T. Ross. Indeed, Powell
had Ross's ... picture affectionately_~hanginq in his Weyburn
office. In the closing months of the Bank's history, Powell
wrote to Ross, informing him that "your friendship for us all
through these years has been valued very highly and will
never be forgotten." Powell to Ross, February 4, 1930. In
reply, Ross suggested that "I have greatly profited through
our official relations: not only that, but your friendship
has been much appreciated." Ross to powell, February 23,
1931. Both in: CBA, File 87/518/32.

68 The particular matter that Tompkins was dealing with
in this instance, concerned the manner in which the Weyburn
Bank recorded its securities and profits therefrom. In
keeping with Tompkins desire to impose reporting uniformity
within the banking system, he took it upon himself to
assemble a sample of the security registers of a number of



The friendly, cordial, and mutually respectful
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relationship that had developed between ,these two banking

professionals flourished throughout the latter part of the

1920s, and by 1930 it had become apparent to Tompkins that he

had developed "something more than the ordinary official

concern" for the welfare of the Weyburn Bank. 69 Powell, of

course, was grateful for the attentions of his respected

Thus, by the time that it became apparent that there

were no measures available to save the little bank in its

then extant form, the principal actors were able to work

together in harmony. Valuable time was not wasted in

establishing a relationship of trust. That had already been

firmly put into place. By late 1930, Powell and Tompkins had

become so familiar with one another, that it was not only

possible, but expedient, for Tompkins to play a key role in

the negotiations that led to the takeover by the Imperial

Bank. Inq.~ed, during discussions.... that Tompkins had with

various prospective suitors for the Weyburn Bank, he was

other banks to demonstrate to Powell how the system should
work. After convincing arguments from Tompkins, the Weyburn
fell into line. Tompkins to Powell, October 17, 1927. PAC,
RG 40, Vol. 82, File 1450-W546/1.

69 Tompkins to Powell, March 18, 1930. PAC, RG 40, Vol.
83, File 1450-W546/2.

70 Powell to Tompkins, October 3, 1930.
Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.

PAC, RG 40,



able to report to Powell that "you may be perfectly sure,"

that negotiations that had taken place "were appropriate from

your point of view.,,71

c.s. Tompkins believed that Harvey Powell and his fellow
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directors were all "Honorable Men.,,72 And as there was

"evidence of Powell [being] valuable in (the] past to other

banks,,,73 there was no reason to suppose that, in their time

of need, they should not be dealt with in an honorable

fashion.

The circumstances which developed throughout 1930, had

conspired to create a situation that even the most

"honorable" of men, following the soundest of banking

PAC, RG 40,

practices, could not overcome. In spite of the best efforts

of Powell and his fellow directors, the rapid decline in

deposit levels produced a balance sheet so unflattering, at

the end of 1930, that even the intervention of the Bank of

Commerce and C.S. Tompkins could not repair it. Tompkins at

least, had concluded that, although it may be a "discouraging

prospect, .,.. a still further", falling, off in "deposits may be

71 Tompkins to Powell, December 29, 1930.
Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.

72 Undated note contained within the files of C.S.
Tompkins. This note is written on the back of a calendar
page dated November 4, 1930, and as it relates to his
discussions with the Bank of Commerce concerning their
possible takeover of the Bank, it is believed to date from
this period. PAC, RG 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.

73 Ibid.



expected. 74 As a result of the further deterioration of the

situation, the directors of the Weyburn Security Bank had no

choice but to do the "honorable" thing -surrender effective

control of the institution which they had nurtured for the
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past two decades. In return for this "honorable" gesture,

they would be left with enough to begin again.

74 "Memorandum re: 1930 Examination of
security Bank," November 12, 1930. PAC, RG40,
1450-W546/3.

the Weyburn
Vol. 83, File



Death of the Pygmy

On January 22, 1931, the newspapers and radio stations

of Canada made their audiences aware that the smallest of

Canada's chartered banks, and the last to have its head

office in the West, had been acquired by the Imperial Bank of

Canada. 1 Almost by way of unanimous approval, the nation's
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press described the merger as somewhat inevitable. As an

editorialist for the Manitoba Free Press stated, "a bank less

than national in its scope cannot long exist."2 At least,

this writer informed his readers, the West could be thankful

that the Weyburn had been absorbed by one of the smaller of

the remaining banks, "since it will strengthen its relative

position in the banking world. ,,3 By way of consolation to

the customers of the Weyburn bank, that writer suggested the

Imperial Bank had developed a favorable reputation

throughout the West and "the people of Southern Saskatchewan

are to be congratulated that they will hereafter have the

1 There was in fact, one chartered bank that was smaller
than the Weyburn; Barclays Bank (Canada) a subsidiary of the
large British bank had one office in Montreal and was ranked
just slightly behind the Weyburn in terms of assets. "Table
of Bank Assets, 1930," Financial Times, January 16, 1931.
p.16. Due to the nature of Barclays' loan portfolio, it had
,very little contact with the public and consequently did not
enter the public's mind when their thoughts turned to
banking.

2 "One Bank
January 23, 1931.

3 Ibid.

Less for
p.11.

Canada," Manitoba Free Press,



benefit of its services."4

The more adventurous of the national press made a

concerted effort to dissect and analyze the deal that had

been struck between the Imperial and the Weyburn. The

Financial Post, for example, stated that the Imperial Bank

would pay to the shareholders of the Weyburn Security Bank a

cash sum of $168,000, and leave with the shareholders non

liquid assets valued at $507,391. The value of the deal was
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reported to be worth approximately $103 per share.

speculating on the mechanism for the disposal of the non

liquid assets, the newspape~~~gg~sted that, since the

Weyburn Security Company was still in existence and its

shareholders were identical to those of the Bank, this

company would become the agent for the shareholders to

liquidate the assets "gradually under better conditions than

exist at present." The motivation for the sale, as given by

the paper, was the "desire on the part of the remaining major

shareholders to be relieved of business responsibilities."

The paper had accurately reported that two of the original

six investors had died in the past year. 5

Although the analysis of the Post's reporter caused some

concern in official circles; C.S. Tompkins was pleased that

4 Ibid.

5 "Weyburn Security Bank Shareholders will Get Almost
$103 Per Share," The Financial Post, January 29, 1931. p.14.



"both news and editorial comment are very satisfactory.,,6

The concern about the Post's report centered on the amount of

the .cash payment, which was inaccurate, and the source of the

information. satisfied that the information did not come

from the Imperial Bank, although they did give the reporter

"something a little more to go on than was contained in the

official statements," Tompkins felt that the matter was "not
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of any particular importance at this stage, as. the

shareholders of both banks will shortly receive copies of the

agreement, ••• and it speaks for itself.,,7

Closer to home, the ~~gil)~__ Leader Post reported that

"no question has been raised as to the solvency of the

Weyburn Security Bank," while the Weyburn Review carried the

comments of Neil McKinnon, one of the Weyburn Bank's

directors, "that negotiations between the two banks in

regard to the sale had been in progress for some time past,

the Imperial Bank having been anxious to acquire the business

of the Weyburn Security Bank."e The general feeling derived

6 Tompkins to Powell, JanuarY-29·: 1931. PAC, Rg 40,
Vol 83, File 1450-W546/3.

7 Ibid. From the calculations contained in the
Financial Post, it is apparent that the "something a little
more" that the reporter received was the 1930 financial
statement of the Weyburn Security Bank. Tompkin's principal
concern was the public perception of the deal as well as the
shareholders' reaction.

8 "WeyburnBank Now Part of Imperial Bank by Purchase,"
Leader Post, January 22, 1931, p. 10 and; "Weyburn Security
Bank sale to Imperial appr'd," Review, January 22, 1931, p.
1.



from all of the published reports on the merger was one of

calm deliberation, and assurance that the customers of the

Weyburn Security Bank would maintain "uninterrupted service

with the added facilities which the Imperial Bank of Canada"

could provide. 9 By week's end no mention of the Weyburn Bank

could be found.

For the most part, the press reports were relatively

accurate, and with the exception of the ambitious reporting

of The Financial Post, the reports that were carried simply

reflected the statements of various government and banking
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officials. Prime Minist_~;r_ ...~. Bennett praised the

judicious action of the Weyburn directors, and his press

release stated that "the directors of the bank had for some

time been of the belief that a sale of the bank to one with a

wider scope of operations would be desirable in the interests

of the bank's customers and shareholders."lO C.S. Tompkins,

Inspector-General of Banks, stated that it was "a sound,

progressive step on the part of the Imperial Bank of Canada

and is evidence of their confidence in the recuperative

powers and ultimate future of the middle-west."ll The

General Manager of the Imperial Bank, A.E. Phipps, confirmed

these sentiments in his statement:

9 "Bennett Gives Bank Merger Plan Approval," Montreal
Gazette, January 22, 1931.

10 "Imperial Bank Acquires
Financial Times, January 30, 1931.

11 Ibid.

Last
p. 14.

Smaller units,"



I think it is generally well known, that as one who
lived in the West for a great many years, I have always
been an ardent believer in the future of that country;
and what is more natural now, when an opportunity to
purchase a complete organization such as The Weyburn
Security Bank in one of the most fertile districts of
Saskatchewan, where diversified farming is already
coming into general practice, arises, than that the
Imperial Bank should be the one to take advantage of
that opportunity?12

All of the official statements, and public reports

portrayed the belief that the merger was a positive and
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confident move on the part of both banks. Even that

archrival of eastern banking interests, The Western Producer,

found some solace in the merger in that "the greater the
_.. __ ., .._..•. _...__• --

concentration the easier it will be ••• to inaugurate reforms

or establish new credit institutions. ,,13 That paper's

editorialist came to the conclusion that "Canadian banks have

one outstanding merit; they are pretty safe.,,14 From the

published reports, only the most cynical of readers could

suggest that there was even the slightest hint of

desperation.

Banks mergers and failures were a sensitive issue for

both banking and government officials, particularly since the

Home Bank collapsed amidst rumours of fraud in 1923. The

prospect of the failure of another bank, especially a western

12 cited in H.O. Powell to The Managers, Circular #389,
February 5, 1931. CBA File 87/518/32.

13 "Diminishing Number of Banks," The Western Producer,
February 5, 1931, p. 6.

14 Ibid.



one just as that region was suffering great difficulty in its

agricultural sector could have done great damage to the

confidence levels in both the banking system and the economy

in general. As well, there was the ever-present concern over

the increasing concentration of financial power in the hands
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of a few large and powerful banks. From the time of

Confederation up to the beginning of the First World War,

twenty-four chartered banks had gone into liquidation. 1S

Between 1916 and 1931, the time of the Weyburn takeover, the

number of chartered banks had declined from twenty-two to

ten. The most . recent to disapp~ar,_ prior to the Weyburn,

was the Standard Bank, which had been absorbed by the Bank of

Commerce in 1928. 16

Early opposition to bank mergers, and criticism of the

"money trust" that was allegedly forming led to the insertion

of sections 99-111 in the Bank Act, during its 1913 decennial

revision, to more closely govern their occurrence. 1 ? Prior

to this revision, the government had very little control over

the amalgamation of banks. - Criticism of financial

concentration was little abated by these measures, however,

15 "Return Showing the Number of Chartered Banks that
have Gone into Liquidation since 1867," Finance Department,
March 3 1914. PAC, RG 19, Vol. 492, File 619-30.

16 "Amalgamation of Standard Bank and Bank of Commerce,"
PAC, RG 40, Vol. 85, file 1516-04/1.

17 B. H• Beckh-art, "Fewer and Larger Banks, " in E. P.
Neufeld, Money and Banking in Canada, (Toronto: McClelland
and Stewart, 1964), p. 199.



and the matter was again vociferously raised during the 1923
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hearings. sir Frederick Williams-Taylor, then President of

the Canadian Bankers Association and General Manager of the

Bank of Montreal, came under intense questioning from Mr.

Shaw, a member of the Commons Banking Committee, as to the

effect on competition as a result of centralization of

banking power. 18 At the same time, Mr. Maclean, another

member of the committee, expressed the opinion that the

propensity towards amalgamation among Canadian banks was

ample justification for the creation of a "Bank of Canada.,,19

In addition to his criticisms of .._._th~. banking system raised

during the committee hearings, Mr. Maclean pressed the

Minis~er of Finance, in the House of Commons, to extend the

Bank Act for only one year in order that provision for a

central bank may be included. 20 The political pressure

that the Minister, W.S. Fielding, was feeling prompted a

confidential letter to sir Frederick Williams-Taylor.

Informing the president of the C.B.A. that he had heard

rumours of further bank mergers being. contemplated, Fielding

stated that, "if any mergers are contemplated at this time my

18 Select standing Committee on Banking and Commerce,
13-14 George V, 1923. pp314-315.

19 Ibid. p. 893.

20 House of Commons Debates, 13-14 George V, 1923. p.
4138.



desire would be to discourage the movements. ,,21 Going on to
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indicate that his primary concern was that the Bank of

Montre~l, the Bank of Commerce, and the Royal Bank not get

any larger as "each of these banks now occupies as large a

field as it should," he stressed that future amalgamations

should be confined to "some of the smaller institutions.,,22

In closing, he expressed his desire that his policies be

expressed to all of the members of the C.B.A.

By 1928, and following the merger of the Commerce and

the Standard, criticism of amalgamations had gained new

momentum. A private members_ bi1._1 i.n the House of Commons,

proposed by Mr. Church, sought to take control of merger

applications out of the hands of the Minister of Finance and

place them under the control of Parliament, sitting as a

committee of the whole. The great danger in an action such

as this, in the opinion of J.A. Robb then Minister of

Finance, was that by the time Parliament had deliberated on a

proposed merger the target bank's depositors would have

withdrawn all of their funds thuscleavingthe institution

essentially bankrupt and of no value to a potential

purchaser. 23 The desired policy of the Ministry of Finance

was that bank mergers "should not be encouraged, but should

21 Fielding to Williams-Taylor, October 27/ 1923. PAC,
RG 19, Vol. 488, File 616-23.

22 Ibid.

23 "Briefing notes of J.A. Robb lt , September, 1928. PAC,
RG 19, Vol.492, File 619-30.



be examined and, if necessary permitted, when it is apparent

that the finances of the selling bank are in bad state and

the depositors must be protected.,,24

At the time of the takeover of the Weyburn Security

Bank, there is no reason to believe that the essential policy

towards bank mergers that had developed throughout the 1920s

had changed in any substantial manner. Thus approval of the

takeover by the Imperial Bank does not seem likely to have

occurred merely because the directors of the Weyburn Bank

desired to be relieved of "business responsibilities," as was

reported by the Financial Post. _~_q~_qoes it seem likely that

it was approved because the Imperial Bank wanted to take

advantage of an opportunity. By reflecting the sentiments of

the "official" press reports, the newspapers had missed the

essential story.

The essential story was, of course, that the Weyburn

Security Bank was on the verge of collapse, and the official

statements camouflaged the efforts of the officials in both

government .. and the banking, _community to preserve the

integrity of the Canadian banking system. The impression

that was created by the press reports gave little indication

of the extent of the Weyburn's troubles, nor did they reflect

the damage potential to confidence levels that a bank failure

in an already troubled economy would cause.

The actual agreement between the Weyburn bank and the

24 Ibid.
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Imperial was signed on January 20, 1931. Its brevity (three

pages In total) and provision for modification of the terms

of purchase give some indication of the haste in which it w~s

put together. By the terms of the agreement, the Imperial

Bank took over all of the deposits and other liabilities of

the Weyburn bank and all assets not specifically left for the
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Weyburn's shareholders. In consideration of the sale, the

shareholders received the sum of one hundred thousand

dollars, and retained all non-current loans, real-estate

other than bank premises, mortgages on real-estate sold by

the bank, and that category of assets reported as "other

assets" in the Bank's government returns as of December 30,

1930. 25

Although the government return on which the deal was

based is no longer available, it is possible to provide a

reasonable estimate of the value of the deal based on

information contained in the unaudited statement of December

31, 1930. From this, it is apparent that the shareholders

security Bank and tha
1931. P.A.C., Rg 40,

retained non-current loans worth_approximately $159,000, real

estate worth some $150,000, mortgages of $231,000, and other

assets valued at $21,611. 26 Thus, it would appear that the

25 Agreement between the Weyburn
Imperial Bank of Canada, January 20,
Vol. 83, file 1450 - W546/3.

26 Archives of the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce,
Weyburn Security Bank Statement, December 31, 1930. The
principal gray area in these figures is that surrounding the
amount for non-current loans. This category of assets was
reported in a different format on financial statements than



shareholders of the Weyburn Security Bank received a nominal

value of some $660,000 for relinquishing their banking

business to the Imperial Bank. This figure however does not

include the value of the loans and mortgages that had been

purchased from the Bank by the Weyburn Security Company
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throughout 1930. At the time of the sale, approximately

$1,200,000 worth of loans had been purchased by the

company. 27 It is virtually impossible to determine the

ultimate value of the assets purchased in this way by the

company, although given that c.s. Tompkins consistently rated

in excess of 80% of the Bank's. pap~.J::.as "good banking paper"

it is relatively safe to assume that at the time that they

were purchased, these assets would have been considered to be

of some value. 28 In any event, the ultimate value of these

it was on government returns. On government returns, there
was provision for the directors to declare a portion of the
non-current loans as current, as well the total could be
further reduced by the amount of non-current loans that had
been placed in the appropriation account. As an example, the
amount of $134,274.21 shown as non-current in the september
30, 1930 return was reduced by $35,537.67 declared current by
the directors and $10,050.65 which had been placed in
appropriation. The official amount of non-current loans, for
government reporting purposes, was thus reduced to
$88,685.59. As most of these non-current loans would likely
be uncollectible due to the then extent economic conditions,
the potential difference is not deemed to be of. any great
significance. The figures for the september, 1930 return are
taken from the November 12, 1930 inspection of c.s. Tompkins,
P.A.C., Rg 40, Vol. 83, file 1450 - W546/3.

27 comparative statement as at Nov, 29, 19~0, contained
in the files of C.S. Tompkins, P.A.C., Rg 40, Vol. 83, file
1450 - W546/3.

28 For a full explanation on the nature of this
transaction, refer to the previous chapter.



assets is somewhat irrelevant in determining the value of the

sale, as the purpose of the transfer of the assets was not

intended to provide value to the shareholders but was rather,

an attempt to stave off the financial collapse of the bank.

From.~pe apparent net value .Q;__the sale, it is easy to

see how the reporter for the Financial Post arrived at the

figure of $103 per share for the transaction. Given that

6,557 shares had been issued, the approximation of $660,000

in cash and assets that would remain in the hands of the

shareholders would indeed have translated into a $103 per

share value. However, what the reporter was unaware of was

that the cash that was to be received, as well as those

assets not acquired by the Imperial, had been already spoken

for by the Canadian Bank of Commerce. Such was also the case

for the transferred assets, previously mentioned.

In one of the more unusual aspects of the merger of the

Weyburn and the Imperial, the Commerce played an integral

role. As has already been examined in the previous chapter,

the inte~ay between the Weyburn Security Bank and the

Weyburn security Company was a vital ingredient to what

profitability and success that the Bank had experienced.

Throughout 1930, the intervention of the Bank of Commerce in

this relationship in order to bolster the balance sheet of

the Weyburn Bank, reveals another aspect of the Weyburn

Imperial merger that had been missed by the press reports.

By accepting the statement of Neil Mckinnon that
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"negotiations between the two banks ..• had been in progress

for some time past," as well as A.E. Phipps' comments that

the acquisition of the Weyburn was a natural and almost

planned event in the development of the Imperial's branch

network, observers of the deal had totally missed just how
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late the Imperial Bank had come into the game. contrary to

what McKinnon had suggested, negotiations between the Weyburn

and the Imperial had begun only after the Bank of Commerce

had indicated that it would not be completing an acquisition

of the Weyburn's assets. The intentions of the Commerce not

to proceed with an acquisition were communicated to C.S.

Tompkins during the first week of December, 1930, and

sUbsequently to Ha~ey Powell during a personal visit by Mr.

Siggins, an officer of the Commerce, the following week. 29

At first glance, it is somewhat surprising that Tompkins was

apprised of the situation prior to Powell. However, the

available correspondence makes it apparent that the Inspector

General of Banks had in fact been facilitating and conducting

the negot~ations with the Commerce.on behalf of the Weyburn;

thus it was quite appropriate for the Commerce's negotiators

29 Tompkins to Powell, December 29, 1930, and Powell to
Mr. Logan, December 8, 1930, P.A.C. RG 40, Vol. 83, File
1450-W546/3. Powell's letter to Logan, apparently handling
the negotiations on behalf of the Commerce, expresses his
disappointment that the transaction would not occur, and
offers his understanding that no-one was available to meet
with him during his recent visit to Toronto. Undeterred,
however, he expresses hope that negotiations might resume,
and makes himself available to return to Toronto for that
purpose.



to inform Tompkins that a deal would not be possible. A

November 18, 1930 letter from Powell to Tompkins grants
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authority to Tompkins to "disclose such information

regarding the position and affairs of The Weyburn Security

Bank as may reasonably be requested.,,30 Further to this, a

December 29, 1930, confidential letter from Tompkins to

Powell relates the general results of his discussions with

officials from the Commerce. 31

The reasons, indicated in the letter of December 29,

that the Commerce withdrew from negotiations were that

"existing conditions (did not] justify taking on the amount

of loans involved." Additionally, it was felt that

"operating expenses in general would be ,bound to show an

increase under new administration." Given the exposure that

the Commerce already had to the Weyburn's loans, they were

not in a great hurry to increase the perceived potential for

loss. The best that Tompkins could obtain on behalf of

Powell, was an indication that the Moose Jaw loan would be

extended,,'~J)lthoughprobably tlpdefinite intimation has been

given you to this effect." Apparently, the Commerce did not

want Powell to become too comfortable with the existing

credit arrangements. For the meantime, although Tompkins was

30 P.A.C. RG 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.

31 P.A.C. RG 40, File 1450-W546/3. An indication of how
confidential Tompkins felt the matter to be, can be found in
his statement, "I am acting as my own stenographer on this
occasion (sic)."



at somewhat of a loss as to what alternative solutions may be

available, he provided Powell with a code word to use in the

event that additional government deposits were required. 32

The situation as it stood at the end of 1930, just

twenty-two days prior to the announcement that a merger

between the Weyburn and the Imperial had been effected, was

that the Weyburn Security Bank was standing at the altar with

no suitor in sight. At precisely which point the Imperial

Bank came into the picture is unknown, but at the very

earliest it must have been some date after January 1, 1931.

The speed, therefore, with which the final merger was

accomplished must raise some doubt as to the veracity of A.E.

Phipps statement to the press. The time that was available

to evaluate the loan portfolio that the Imperial was about to

assume, in a district in which the bank had absolutely no

previous exposure, was incredibly short. If one were to

accept Phipp's statement that he believed the district to be

of great promise, then one must credit him with great courage

and a s~n~e of adventure no't_._"generally associated with

members of the banking community. Undoubtedly, there may

have been some strategic advantage in acquiring a branch

network in a district where the bank had no representation,

but there was scant wisdom in, acquiring a sUbstantial

agricultural portfolio at a time when it was already well

known in banking circles that agriculture would be a poor

32 Ibid.
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performer for some time to come. A more appropriate

explanation for the action of the Imperial Bank seems to be a

desire to preserve the integrity of the banking community.

Quite why the Commerce Bank did not feel a similar sense of

duty is somewhat of a mystery, although it is quite probable

that they felt that they had already done their bit by

were nowtheythatcreditsproviding $1,500,000 in

regretting.

Rather than accepting Phipp's statements to the press as

his motivation for the acquisition, his comments to the

banking industry provide a b~t~e~.J!xplanation. Prior to the

announcement of the takeover, Phipps wrote to Beaudry Leman,

president of the Canadian Bankers' Association, seeking the

assistance of the association in making the takeover somewhat

less painful. He requested of Leman that an appropriately

worded letter be sent to members of the association asking

them not to "endeavour to spoil our pitch by active

competition in places where competition exists. ,,33 To

bolster his_ plea, he informed_Leman, that "as a bargain or

purchase in the ordinary sense of the word the Imperial Bank

did not desire the Weyburn Security Bank." In Phipps view,

the "earning power (of the Weyburn] is so small that we

cannot make any profits for some time to come." His real

motivation for making the acquisition, he stated, "was

33 Phipps to Leman, January 19, 1931, C.B.A.,File
87/518/32.



because we did not want another Bank failure in Canada •..

and as nobody else wanted the Weyburn Bank we took it over

largely with a feeling of responsibility to the public and to

our colleagues. 1I Basking in his own altruism, he hoped that

the other banks would realize "that we have done quite a fine

thing for the general situation in assuming the

responsibilities we have."

This of course does not suggest that altruism was

Phipps' sole motive, for he fully realized that if the

Weyburn failed it would create "unfair publicity ... which

works to the detriment of the .. sm~ller remaining Banks."

Given that the Imperial was one of the "smaller" banks that

Phipps had referred to, an element of self-preservation comes

into play. Had the liquidity crisis at the Weyburn become

public knowledge, the potential for a run on other banks

would have been great; in such a scenario the Imperial Bank

would have been highly vulnerable.

Quite aside from missing the motivation and dynamic of

the merger" .... the press was also. wide.of, the mark with regard

to the solvency of the Weyburn. Had they been aware of the

extent to which the Bank of Commerce had participated in

bolstering the Weyburn, the more enterprising of reporters

would have undoubtedly figured out just how close to collapse

the western institution really was. The press of course did

not have this information, which was just as e.s. Tompkins

had intended. Tompkins was fully aware that eventually the
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statements of the Weyburn would become available to the

public. Irrespective of any desire to maintain the Weyburn

as a viable unit, the potential necessity of a merger must

surely have crossed his mind throughout 1930. With the ever

present suspicion that surrounded bank mergers, scrutiny of

any deal that decreased banking competition was bound to
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occur. serious scrutiny, of the sort that critics of the

banks were quite capable of generating, would have ultimately

raised the question of liquidity. It became an imperative

therefore, that the true condition of the Weyburn not be

revealed. If questions of solvency were raised about that

institution, it was quite likely that questions about the

stability of other financial institutions would soon follow.

Quite whether or not the financial system of Canada could

withstand that type of scrutiny in 1930 is a question for

another time, but it is safe to say that the maintenance of

the appearance of stability was the watchword for the day.

The question of the solvency of the Weyburn is in

retrospec~~elativelyeasy to getermine. Even a cursory

glance at the statements that were available at the end of

1930 indicate a less than healthy situation. Throughout 1929

and 1930, their relatively healthy balance of deposits in

other banks had decreased, by the end of 1930, to 25% of

their 1928 levels. 34 The Bank's gold reserves had completely

34 See comparative statement for the years 1928, 1929,
and 1930 attached as Appendix "B".



disappeared, and liquid assets had declined from a 1928 level

of roughly three and a half million to less than three-
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quarters of a million just prior to the merger. Even though

demand deposits, of all forms, had decreased from close to

five million in 1928 to two and one-third million by December

1930, it is quite clear that had a run on non-time deposits

alone taken place, the liquidity of the Bank could have been

wiped out in a matter of days.35 When the amount of the

funds obtained through the mechanism of the Bank of Commerce

loan are matched to the amount shown for non-interest

bearing deposits, it is quite clear that without this source

of funds the Weyburn would have in no way been able to meet

its obligations to the depositors. Even with the addition of

this source of funds, it is dubious whether or not the

Weyburn could have satisfied its depositors in even a mild

panic. Clearly then, the Weyburn was in fact functionally

insolvent. Those press statements that suggested otherwise

must be viewed from the perspective that a full disclosure of

the relevant information had_Dot.been. made.- As well, they

must be viewed from the perspective that the intention of

35 The Weyburn Bank categorized its demand deposits as
interest-bearing and non-interest bearing. The non-interest
bearing deposits, which at the end of 1930 stood at $807,000,
were those that were strict demand deposits. In other words,
the customer could immediately withdraw those funds from the
account. The interest-bearing deposits were those which had
been placed with the Bank for some fixed period of time. In
the event of a run on the Bank, this distinction would hardly
matter, so great would be the clamour by the public to get
their money out.
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official statements was not to preserve the reputation of the

weyburn and its directors, but rather to minimize concern

regarding the solvency of other institutions.

This functional insolvency, as well, had implications

for the borrowing customers of the bank. At a point in time

when district farmers were in great need of operating loans,

the Weyburn's ability to meet that need was severely

curtailed. Although part of the explanation for a decrease

in lending volume can be found in the observation that good

farming loans were difficult to find, of equal consequence

was the simple fact that the Bank did not have funds

available for lending purposes. 36 It must be kept in mind

that a contraction in credit of the magnitude experienced

throughout 1930 was unprecedented in the Bank's history.

Even the agricultural depression of the early 1920s had not

produced a similar reduction in lending activity.37 As well,

the 1930 experience ran counter to Powell's stated belief

that "good" farmers were to be carried through temporary

difficulties; throughout 1930 no~one expected that the

agricultural depression would be anything other than

temporary.

36 Loans had decreased from $2,720,060 in 1929 to
1,766,706 in 1930.

of lending activity in the early 1920s is
$2,059,979; 1921 $2,111,801; 1922-

- $2,002,211. Deposits for the same period
1920 - $2,389,034; 1921 - $2,134,014; 1922
- $2,421,896.

37 The record
as follows: 1920
$1,945,466; 1923
were as follows:
$2,604,039; 1923



All of this raises the question of motivation for the

sale. The most detailed analysis of the merger, that of The

Financial Post, had suggested that the remaining major
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shareholders had desired to be "relieved of business

responsibilities." While there is quite likely some truth to

this, given that 1930 was proving to be a difficult year for

the bank, it is far from the whole story. It must be

remembered that the shareholders of the Bank were, after

1926, identical to those of the Weyburn Security Company. An

examination of the business activities of the company after

the takeover of the Bank clearly indicates that, other than

the occasional death, not one of the major shareholders

diminished either their activities or their involvement in

the Weyburn market. 38 Indeed, the Company continued

throughout the depression to make agricultural loans, place

real estate mortgages, issue hail insurance, accept deposit

certificates, and generally carry on business much as they

had before39 • The principal difference, after May 1, 1931,

38 Q~ite fortunately, the Weyburn security Company is
still active today, and although their activities have
evolved over the years, the early records of the Company have
been preserved at their Weyburn head office. The examination
of the activities of the shareholders and directors
throughout the 1930s is based upon an examination of a number
of records from that period, including a quite detailed
Minute Book, kindly made available by the current manager of
the Company.

39 As an interesting aside to this story, the Company
did find itself in some financial difficulty by the middle of
1934, and found it necessary to suspend interest payments on
deposit and investment certificates for a period of three
years. "Minutes of a Meeting of Directors of Weyburn



was that they no longer called themselves a bank, and thus
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could not

deposits.

issue their own currency nor accept demand

The main point of this is that evidently their

desire to be "relieved of business responsibilities" was not

as great as had been intimated in the press.

While it is extremely difficult to ascertain the extent

to which pressure was brought to bear on the directors to

cause them to relinquish their banking activities, it is

evident that persuasion, at the very least, was applied. Not

only was there the persuasion of· financial pressure, but

there was also persuasion originating in the office of the

Inspector General of Banks.

As is already apparent, the financial pressures caused

by the decline in the economy of the region were

considerable, but the Bank had weathered difficulties in the

past. There is no reason to presume therefore, that Harvey

Powell and his fellow directors believed that the collapse of

the Bank was inevitable. Indeed, throughout the latter part

of 1930, including the period~in which negotiations with the

Bank of Commerce were underway, much of Powell's

correspondence indicated a belief that prosperity was only

one crop away. Although it is quite natural to expect

Powell's circulars to his managers to offer the prospect of

hope - for morale purposes if no other, it is less natural to

Security Company," November 29, 1934, Minute Book of the
Weyburn security Company, p. 214.



expect him to portray similar beliefs to C.S. Tompkins ( who

was fully aware of the financial condition of the Bank)
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unless he believed that hope was still an operative

sentiment. 40 It is not unreasonable therefor to accept that

Harvey Powell may well have believed that some hope remained.

If such were the case he was quite lonely in that belief, as

B.P. Alley, of the Bank of Commerce, grew increasingly

dismayed at the extent to which his bank had been dragged

into the agricultural problems of southeastern Saskatchewan.

As it became increasingly evident that additional

salvation in the form of increased_~escue loans from the Bank

of Commerce would be difficult to obtain, the moral

persuasion of C.S. Tompkins presumably had an even greater

effect. While we can only guess at the nature of the

telephone conversations, and discussions during personal

40 In Powell's circulars of late 1930, a cautioned
optimism is quite evident. Although he stressed the
importance of collectinq loans to improve the liquidity
position of the Bank, he equally stressed the importance of
increased efforts in converting. ~, area farmers to mixed
farming. As well, in his December 19, 1930 circular he
pointed out that the bank's customers were beginning to
adjust to conditions and that "the people on the prairie are
getting over the worst of their despondency and are finding
out that they are not as badly off as they first thought and
that there are many things that they can do to help
themselves." Circular:# 373, December 13, 1930, CBA File
87/518/32. A November 6, letter to H.T. Ross reiterated
Powell's belief that "mixed farming is the solution of most
of our problems." Powell to Ross, November 6, 1930, CBA File
87/518/32. Powell's letter to C.S. Tompkins on Oct. 14,
revealed his belief that the rainfall that had been received
that fall was the "best assurance" possible that a good crop
would be available for 1931. Powell to Tompkins, October 14,
1930, P.A.C. Rg 40, Vol 83, File 1450-W546/3.



visits, between Powell and Tompkins, the written evidence

left by Tompkins provides some vital clues as to the course

of events that the Inspector General preferred to see unfold.

By early November of 1930, Tompkins was clearly of the

opinion that the most desirable remedy for the difficulties

that the Weyburn had been experiencing was a sale to one of
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the larger banks. There exists some sketchy evidence that

Tompkins had discussed that possibility with Powell prior to

this period, but very definitely by November 13, a sale was

at the top of Tompkins' agenda. In a confidential memo to

his own files, Tompkins related __the course of discussions

that he had with E.B. Ryckman, Acting Minister of Finance.

contained within this memorandum is the statement: "Mr.

Ryckman agreed that it would be desirable if Mr Powell could

arrange a sale of the bank on the best possible terms and

stated that as Acting Minister he would be quite prepared to

give his consent to any agreement which could be made. ,,41

Obviously, for Tompkins to seek, in advance, approval for an

as yet unfoX'lllulated merger he~ ... must.... have believed that no

other solution was available. These sentiments are also

reflected in his 1930 Inspection Report of the Weyburn

Bank. 42

41 "Confidential Memo: Weyburn security Bank," November
13, 1930, P.A.C. RG 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.

42 "Memorandum Re: 1930 Examination of The Weyburn
Security Bank," November 12, 1930, P.A/CI RG 40, Vol 83 File
1450-W546/3. Tompkins concluding statement in his report is
as follows: "I am strongly of the opinion that Mr. Powell



C.S. Tompkins was a very precise, circumspect and
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conscientious civil servant. The wording of his memos and

correspondence was chosen with great deliberation, and

telephone conversations which would have any great

consequence were very carefully scripted beforehand. 43 Thus,

his letters must be read from the perspective that they must

convey the impression that he is an impartial servant of the

pUblic. It would be quite out of order for the appearance to

be created that, as a civil servant, he was in any way

responsible for initiating or guiding a transaction that had

the potential to be as inflammatory as a bank merger could

possibly be.

Nonetheless, Tompkins' ultimate responsibility was to

safeguard the funds of depositors throughout Canada. He

would be remiss therefore if he did not take some action to

ward-off even the smallest threat to the Canadian banking

system. While he had absolutely no power to compel a merger,

he had a great deal of moral authority and persuasion at his

disposal.~".__Given that Harvey:_Powel~.." was cut from the same

cloth with respect to the need to preserve the integrity of

the financial system, any comment that Tompkins would have

should renew the efforts which he has already made on several
occasions this year to effect a sale to one of the other
banks on the best possible terms."

43 An example of this practice is the notes which
Tompkins made prior to telephoning Powell on November 13 to
inform him of the discussion with Ryckman. P.A.C. RG 40, Vol
83, File 1450-W546/3.



made would likely have been received by Powell in the

"proper" manner. As well, it must be remembered that Powell

was highly· regarded in the banking community, and his sense

of duty to that community was firmly held. Thus, out of duty

and a concern for the respect of his peers, Tompkins'

suggestions would have had a great effect on Powell's
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thinking. Once again then, the prospect of damage to

confidence levels in the Canadian banking system and the

maintenance of perceptions of stability looms large in the

deliberations surrounding the merger between the Imperial and

the Weyburn.

In the interim, as no suitable prospect to acquire the

weyburn had been secured, measures needed to be taken to

ascertain that an untimely collapse did not occur. As a

result of Tompkins' meeting with Ryckman, assurance was

obtained that government funds would be made available for

deposit in the Weyburn Bank to maintain what little liquidity

it had left. This was not, however, an unconditional

assurance •. ,.~ .... In Tompkins' words, the.. offer of government funds

was "subject to some definite idea as to his total needs and

such conditions as he and I might agree upon. ,,44 In his

notes for his telephone conversation with Powell, informing

him of this development, Tompkins stated the offer was

44 "Confidential Memorandum: Weyburn Security Bank,"
P.A.C. RG 40, Vol. 83, File l450-W546/3.



subject to "such conditions as I may see fit to lay down.,,45

The first condition that he laid down was that the loan that

had been obtained from the Bank of Commerce be continued, and

unfortunately, this is the only direct evidence of whatever
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conditions Tompkins had in mind. It would not, however, be

stretching the imagination too far to suggest that the offer

of government deposits was intended only as a temporary

measure, with the ultimate condition for this measure being a

sale of the Bank.

By the end of November 1930, the Weyburn security was

left with very little room to manoeuver. Its credit with the

Commerce had been fully extended, and its acceptance of

government deposits had put government regulators in the

drivers seat. With this in mind, it is worth looking at how

the shareholders fared as a result of the merger between the

two banks, and whether or not the Financial Posts's report of

the deal being worth $103 per share is remotely accurate.

As has already been determined, on the surface of the

agreement between the Weyburn and_the Imperial, there is the

appearance of value. But as has also been pointed out, the

Bank of Commerce was every bit as interested in the proceeds

of the sale as were the shareholders. In order to qet the

compliance of the commerce and enable them to relinquish any

claim upon the assets that were being taken over by the

45 "Confidential note of c.s. Tompkins," November 13,
1931, P.A.C., RG 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3



Imperial, both the Weyburn security Bank and the Weyburn

Security Company had to provide some assurance that the

Commerce would eventually recover the $1,450,000 that it had

made available. An agreement between the Commerce and the
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two Weyburn companies was intended to provide this

assurance. 46 By the terms of the original agreement between

the Company and the Commerce, that which provided for the

initial credit, the Weyburn Bank had provided its endorsement

of the debt which had been assumed by the Company. In order

for the merger between the Weyburn and the Imperial to

proceed, the liability implied by this endorsement had to be

removed. While the Imperial was prepared to assume the known

responsibilities of the Weyburn, it certainly had no desire

to take on the additional burden of the company's loan with

the Commerce, nor did it have any desire to provide comfort

for the exposure of one its principal competitors. The

January 20, agreement between the Commerce and the Weyburn

group negated any involvement that the Imperial may have had

as a result ,of the takeover of,the_Weyburn Bank's assets. 47

In return 'for letting the Imperial Bank out of the net,

the Commerce' tightened the net around the shareholders of the

Weyburn Security Company. The Company, as beneficial

46 "Agreement Between the Canadian Bank of Commerce; The
Weyburn Security Bank; and The Weyburn Security Company
Limited," January 20, 1931, P.A.C. RG 40, Vol. 83 File 1450
W546/3.

47 B.P. Alley to A.E. Phipps, January 21, 1931, P.A.C.
RG 40, Vol. 83, File 1450-W546/3.



representative of the shareholders, was required to place the

$100,000 in cash that was to be received on deposit with the

Commerce and hypothecate it as partial security for the

outstanding loan balance. As with the cash, all other assets
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that were to be received by the shareholders were

hypothecated in a similar manner. Lest anything slip by the

grasp of the Commerce, the agreement directed the Imperial

Bank to deliver the cash and all documents relating to any

proceeds from the sale directly to the Bank of Commerce. 48

Clearly then, if the shareholders of the Weyburn

Security Bank were to receive any value out of the deal, it

would only be after the Bank of Commerce had recovered the

money that it had provided to keep the Bank afloat throughout

1930. As many of the assets that were being left to the

shareholders were of dubious value, in that the Imperial Bank

had no desire for them, it is really stretching optimism to

believe that anything close to the nominal value would be

received upon their disposition. As well, given that the

assets were. principally of an,agricultural 'nature and that

they would be disposed of in a depressed market, it is

stretching credibility to suggest a value of $103. per share.

What emerges from all of this is the observation that

the Weyburn Security Bank was on the verge of collapse.

Rather than being motivated by a desire to be "relieved of

48 "Agreement" January 20,1931. P.A.C. RG 40, Vol. 83,
File 1450-W546/3.



business responsibilities," or seizing an opportunity to sell

their shares, the shareholders of the Weyburn Security Bank

had no choice but to surrender their banking franchise. For
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that is precisely what they did. In return for being

relieved of the liabilities associated with their banking

business, and this was a period in which double liability

hung over their heads, the shareholders walked away with no

tangible gain from the sale. They were, however, left in a

position to carryon with the business of theWeyburn

Security Company.

The depositors and borrowers of the Bank narrowly

escaped a rather tenuous situation through the good graces of

the Imperial Bank of Canada and the efforts of a very

conscientious civil servant. 49 Of even greater importance,

the depositors of Canada were spared the anguish that a bank

failure would have undoubtedly caused as the depths of

depression sank in.

The public statements issued by the various players in

this little.";," drama must be viewed."£xom the perspective of the

over-riding theme of the takeover. Throughout the period of

negotiations and the release of their outcome, Banking and

49 It is far from a platitude to suggest that the
action of the Imperial Bank was a "good grac~." A.E. Phipps
comment to Beaudry Leman on January 19, 1931, when he
suggested that "we cannot make any profit for some time to
come," was almost prophetic. As things turned out, the
Weyburn loans remained problematic for the Imperial for over
a decade, the final $332,000 not being written off until
October 1943. "Inspection Report: Imperial Bank of Canada,"
October 31, 1945. P.A.C. RG 40, Vol. 90, File 1898 - I 34.



Government officials had in the forefront of their thoughts
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the preservation of the Canadian financial system. Thus all

comments made to the public had as their intention the

deflection of difficult and embarrassing questions.

As well, it is apparent from the events of the takeover

that during a period of impending crisis, the normal rules of

banking and competition are temporarily suspended. When the

Minister of Finance, the Inspector-General of Banks, and the

General Manager of the Imperial Bank all requested of the

banking community that competitive activity in the region

served by the Weyburn Bank come to a temporary halt, it was a

request that deserved the utmost consideration. 50 It was in

the best interests of the community that the collapse be

averted, and the Imperial be allowed to go about its business

of cleaning up the mess.

In the final analysis, when a threat to the system was

perceived, the Government, the Canadian Bankers Association,

and the individual bankers responded in harmonious action.

In the c~~~ of the Weyburn secqrl±y Bank, the immune system

of the body financial reacted as if driven by instinct for

self-preservation.

50 Tompkins to Leman, January 21, 1931.
87/518/32.

CBA, File



The System at Work

Over a period of thirty some years, the small financial

services empire of a group of American investors endeavoured

to shape, in some small way, .. the burgeoning society of

southern Saskatchewan. While such a task proved to be beyond

a group of individuals, the impact of their attempt was felt

nonetheless. Whether it was as a result of the type of

farmers that were either kept on, or pushed off the land, or

the determination of their activities while there, the

credit decisions that emanated from the offices of the

Weyburn Security Bank were felt by thousands of pioneer

families. Ultimately, however, those affected by the

decisions persevered, while the decision-makers themselves

had their aspirations dramatically altered.

Following the takeover of the Bank, the shareholders

focused their attentions on the only vehicle that was left to

them. Greatly reduced in scope, the Weyburn Security Company

Limited b~came the repository of what was left of the

original vision. Until his death, in June of 1945, Harvey

Powell remained actively involved as Chairman of the Company;

his replacement, S.E. Oscarson continued the tradition that

Powell and his compatriots had established. 1 As it was

before the establishment of the Bank, so it was after its

demise. The mortgage, real estate, and insurance business,
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1 Company Minutes, June 13, 1945.



from which sprang the Weyburn Bank, conttnues unabated to the

present time, the only significant modification being the

collection of resource royalties on mineral rights held by

the Company.2

Although the company is relatively prosperous today, it

can not be said that the sailing was all smooth. As a result

of the loan which had been taken out during 1930, to support

the Bank, the Company remained in considerable debt to the
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Bank of Commerce until 1946. 3 Indeed, throughout the years

of the Depression the Company was only able to remain afloat

as a result of loans obtained from.both the Bank of Commerce

and the Imperial Bank. 4 And, as many other financial

2 Throughout the years, as a parcel of land passed
through the hands of the Company, it retained the mineral
rights attached to the land. As a great many parcels have
been handled by the Company over the years, the royalties
thus received are considerable. Taken from an interview with
the current general manager of the Company, Jack Onstad,
August 17, 1992.

3 Company Minutes, May 4, 1946. At that time $700,000
of the original debt was still owing and in arrears. As a
result of some rather strenuous negotiating, this debt was
liquidated.by a payment of $50,000. The cash to make the
payment was provided by S.E. Oscarson, who received as
security for his loan all that security previously held by
the Bank of Commerce.

4 As of June 1935, the Company was indebted to the
Imperial Bank for the sum of $210, 035.36, for which it
pledged as security any remaining mortgageable property it
had. Company Minutes, p. 228. In spite of the funds
acquired from both banks by way of mortgages, the Company was
obliged to work out an arrangement whereby the Commerce and
Imperial provided a monthly bUdget of $600.00 and $300.00
respectively for the Company's operations. Company Minutes,
April 15, 1936. p. 239. It was in the interests of both
banks to keep the Company alive as it was the principal agent
for collecting on the loans that had been acquired as a



institutions found during those difficult years, the Company
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was forced to suspend interest payments on Investment

certificates that had been issued. S So, although the Company

ultimately survived, it had been ravaged every bit as much as

its customers were during the collapse of the prairie

agricultural economy. 6 It was only as a result of

considerable financial assistance from both the Commerce and

Imperial banks that the Company was able to survive to enjoy

a return to prosperity.

While a detailed examination of the financial health of

the Weyburn Security Company is beyond the scope of this

paper, it is interesting to note that had it not previously

been an integral part of the Weyburn Bank, in all probability

result of the Bank takeover.

S The decision to suspend interest payments was taken at
a Directors' Meeting held on November 29, 1934. Company
Minutes, p. 213. Payments were suspended for a period of
five years as it was felt that once prosperity returned, any
available funds would be required to cover outstanding taxes
in order to protect the Company's land holdings.

6 An __-,o,examination of the statements of the Company,
contained in Company Minutes, reveals that with the exception
of 1931, the Company reported losses continuously until 1948.
Its reserves, which stood at $179,420 at the end of 1932, had
turned into a deficit of $280,013 by 1947. Quite aside from
losses incurred during the Depression, accumulated interest
proved to be problematical. The principal factor in the
turnaround of the Company's fortunes was the fact that
between the end of 1944 and the end of 1947, $1,316,018 in
liabilities had been negotiated away in exchange for payments
of $250,000 to various creditors. Company Minutes, June 16,
1948. Included in this amount was a payment of $70,000 to
the Imperial Bank in consideration of the cancellation of a
$350,000 loan. Similar to the earlier mentioned agreement
with the Commerce, S.E. Oscarson once again (this time joined
by H.C. Erickson) made the money available.



the Company, like many of its farmer customers, would not

have survived the Depression. It is equally interesting to

note that in the inspection reports of C.S. Tompkins, dealing
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with the Imperial Bank of Canada, significant mention was

made of the loans' obtained from the Weyburn Security Bank on

a continuous basis until 1945. During 1934, for example,

Tompkins noted that these loans stood at some $2,600,000

against which a reserve of $600,000 had been established. In

Tompkins' opinion, the reserve figure was inadequate and

stated "There seems little doubt but that further provision

against losses will require to be made against these loaning

risks.,,7 For the Imperial Bank, the Weyburn page turned

finally in October 1943, when roughly $332,000 was written

off against the account, bringing the balance down to one

dollar. 8

years.

This followed considerable write-downs in previous

Clearly then, for a considerable number of years, the

residue of the Weyburn Security Bank was more than the few

bank notes which had escaped the incinerator and found their

way into the hands of numismatists. virtually everyone

associated with its rescue attempt, and subsequent failure,

was left to hold the bag in some fashion. Both the Bank of

Commerce and the Imperial Bank required substantial write-

7 "Imperial Bank of Canada - 1934," september 8, 1934.
PAC, Rg 40, Vol. 90, File 1898/I34.

8

1945.
"Imperial Bank of Canada 1944-1945,"

PAC, RG 40, Vol. 90, File 1898/I34.
October 31,



downs of their investment in the bail-out package. The

Weyburn Security Company, suffered almost fifteen years of

losses as a result of involvement with its sister company.

Even those not associated with the takeover paid some price,

for as is patently obvious, the decision to withhold interest
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from holders of Weyburn security Company investment

certificates was motivated by the horrendous burden of debt

assumed by that Company.

The financial quagmire that had been left behind by the

Weyburn Bank raises a number of questions. The first of

which is, was it all worth it?' At best, only a sUbjective

answer can be provided to that question, for it would be pure

speculation to suggest what the history of that institution

would have been like had the takeover not occurred. Some

tentative conclusions can, however, be drawn from what is

definitely known. First of all, there is absolutely no

record of any depositor losing one cent that had been on

deposit with the Bank. Thus the primary mandate of C.S.

Tompkins was observed. This is nQt.."to say, in light of the

substantial losses that were incurred by the various

institutions and individuals involved, and the fact that on

December 31, 1930, only $2,353,000 of depositors money was at

risk, that a cheaper method of rescue could have been found. 9

It is simply a recognition that, in a time before there was

9 The deposit figure cited here include only time and
demand deposits and do not include the $196,000 in government
deposits, nor the $315,000 of bank notes in circulation.



any contemplation of deposit insurance, Tompkins used the

most effective means at his disposal to protect the public

interest.

Secondly, from the mess that subsequently emerged, it is

clear that Tompkins' assessment of the situation during the

latter months of 1930 was correct. The Weyburn Security Bank

could not have survived for any greater length of time than

it had already done. It is even quite likely that without

the outside intervention of Tompkins and various other

members of the banking community it would not have survived

as long as it Ultimately did. The rumours that had begun, in

early 1930, could have quite easily spelt the demise of the

Weyburn, for they were, after all, quite close to the reality

of the situation. Were it not for Tompkins' reassurances to

the contrary, and the massive infusions of liquid capital as

a result of the Commerce loan, the comments of the "young

girl" employee of the Bank of Toronto may well have been

quite prophetic.

Had the prophecy that the Weygurn "would be broke before

Christmas" come true, one can speculate that the greatest

fears of the entire banking community may well have easily

followed. Clearly, the early rumours as to the Weyburn's

solvency had the potential of creating a run on the Bank's

deposits. In such a scenario, the demise of the prairie Bank

would have been decidedly less organized and tidy. Given the

general mood of the pUblic following the stock market
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collapse in 1929, it is conceivable that the untimely

collapse of a financial institution that, for many was a

bellwether of the agricultural economy, would severely

deepen public concerns about the stability of the Canadian

financial system. Certainly, there existed many critics of

the system who would have fostered such a belief. As it

was, however, the dismantling of the Weyburn occurred in a

relatively well managed sequence of events. At least that

was the pUblic perception - and for C.S. Tompkins the public

perception of stability was paramount.

It is relatively safe to say that the shareholders and

directors of the Weyburn Bank were treated quite favourably

by the various external agents that determined their fate.

Although the Weyburn security Company struggled for many

years following the disappearance of the Bank, it did survive

and even, eventually, prosper. As no one, at the time of the

takeover, predicted that the economic downturn that consumed

so much of the Company's reserves would be as long and

protracted-as it was, it is slightly improper to jUdge the

agreement which transferred a number of the Bank's assets to

the Company in the light of the disastrous decade that

followed. It is more appropriate to view the event from the

perspective that the shareholders of the Bank were being

given a new lease on life. The question which arises from

this, is why was this so?

Quite likely the most suitable answer can be found in
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the relationship which existed between Powell, Tompkins and

other key members of the banking community. It is certainly

easy to develop the perception that the relationships that

existed were of quite a personal nature - most definitely so

in the case of Powell and Tompkins - but that perception must

not cloud the observation that personal affinities did not

paralyze any of the actors in this little drama. Indeed,

there is every indication that the remarkable similarity in

the philosophical dispositions of the various participants

dictated that the "correct" course of action be taken. On

the surface, the opportunity__ given to the Weyburn

shareholders to hold on to some of the fruits of their

labours may appear to be a part of the benefit package of

belonging to a very exclusive club. More likely, however,

the shareholders and directors were simply being rewarded for

their co-operation in the takeover for recognizing the

gravity of the situation and not placing any roadblocks in

the path of the salvation mission. The few dollars that were

left on the_table for the shareholders paled in comparison to

the stakes that were ultimately at risk. By allowing those

players that still had a significant stake in the game - the

government regulators and the banking community to take

control of the situation, the Weyburn shareholders allowed

the-major players to minimize the damage from the collapse of

their Bank.

As well, the major eastern banks appear to have had a
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remarkable awareness of the criticisms of the banking system

that arose in the west. Unduly punishing the shareholders of
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the Weyburn would have done little to alleviate that

criticism. For a good number of years, Harvey Powell was the

banking system's most vocal advocate in the West, and on many

occasions had risen to the defense of the system in which he

had become a well-respected member. To have ignored a friend

of the system, at a time when friends were altogether

uncommon, would have been extremely unproductive. 10 As

subsequent events would prove, the system found a useful

outlet for Powell's talents as a Vice-President and General

Manager of the Dominion Agricultural Credit company.l1

10 During the late 1920's and early 1930's, the Canadian
banking system came under attack from a number of fronts,
particulary in respect to their response to western
agriculture. As an example, J.S. Woodsworth's questioning of
H.T. Ross at the 1928 hearing of the Select Standing
Committee on Banking and Commerce, raised the prospect of a
Central Bank as the principle agency for note issue and
rediscount. Ross's reply to Woodsworth's questions revealed
his belief that were banks prohibited from issuing their own
bank notes, pioneer communities in particular would suffer
serious cash shortages. As the Weyburn was the only
institution based in a pioneer community that was issuing
such notes, its utility to the banking fraternity is obvious.
Additionally, and quite aside from the traditional critics of
the system, Robert Weir, then federal Minister of
Agriculture, jumped into the fray by suggesting that the
banks were compounding the agricultural problem "by refusing
to loan money to farmers, no matter how solvent the farmer
seems to be nor how good a moral risk he is." Western
Producer, February 26, 1931. p.6.

11 A. st. L. Trigge, A History of the Canadian Bank of
Commerce, Vol. 3, (Toronto: Canadian Bank of Commerce, 1934),
p. 252. It is unclear how long Powell remained in this post,
but it is known that his tenure was from at least 1931 to
1934. The mandate of the Dominion Agricultural Credit company
was to channel the capital provided by the Federal Government



As to the bankers' awareness of criticism, the response

to the Weyburn throughout its history demonstrates that it

had been a useful vehicle for both the federal government and

the C.B.A. to respond to charges that the financial system of
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Canada was dominated by eastern interests. While it was

still alive, the Weyburn stood as an example that the system

could indeed accommodate farmers' needs. Here was an

institution that was headquartered in the heart of the

agricultural district: its shareholders, directors and

management were clearly in tune with agricultural credit

needs, and indeed virtually all o~_,__ its business was derived

from agriculture. If, on occasion, proof was needed that

the basic principles of banking could in fact respond to the

agricultural economy, then a viable western-based bank could

be offered as evidence. Even though a blind eye needed at

times to be turned to some of the Weyburn's practices, and

regUlatory changes were necessary to permit those that were

blatantly beyond officially sanctioned procedures, as long as

the Weybu:r;n_, survived there couldbe~.a partial answer to the

charge that the credit needs of farmers were not being met. 12

A spectacular collapse would have seriously undermined that

answer. Following the demise of the Weyburn, placing Powell

and five of the Major Banks into loans to foster diversified
farming in Western Canada.

12 The best example of accommodation of the Weyburn's
interests was the 1923 change in the Bank Act permitting the
Bank to sell insurance.



at the helm of a co-operative effort between the federal

government and the major banks to provide agricultural credit

in the West was merely a continuation of the pOlicy of

maintaining some form of credit granting agency that could

suggest that the system was still viable. 13 Thus, while

affection and comraderie may have played some part in the
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treatment afforded to the shareholders, the ultimate

motivation was the smooth and efficient transfer of the

Weyburn's assets to a more viable member of the fraternity.

Favourable treatment simply made the transfer that much

easier.

The fact that such a transfer was necessary at all

raises the question of whether or not the Canadian banking

system actually did accommodate the credit needs of western

farmers. Here was a bank, located in the West, founded with

13 The Dominion Agricultural Credit Company was
headquartered in Regina, Saskatchewan. By the beginning of
the 1930's, Bankers had become convinced that the major
problem with western agriculture was that it had become too
dependent upon wheat production. The aim of Credit Company
was to encourage diversification by providing loans for the
establishment of livestock operations. A sum of $5,000,000
was provided for these purposes. Aside from contemporary
press reports on its creation, the only published account of
the company appears in; Journal of the Canadian Bankers
Association, Vol 39, No.2, January 1932. pp. 185-188. As
to bankers' newfound belief that mixed farming was the
solution to western problems, John Aird of the Bank of
Commerce maintained that "western agriculturalists should
consider immediately the question of diversified farming,"
Financial Times, January 16, 1931. p.16. A.W. Austin, of the
Dominion Bank maintained similar views, Financial Times,
January 30, 1931. p.5. The agricultural press did not share
these views as the Western Producer maintained that "mixed
farming with borrowed capital has already cost many farmers
their homes and all." Editorial, January 22, 1931. p.8.



the intention of growing and prospering in concert with the

expansion of the agricultural economy. It was directed and

managed by a group of individuals who were more than

adequately equipped to assess farming needs. Indeed, its

principal driving force, Harvey Powell, was demonstrably

committed to agriculture and the agrarian society. Yet, it

failed. Throughout its history, the Weyburn Bank had

accommodated those farmers which it believed would have a

reasonable chance of making a go of it. It guided its

customers through difficult times, expended considerable

energy in advising farmers in methods that were intended to

make them more prosperous, self-reliant, and impervious to

the vagaries of economic cycles - apparently to no avail.

The collapse of the financial empire of Harvey Powell and his

fellow shareholders simply reflected the collapse of the

agricultural economy ~ a turn of events that none of the

Bank's preparations could prevent. The "general calamity"

that Powell believed, in 1924, that would have to occur, came

to pass.

Much of this history of the Weyburn Security Bank

revolves around the question of liquidity, and the

philosophical and operational approaches that were employed

to obtain it. As well, this history has suggested that the

liquidity position of the Weyburn Security Bank was a

reflection of the liquidity of the region that it served.

The periods of difficulty that the Bank encountered arose
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when the wheat economy failed to produce enough cash income

to maintain the debt load that had been acquired by farmers,

while the more stellar moments in its brief history coincided

with those periods in which cash surpluses were a matter of

course for prairie agriculture. Thus, the relative changes

in levels of deposits and loans within the Bank were a

barometer to 'the economic health of the district.

Those involved with the operation of the Weyburn

Security Bank appear to have been quite aware of how much

their little institution served as a barometer. As a result,

many of the policies of the Bank (particularly those dealing

with credit) can be explained from the perspective that the

Bank believed that it had a responsibility to use its

knowledge of the district's financial health to mediate the

cyclical nature of an agricultural economy to the better

interests of shareholders, depositors, and borrowers alike.

The Bank's concern for its own liquidity drove its attempts

to force a similar concern upon its customers. The overall

policy th~st, employed by Powell,~was to place the surpluses

generated during good times into safe investments so that

they would be available for the bad years that he believed

would eventually arrive. The emphasis on mixed farming was a

crucial part of that strategy. By placing the district on as

much of a self-reliant footing as possible, it was Powell's

belief that the surpluses produced by the wheat economy would

be a bonus to an already stabilized society.
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This, however, was simply one banker's response to the

to the credit needs of an agrarian society; and it can be

safely said that Powell's view of agriculture saw the

commercial farming of the wheat economy as an adjunct to the

more basic needs of subsistence. In no way can the attitudes

and philosophical predisposition of Harvey Powell be

transposed, in their entirety, as being fully representative

of the banking community in general. As important as

liquidity may have been to bankers, equally important was the

notion of asset growth. Simply put, the banking system of

Canada revolved around the business of making loans. Its

income was generated from making loans, and deposits were

viewed as a liability. While Powell did exhibit a definite

affinity for this aspect of the banking business, had he been

completely successful in achieving his goal of a stable,

self-sufficient, quasi-commercial agrarian society, in all

likelihood the district which he served would have become

"unprofitably prosperous," in terms of lending income. But

the evidepce suggests that Powell believed the lending

opportunities in an agriCUltural economy of the sort that he

hoped to establish to be of a limited nature in any event.

Throughout its history, a considerable proportion of the

funds which had been entrusted to the Bank's care had been

placed outside the region for safe and profitable investment.

It was possible that a promising area for local lending

could have been found in satisfying demands for real estate
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loans. But this was an area that, from the outset, had been

ruled out as too "speculative." Although, on occasion, the

Bank did engage in some real estate lending there is no

indication that it was a common practice. That demand was

more commonly left to the sister Weyburn Security Company to

satisfy. Land deals were long-term commitments, something

that Powell continually reminded his managers to avoid. As

he often pointed out to them, the first principle of sound

banking was that "Bank loans should be of a temporary

nature."

In this very important respect, the Weyburn Security

Bank bore a distinct resemblance to every other chartered

bank that operated on the Canadian prairie. Although it

quite often demonstrated a greater flexibility in some of its

credit arrangements, the Weyburn was essentially driven by

the common belief that loans should be closely tied to the

ability of a current crop to redeem - that the liquidity of

the Bank reflected the economy that it served. In other

words, the_nature of the loans needed to reflect the nature

of the deposit base which supported them. The failure of the

Weyburn Security Bank was not caused by a deviation from this

basic principle, but rather was a direct consequence of a

dramatic decrease in farm income which began in late 1928.

From this perspective, it becomes possible to examine

the extent to which the Canadian banking system met the

credit needs of the early prairie farm economy. In very
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simple terms, it did not - at least not in any total sense.

The explanation for this is really quite simple. The banking

system of early twentieth century Canada was neither legally

nor philosophically predisposed to providing all of the

credit that pioneer farmers required. The Bank Act precluded

any involvement in the medium to long-term credit

arrangements that the farmer needed to bridge the gap between

crop cycles, and the preference for a strong liquidity

position driven by the need for -depositor protection advised

against long-term involvement in any case. These forms of

credit had to be sought elseWhere, the function of the banks

was to make inventory loans based on the crop in the field.

As long as the inventory was visible, the loan was secure and

the deposits which enabled the loan were safe.

The example of the Weyburn Security Bank demonstrates

this premise in full measure. Although there were numerous

instances in which the Weyburn was generous beyond)what sound

banking principles would dictate, its ultimate difficUlty

arose when its depositor base came".,.... under the serious threat

imposed by a severe economic down-turn. The generosity was

an aberration occasioned by an affinity to the agrarian

lifestyle; a lUxury which was eliminated when it could no

longer be afforded. As concerns about the continued

viability of the Bank increased in concert with the erosion

of its depositor base it had no choice but to relinquish its

franchise. In the case of the Weyburn, rather than the Bank
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failing the farmer, the farmer failed the Bank. The

complicity of the shareholders and directors in this failure

was the fact that they had become overly reliant upon what

turned out to be an unreliable sector of the economy.

The actions of the government regulators, as well as the

other bankers, were a simple reflection of the notion of

liquidity within the system. Although it is questionable

whether or not liquidity was in fact maintained within the

system throughout the 1930s, at the very least the appearance

of such a state was. Paramount to the smooth functioning of

the system, at that time, was the premise that if the

depositors maintained their confidence that deposits were

secure then they would be so, and the system would remain

intact. Thus the obfuscation and misleading statements, that

were a crucial part of the Weyburn story, can be viewed as a

ploy in the maintenance of confidence levels such that the

system as a whole would remain viable.

The Weyburn Security Bank was 'a noble venture undertaken

by, what e.s. Tompkins characterized as "honourable" men.

While not everyone will agree with the type of society that

these prairie bankers attempted to mold, it must be agreed

that they had a definite vision. And, like so many visions

of the period, it was applied with diligence and integrity.

Ultimately, the Bank failed because the vision failed; the

prairie wheat economy simply could not provide the security

of tenure that the vision required. The collapse of the
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agricultural economy collapsed the vision, and while the

remaining financial resources of the region which the Bank

had faithfully tried to serve were integrated into'the larger

banking system of Canada, the vision of a prairie financial

empire was buried in the dust of the Depression.
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Appendix "A"

Comparative statement of the Wevburn security Bank
- for the years 1925, 1926, 1927 -

As at December 31;
LIABILITIES

197

19,317
1,935,092
2,180,546

18,942

$ 5,893,934

To The Shareholders:
Capital Stock
Reserve
Profit and Loss
Dividends (unpaid)

To The Public:
Bank Notes in Circulation
Advances Under the Finance Act
Balance Due to Dominion Gov't
Balance Due to Prov. Gov't
Balances Due to Banks elsewhere
than in Canada and the U.K.
Deposits not bearing interest
Deposits bearing interest
other liabilities

Total

ASSETS

Current Coin held by the Bank
Dominion Notes Held
Notes of Other Banks
U.S. and Foreign Currency
Deposit in Central Gold Reserve

$

$

$

$

524,560
225,000

22,186
13,714

785,460

858,912
-0-

64,604
31,057

20,002
58,485
20,965

1,970
400,000
501,422

524,560
225,000

32,959
13,114

795,633

838,740
-0

60,537
53,558

21,843
2,277,206
2,590,652

21,829

6,660,001

23,877
52,405
21,520
1,060

350,000
448,863

524,560
250,000

36,236
18,359

829,155

710,545
-0

168,761
38,905

18,951
1,980,609
2,972,687

24,948

6,744,565

21,294
37,994
21,125

521
200,000
280,935

Cheques on other Banks
Balance due by Banks in Canada
Balance due by Foreign Banks
Dominion and Prov. Gov't Sec.
Canadian Municipal, U.K., Foreign
and Colonial Public Securities
Railway and Other Bonds
Call and Short Loans (foreign)

Current Loans and Discounts
Foreign Loans and Discounts
Municipal and School Dist. Loans
Non-Current Loan, Loss provision
Real Estate
Mortgages
Bank Premises
circulation Fund Deposit
other Assets

Total Assets

59,097
1,788,308

201,173
~-647,542

9,314
209,846

- 0 -
$ 2,915,283

1,727,233
-0

11,226
99,549

185,408
94,855

241,734
26,731
90,490

$ 2,477,228

$ 5,893,934

66,558
1,581,869

61,660
931,461

9,314
324,291
300,000

3,175,156

1,905,078
301,331

4,968
42,764

177,866
134,256
249,615

27,532
92,567

2,935,981

6,660,001

44,443
2,024,410

200,541
794,629

188,395
275,713
100,000

3,628,133

2,060,871
. -0-

4,392
24,164

174,022
177,829
265,626

28,358
100,230

2,835,496

6,744,565



Appendix "B"

Comparative statement of the Weyburn Security Bank
- for the years 1928, 1929, 1930 -
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As at December 31;
LIABILITIES

46,777
1,916,629
2,935,494

34,188

$ 7,276,838

To The Shareholders:
Capital Stock
Reserve
Profit and Loss
Dividends (unpaid)

To The Public:
Bank Notes in circulation
Advances Under the Finance Act
Balance Due to Dominion Gov't
Balance Due to Prove Gov't
Balances Due to Banks elsewhere
than in Canada and the U.K.
Deposits not bearing interest
Deposits bearing interest
other liabilities

Total

ASSETS

Current Coin held by the Bank
Dominion Notes Held
Notes of Other Banks
U.S. and Foreign Currency
Deposit in Central Gold Reserve

$

$

$

$

524,560
250,000

53,903
18,390

846,854

726,037
550,000
186,462

34,344

25,317
38,947
31,065

883
200,000
296,213

524,560
250,000

55,331
18,874

848,766

413,012
700,000
131,005

24,035

42,222
1,367,976
2,588,021

38,682

6,153,722

25,557
37,103
21,415
1,296

- ° -85,372

524,560
225,000

64,136
1,658

815,354

315,155
- 0 

181,141
15,715

34,923
807,088

1,545,688
16,536

3,731,604

25,344
36,926
14,675

2,103
- 0 
79,048

Cheques on other Banks
Balance due by Banks in Canada
Balance due by Foreign Banks
Dominion and Prove Gov't Sec.
Canadian Municipal, U.K., Foreign
and Colonial Public Securities
Railway and Other Bonds

Current Loans and Discounts
Foreign Loans and Discounts
Municipal and School Dist. Loans
Non-Current Loan, Loss provision
Real Estate
Mortgages
Bank Premises
circulation Fund Deposit
Other Assets

Total Assets

65,270
2,092,274

-----47,153
708,172

233,890
303,521

$ 3,450,282

2,675,541
4,500

56,976
11,741

133,577
241,952
333,743

29,209
43,101

$ 3,530,342

$ 7,276,838

53,186
1,056,951

38,300
706,807

226,816
294,503

2,376,566

2,720,060

- ° -151,568
23,190

119,299
259,685
346,984

30,085
40,908

3,691,783

6,153,722

23,402
597,769

80,796
682

39,581
28,771

771,003

1,766,706
- 0 

159,117
174,236
149,740
231,140
348,010

30,988
21,611

2,881,551

3,731,604



Appendix "c"

Comparison of Loans and Deposits
- For the years: 1926, 1927, 1928 -

Total Deposits1 Bills Receivable2

sept. 30, 1926 $ 4,277,471 $ 2,836,201

Dec. 31, 4,867,858 2,254,141

sept. 30, 1927 4,790,924 3,123,759

Oct. 31, 3 N/A 2,847,834

Dec. 31, 4,953,29'6 2,089,427

sept. 30, 1928 5,037,320 4,049,148

Oct. 31, N/A 3,891,232

Dec. 31, 4,852,123 2,748,758

Source: Monthly figures are from Circular Nos. 133, and 141,
October 20 and November 26, 1928. CBA, file 87/518/31.
Year-end figures are from Appendixes "A" and "B".

1 The;e figures are customers' deposits only, and do not
include deposits by either the provincial or federal
governments.

2 For comparative purposes, current, non-current,
foreign, and municipal loans have been included in "Bills
Receivable." The monthly figures that are available are
bulked together in this manner, so it is necessary to do the
same with the year-end figures.

3 Deposit figures for Oct. are available for the
branches only and do not include those of the Head Office
and are thus excluded.
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WEYBORN SECURITY BANK
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1911 - 1930
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Appendix "0"

Profits as a Percentage of Total Assets
- for the years 1911 -1930 -

Year Net Profits Total Assets Percentage

1911: $ 26,682 $ 1,069,995 2.49%

1912: 60,548 1,450,800 4.17%

1913: 53,968 1,641,972 3.29%

1914: 48,354 1,558,696 3.10%

1915: 53,844 2,176,469 2.47%

1916: 82,149 2,859,905 2.87%

1917: 74,274 4,009,104 1.85%

1918: 74,343 4,517,119 1.65%

1919: 62,220 4,588,163 1.36%

1920: 50,493 4,009,163 1.26%

1921: 46,628 3,584,172 1.30%

1922: 48,426 3,969,331 1.22%

1923: 40,270 3,793,809 1.06%

1924: 46,601 5,008,896 0.93%

1925: 44,605 5,893,934 0.76%

1926: 48,897 6,600,001 0.74%

1927: 78,214 6,744,565 1.16%

1928: 69,703 7,276,838 0.96%

1929: 51,490 6,153,722 0.84%

1930: N/A 3,731,604 N/A
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